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ABSTRACT
Within Australia, individuals and organised criminal syndicates trafficking firearms and
manufacturing firearms and firearm parts have become regularly reported. The modular
construction of modern firearms and the availability of generic firearm parts has also enabled the
manufacture of illicit firearms that use frames, barrels, and trigger groups that incorporate illicit
workshop, commercial factory, and generic brand parts combinations. Open-source international
media statistics report a marked nationwide increase in the rate of illicit firearm seizure and
illegal firearm activity, indicating an upsurge in the numbers of firearms available for criminal
activity.
This research adopts and extends the concept of forensic intelligence1 (Bruenisholz et al., 2016)
into new areas by examining the potential of forensic firearms intelligence to record and analyse
database images of illicit firearms seized by police and border agencies in Australia. Analysis of
such data creates robust investigative relationships between firearms, which may not otherwise
be known. The exploration of feature extraction by previously unrecorded spatial data from
images compares visual similarity algorithms using partonymic principles and 'producibility 2
shows excellent potential for further development as a valuable tool of forensic firearms
intelligence. The design, modifications, parts, and accessories of illicit firearms can be recorded
using alpha numeric string codes within a searchable database to provide critical intelligence data
which can back-capture and link suspects, locations, and manufacturing methodology used by
criminal groups. The overarching aim of this thesis is to develop a broad forensic intelligence
framework paradigm for the examination of illicit firearms using the ideology, forensic firearms
intelligence can inform decision-makers and analysts within the police and government agencies
by providing critical data not available from any other source. Critical data derived from the
technical association of firearm components used by criminals and Organised Crime Groups
(OCG’s) provides fact driven intelligence enabling the identification of new lines of inquiry for
investigators and intelligence analysts.

1

Forensic intelligence: The accurate, timely and useful product of logically processing (analysis of) forensic case data
(information) for investigation and intelligence purposes.
2
Producibility: A measure of observable similar characteristics and design features between firearms indicating the use of
production templates and a set format enabling economic fabrication, reduced production time and minimising assembly costs
by using existing or available technology.
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This research makes a significant and original contribution towards forensic firearm examination
by combining 'forensic intelligence' and 'illicit firearms' and providing research examples using
open-source police data. It does not attempt to build upon mainstream forensic firearm
knowledge; instead, it provides prototypal developments combined with research within a
proposed new field of Forensic Firearms Intelligence (Australian-National-Audit-Office). This
research work shows that the current technologies used to manufacture illicit firearms have
advanced beyond the current capabilities of police intelligence analysts to record and interrogate
firearm data effectively. This thesis presents several prototypal methods that use alternative
approaches which can individually or in combination provide new data and direction for further
research.

Keywords: firearm producibility profiling, forensic firearms intelligence, firearm string codes,
spatial pattern comparison, partonometric analysis, deposition striae
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Glossary of Terms

A 'Glossary of Terms' specifically suited for the forensic discipline of illicit firearms examination
as it applies to forensic firearms intelligence does not exist. The new terminology is used
throughout this thesis and is derived and adapted from multiple sources with acknowledgements
when possible. Some definitions are loosely based upon researchers' concepts from other
disciplines other than firearms examination and adapted as the basis of this new terminology.
New definitions have been developed specifically for use within this thesis to be incorporated
within Forensic Firearms Intelligence data collection and analysis descriptions.
1.7.1 Definitions
Case-based reasoning: Using the experience and knowledge of experienced investigators to
provide a process for analysing serial crime. Its purpose is to bridge a gap between technology
and methodology (Ribaux & Margot, 2003) (Ribaux et al., 2006).
Circle of Correlation: The intersection of any two equal circles creates two arcs of an equal radius
or symmetric lens. Critical point and significant point comparison using a circle of correlation can
reveal the degree of similarity, expressed by the intersection of two circles.

Critical Dimension: A measurable dimension that can also be a defined area that is unlikely to
change during any successive manufacturing process, such as length of the receiver, length of
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magazine, ejection port (position and size), grip angle, the height of receiver, sight, barrel length
(Long & Robertson, 2018).

Selected Critical Dimensions
Critical Point: A designated location (or feature) that is integral to the firearm's functioning.
These include pins or other devices associated with triggers, grips, receivers, barrels, safety
device (if fitted), ejection port (location), magazine release device (Long & Robertson, 2018).

A selection of Critical Points
Deposition striae: A category of toolmark striae upon an object caused by factors within 3D print
manufacture technology that influence the creation of 'deposition striae tool marks' upon that
object with class, subclass, and individual characteristics (in addition to impressed and striated
traditionally described as features imparted on an object by contact and force exerted from the
working surface of a tool).
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Deposition Striae on a 3D printed pistol frame
Firearm Parts and components: Anything designed to assist the operation of a firearm. Including
barrel, frame, receiver, slide, cylinder, bolt, breech block, or any device designed or adapted to
diminish the sound caused by firing a firearm (McClean, 2007).
Firearm Producibility Profiling: The recording and analysis of illicit firearm design and production
characteristics using partonometric analysis and pattern recognition techniques, such as
'significant point', 'critical point' and 'critical dimension' to assess or predict distribution patterns
associated with firearms trafficking or to assist in identifying involved persons or a point of origin
or manufacture.
(Illicit) Firearms workshop: A medium-sized area, room or building equipped with hand-operated
or electrical manufacturing tools such as a drill press and bench grinder. More extensive
workshops utilise additional equipment and tools in the form of lathes, milling machines,
sandblasting cabinet, and welding equipment or 3D printers.
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Firearm Similarity: having a resemblance in design or production characteristics without being
identical.
Forensic Firearms Intelligence: Forensic intelligence incorporating forensic firearms examination
data. A sub-discipline of forensic science (Crispino et al., 2015) utilising inference structures
(Ribaux & Margot, 1999) within cross-referenced and indexed datasets to extract patterns and
links between case data (Legrand & Vogel, 2014).
Forensic Intelligence: The logical processing and analysis of forensic case data for investigative
and intelligence purposes. (Ribaux et al., 2006).
Hybrid firearm: Any firearm which incorporates factory/generic-manufactured firearm parts
(such as barrels, slides, magazines, and trigger assemblies), together with other (Illicit) firearms
workshop made components (such as pistol frames, slide rails and barrels) produced either by
conventional machining processes or a range of novel 3D printing techniques. Such illicit hybrid
firearm designs have produced serviceable and lethal firearms of remarkably high quality and
reliability.
Illicit Firearm: A firearm or major firearm part which cannot be traced to a lawful point of origin
or manufacture or has no known legitimate or lawful history at the time of its seizure or recorded
as stolen.
Illicit firearms manufacturing: The manufacture or assembly of firearms, their parts and
components or ammunition (McClean, 2007):
(i)

From parts and components illicitly trafficked,

(ii)

Without licence or authorisation from a competent authority of the State Party where the

manufacture or assembly takes place
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Illicit link: Illicit link data refers to any firearm seizure from an individual or group involved in the
illicit drug market and firearm trafficking or associated with an organised criminal entity
(Bricknell, 2012)
Improvised firearm: A firearm that is rudimentary or of primitive design, construction, and
operation, commonly known as a "homemade gun" and is not a readily saleable commodity and
is almost always a one-off impromptu build and can be eliminated from trafficked firearm
investigations, including 'Firearm Producibility Profiling' analysis.
Inference data: A investigative conclusion or investigative path determined by the experience
and reasoning of a forensic investigator. (Ribaux & Margot, 1999).
Minimum bounding box: A minimum bounding rectangle is used to approximate a more complex
shape. It is a rectangle whose sides are parallel to the x and y axis and minimally enclose the more
complex shape.(Caldwell, 2005; Wood, 2008).
Partonomy: A central organizing principle of most ontologies defining of which parts an object is
composed. Meronymic relations (A meronym is a constituent part) allow the identification of
parts and locations that are essential to the functioning of a firearm (trigger, barrel) from parts
that are not essential (accessories) (Hempelmann et al., 2017; Nikolay Sirakov, 2015).
Producibility: A measure of similar observable characteristics and design features between
firearms indicating the use of production templates and a set format enabling economic
fabrication, reduced production time, and minimised assembly costs using existing or available
technology (Pavlovich S, 2019).
Seized Trafficked Gun (STG): A firearm or major component which may include ammunition,
intended for illegal sale and distribution, having any of the following considerations:
▪

having an organised crime, or gang crime association
26

▪

workshop fabricated (illicit) in part or its entirety

▪

illegally assembled using parts from a commercially available manufactured firearm or
ammunition parts

▪

diverted from legitimate sources for illegal sale and distribution

▪

not licensable

▪

a prohibited firearm

Significant Point: A designated reference location (or point feature) that will highlight or define
a shape or other distinctive or unusual feature such as grip shape, receiver shape, magazine well,
trigger guard shape, cocking handle, foresight/rear sight locations, trigger shape (Long &
Robertson, 2018).

A selection of Significant Points
Spatial Pattern Comparison (SPC): A numerical assessment of the (dis)similarity between two
(or more) mapped Datasets (a fundamental task in geography and quantitative spatial modelling)
(Long & Robertson, 2018).
String Code Identifier (SCI): A one-line alpha-numeric descriptor code to describe and categorise
seized firearms, including their major parts and accessories
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Threshold of Similar Origin: The point at which the probability of two firearms having a similar
origin becomes a realistic possibility.
Trace: A recorded (case file) remnant of unique criminal activity in the past, supporting the study
of criminal activities (Ribaux & Talbot Wright, 2014).
Traffickable firearm: An illicit firearm or firearm parts that present as a readily saleable
commodity. (It must at the very least function as intended and convey some sense of reliability
if only by its outward appearance).
(Illicit) Workshop manufactured: a firearm or component produced in its entirety in an (illicit)
'firearms workshop'.
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1. INTRODUCTION TO ILLICIT FIREARMS DATA ANALYSIS
1.1

Chapter Introduction

This chapter will introduce and critically examine the current state of the examination of illicit
firearms to extract forensic intelligence. It will also provide an understanding of the requirements
of 'forensic intelligence' as it applies to firearms.
These illicit firearms have presented in variant formats of major parts and other components.
1. Illicit firearms workshop (100% illicit manufacture)
2. Commercial Factory (100% commercially manufactured components, OEM3)
3. Commercial Generic (100% aftermarket or third-party manufacture)
4. Workshop/Factory (combination of illicit manufacture and OEM)
5. Factory/Generic (combination of OEM and aftermarket4 or third-party manufacture)
6. Workshop/Generic (combination of illicit manufacture and aftermarket/third-party
manufacture)
Australian firearms legislation struggles keep ahead of technological developments in firearms
and ammunition which challenge traditional and fundamental views of what constitutes a
firearm, how firearms are manufactured, how they function and what materials are used to
construct them. Firearm traffickers and illicit firearm manufacturers have used innovative
technologies and developments to avoid detection and prosecution by using illicit firearm

3
4

Original equipment manufacturer - OEM
Aftermarket - not sourced from the original manufacturer.
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workshops to produce or modify components, without any form of individually identifying
characteristics such as serial numbers or manufacturer markings.
Government reports from Queensland, New South Wales, and Western Australia have been
critical of these states firearms registry recording systems highlighting common issues such as;
•

processes do not ensure data is accurate and up to date

•

the use of outdated technology

•

a limited ability to extract reliable firearm data

•

susceptibility to data entry errors

•

critical intelligence gaps

Adaptions of these firearms registry databases by forensic agencies also record illicit firearms and
suffer similar shortfalls in their ability to capture and categorise firearm variants or modifications.
Currently, independent reports of within police agencies has shown that procedural
inconsistency has adversely affected the development and operational use of illicit firearms
intelligence.
1.2

Illicit firearms in Australia – An ACIC Case Example

In 2012 the ACIC, then known as Australia Crime Commission(ACC), prepared the 2012 National
Illicit Firearm Assessment, which was presented to Australian Parliament in 2015 (Secretariat,
2015) as the only accurate estimate of illicit firearms number in Australia stating;
Whilst the exact size of the illicit firearm market is unknown, our 2012 assessment
conservatively estimated the market contained around 260,000 firearms comprised of
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more than 250,000 long-arms and around 10,000 handguns…While the actual data used
to determine these figures was classified, the ACC stated that the next national
assessment, to be finalised in 2015, will 'be accompanied with appropriate unclassified
and publicly available materials.
Within that same report (Secretariat, 2015), it was also stated;
One of the clear revelations arising out of this inquiry was the lack of accurate,
comprehensive data with regard to illicit firearms in Australia…due to the insufficiency
of information available, it is difficult to make conclusions regarding the size of the illicit
firearms market or the manner in which firearms transition from the licit market to the
illicit.
During the inquiry, stakeholders raised serious concerns as to the accuracy and integrity of the
available data; these include,
•

alternative datasets used by the AIC and ACC, which use different data
collection methods,

•

the age of the data used,

•

the inability of the ACC to trace firearms in some circumstances,

•

the integrity of data provided by state and territory police

In November 2019, the ACIC (ACIC, 2019) had continued to make the same conservative
assessment of 260,000 firearms (250,000 long-arms and 10,000 handguns) in the domestic
Australian illicit market as it had done since 2012. This 2019 assessment was based on available
data. However, this estimate had been previously identified by a parliamentary committee in
2015 as questionable. It was not accepted (Secretariat, 2015). The data used to make these
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estimates were based upon a small trace sample (out of a total of 2119 firearms, 33.5 per cent
did not have reliable or complete data attached).
Further, ACIC terminology such as 'grey market'5 was coined by the ACIC to encompass 'long-arm
firearms which should have been either registered or surrendered in firearm buybacks following
the 1996 National Firearms Agreement but were not'. Detective Chief Superintendent Finch of
the New South Wales Police Force stated (Secretariat, 2015) that the terminology was misleading
as it was also a source for illicit firearms:
[Gray market] is a term that gives people comfort, and it should not. It is a benign
term...People who possess firearms—and they may be firearms that were not handed
back under the 1996 provisions—may well be committing criminal offences and, in fact,
serious criminal offences… (Grey market) is a term that was perhaps coined by the
(Australian Crime Commission). I understand the reason for it, but I do not agree with
its use.
This view of the ‘Gray Market’ as a source of illicit firearms was previously stated by Bricknell
(2012), ‘the ‘grey market’ has and likely continues to be a legitimate source of long-arms to the
illicit market’ Bricknell (2012).
An analysis of ACIC illicit firearm estimates indicates significant issues outlined below relating to
the accuracy and reliability of data based on the evidence provided from the ACIC itself,

5

The grey market consists of all long arms (not handguns) that were not registered, or surrendered as required
during the gun buybacks, following the National Firearms Agreement (1996). Grey market firearms are not owned,
used, or conveyed for criminal purposes but may end up in the illicit market Secretariat, S. L. a. C. A. C. (2015). The
Ability of Australian law enforcement authorities to eliminate gun-related violence in the community. C. o.
Australia.
https://www.aph.gov.au/Parliamentary_Business/Committees/Senate/Legal_and_Constitutional_Affairs/Illicit_fire
arms/Report/c01
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suggesting a static illicit firearms market that has not grown for a decade. However, other sources
provide evidence of a growing and dynamic firearm black market.
i.

The ACIC 2019 estimate of 260,000 illicit firearms has not been updated since 2012. It is
not considered a reliable figure and should not be used as a basis for legislative or policing
initiatives.

ii.

The ACIC can produce no reliable data to support this estimate.

iii.

The terms Grey market and Black market related to illicit or illegal firearms have arguably
the same meaning and have little or no practical use within intelligence analysis.

iv.

Australian Institute of Criminology (AIC) reports significant increases in firearm
theft during the period 2009 – 2018, ‘in 2018 there were 847 reported incidents
of firearm theft in which 2,425 firearms were stolen. This represents a 15 percent
increase in incidents and a 35 percent increase in stolen firearms since 2008–09’.

v.

Gun Control Australia6 (GunControlAustralia, 2021a) has determined via data obtained
via freedom of information that 6,451 firearms of all types were stolen across Australia
over the two years 2013 to 2015.

vi.

Gun Control Australia (GunControlAustralia, 2021b) estimates that close to 27,000
firearms have been stolen between 2007 – 2017.

In this discussion, the data released by the ACIC relating to the available data estimate of the
number of illicit firearms in Australia is shown to be incorrect at best and, at worst, misleading as
this figure does not incorporate the verified figure of 27,000 firearms reported stolen during a
similar period. The Australian Border Force's annual reports (ABF) (Department-of-Home-Affairs,

6

Gun Control Australia: a not-for-profit, community-led organisation that focuses solely on advocating for strong firearms
policy and legislation
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2021) during 2012-2020 reveal 16,198 seizures of undeclared conventional firearms, parts, and
accessories. An unidentified percentage could have reached the illicit firearm market.
A recent report was released by the Australian Institute of Criminology (AIC) entitled ‘Illicit
firearms and other weapons on darknet markets’ (Broadhurst et al., 2021). This report used the
outdated and unreliable ACIC estimate of 260,000 illicit firearms within the body of their 2021
AIC report as no other data was available. The only reportable darknet activity within Australia
was a Darknet vendor claiming to ship from within Australia and two other cases of Darknet
firearm purchases within Australia. Such activities are either minimal in number or, if more
significant, have not been detected.
The Australian National Audit Office (ANAO), using Australian Border Force (ABF) sampling data,
estimated that 87% of prohibited imports (which includes firearms and firearms parts) entering
Australia in 2012-13 via international mail were not detected (Australian-National-Audit-Office,
2021).
Having gained some definitive data relating to the numbers of firearms entering the illicit
firearms market, a further critical question would therefore be:
•

How many verified firearms, firearm parts and accessories are removed from the illicit
market due to Australian Police and Border Force activities?

The numbers figure is challenging to answer as such data is neither widely collected nor reported
in Australia. A partial answer was found in an online blog posted by the Combined Firearms
Council of Victoria7 dated April 2017. It stated that a series of Freedom of Information requests

7

Combined Firearms Council of Victoria: Member organisations International Practical Shooting Confederation - Firearm
Traders Association - Sporting Shooters Association of Australia Vic - Victorian Amateur Pistol Association - Victorian Hound
Hunters - Vintagers: Order of Edwardian Gunners
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were put to the Australian Federal Police to determine "what firearms they [AFP] seized which
could not be associated with a legal source" (which might indicate firearm trafficking). The AFP
responded that they do not have documents that identify this (Combined-Firearms-Council-ofVictoria, 2021).
The ACIC has developed a National Firearms Trace Program (established in 2004), which
determines (where possible) how firearms seized by Police may initially have been diverted to
the illicit market. The ACIC has received 6,874 trace requests during the period 2004-2016.
However, such trace requests (ACIC, 2016) are voluntary using firearm serial numbers located
upon the seized firearm or firearm part, ‘…some jurisdictions regularly forward firearms trace
requests to the ACIC, while others submit requests on an ad hoc basis and only in relation to
specific firearm types or incidents.
A successful ACIC firearm trace is entirely dependent upon the firearm's serial number; if the
serial number has been erased/destroyed, as in Fig.1, the possibility of a successful trace by the
ACIC National Firearm Trace Program no longer exists.
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Figure 1a; Erased serial number on
slide component

Fig.1: A Glock brand self-loading pistol with serial number destroyed by grinding.
Source: The Australian newspaper 6 Feb 2017.

1.3

Illicit Firearms Data Collection – Current Methods

To date, a search of the term 'forensic intelligence' within the online bibliographic database
Google Scholar produces only two articles which utilise the words' forensic firearm intelligence'
together as a group, these were.
1. Gagliardi (2012) discusses firearm forensic intelligence sharing to better investigate
organised crime and gun violence (Gagliardi (2012).
2. Hannam (2010) discusses the conversion of blank firing, gas cartridge and reactivated
pistols in England & Wales between September 2003 and September 2008. (Hannam,
2010)
This first article discusses forensic intelligence regarding computer automated evidence
comparison systems of ballistic materials such as IBIS (Integrated Ballistic Identification System)
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(Ultra©, 2020), Australian Ballistics Information Network (ABIN)8and the National Ballistics
Intelligence Service (NABIS)9. The second article is a treatise on the conversion of blank firing, gas
cartridge and reactivated pistols and although comprehensive, it does not group similar design
features and manufacturing methods to investigate illicit distribution throughout that country.
Neither article discusses the extraction of or loss of 'crucial information conveyed by forensic
firearm case data that may not support court proceedings' (Michelot, 2019).
As background, ABIN is a product of the Integrated Ballistic Identification System (IBIS), which is
an 'off the shelf' commercial product designed to ballistically link a particular firearm to a specific
crime, using unique marks left upon cartridge casings and bullets. In a country such as Australia,
having comprehensive legislative restrictions upon firearm ownership, the probative intelligence
value of automated systems such as IBIS or ABIN is arguably limited. Research has identified that
over-reliance on automated and costly processes, such as the Australian Ballistics Information
Network (ABIN), may not produce investigative data needed for the active collection and
distribution of firearm intelligence (Bruenisholz et al., 2016; Michelot, 2019). An extract from a
2018 Research Report (R. Smith, 2018) by the Australian Institute of Criminology (AIC) stated;
Ballistics evidence and automated systems cannot overcome all the barriers to
investigating organised crime. There were several examples where it was still not
possible to confirm whether the person of interest from a linked investigation was
involved in the incident investigated. Other forms of forensic evidence and investigative
techniques are, therefore, still important, and beneficial in cases involving organised
crime. (p.122).

8
9

https://www.acic.gov.au/firearms-services
https://www.nabis.police.uk/Database
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Legislative and administrative requirements within agencies restrict researchers' ability to access
data and determine effective methodologies to produce better outcomes. These restrictions
have the flow-on effect of delaying necessary changes within forensic recording and reporting
systems. Such changes can only occur if there is a widespread 'awareness of firearm-related
intelligence and its value within investigations and crime reduction' (Yare et al., 2020).
Policing agencies need new techniques to monitor the development and spread of firearm
trafficking networks, including legislative changes and introducing new firearm examination
processes within policing and intelligence sections nationally to identify and categorise firearms
and traffickable components and accessories (Yare et al., 2020). To reveal and gather information
relating to the origin and distribution patterns of illegally sourced, imported, or workshop
manufactured firearms within a short timeframe is a necessary priority allowing appropriate lead
time for investigators to act and legislators to create effective regulatory strategies. As part of
this process, Police forensic agencies must move away from the traditional sole focus toward
prosecutions and the courts, which has reduced intelligence-gathering effectiveness. Current
world levels of firearm development, manufacturing, and the sheer marketing force of firearms
manufacturers via books, magazines, and internet media have not been experienced before and
must be considered.
Police firearm regulatory agencies must urgently improve procedural guidelines and reporting,
as detailed in Report 18: May 2019 Western Australian Auditor General's Report, Firearm
Controls (Spencer, 2019);
This Office has previously reported 4 times since 2000 on WA Police's regulation and
oversight of firearms. These reports consistently highlighted issues with Police's firearm
application and inspection policies, procedures and activities, and weaknesses in the
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information systems used to carry out its regulatory responsibilities…It was
disappointing to find that Police still has significant weaknesses in its regulatory controls
and information systems, particularly given that this Office in its 2009 and 2013 audits
had previously reported many of these weaknesses.
No references indicate that any forensic agency in Australia utilises a recording methodology or
firearms database significantly different to that used by Australian State and Territory firearm
registries.
A recent report published by the AIC (Australian Institute of Criminology) on the subject of
firearm theft in Australia also highlights issues with the limited quality of data collection by
policing agencies which '…did not include additional contextual information about the
characteristics of the theft'.
The Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (ACIC) has identified itself "…as providing
valuable tools for police to reduce and solve firearm-related crime"10 such as.
•

The Australian Ballistic Information Network (ABIN)

•

The Australian Firearms Information Network (AFIN)

•

National Firearms Identification Database (NFID)

•

ACIC National Firearm Trace Program

The National Firearms Identification Database (NFID) (ACIC, 2021) set uniform standards for
identifying firearms registered in Australia stating;
The National Firearms Identification Database (NFID) is a reference tool that helps
Australian Police identify and record firearms in a consistent way. The database enables

10

Source: https://www.acic.gov.au/firearms-services
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Police to identify and characterise a firearm, using details such as make, model, calibre,
and capacity.
The NFID Make and, Manufacturer database (accessed 12/03/2021) contains 4,637 individual
entries, and the NFID Running sheet of firearm make, and model templates contain 7,897
individual entries. The Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (ACIC) has stated, ‘the illicit
market is, by its very nature, concealed and consequently extremely difficult to accurately
measure. Inconsistent and limited data collection has so far prevented an evidence-based
assessment of the market’ (Firearm Trafficking No. 2 Special Operation | Australian Criminal
Intelligence Commission, 2020).
However, such voluminous databases listing current and historical references to firearm make
and model may only be compounding these difficulties as an examination of the NFID Make and
Manufacturer database and the NFID Running sheet shows that it does not contain any
classification or categorisation for;
•

'hybrid' firearms11, i.e., firearms built up from components sourced from.
(i)

Workshop/Factory

(ii) Workshop/Generic
•

Generic parts only (aftermarket or third-party manufacturers)

•

Workshop (100% illicit manufacture)

•

Factory/Generic

11

Hybrid firearm: These firearms utilise factory/generic-manufactured firearm parts (such as barrels, slides, magazines, and
trigger assemblies), together with other (Illicit) firearms workshop made components (such as pistol frames, slide rails and
barrels) produced either by conventional machining processes or a range of novel 3D printing techniques.
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Oversights within the ability of Australian policing to accurately record the categories of illicit
firearms as seen in the dot point list above are commonplace, both within Australia and
internationally. One of the primary aims of this thesis is to provide a categorisation process which
can be used as agreed legislative and expert definitions of firearms and major firearm parts to
aid in the recovery of search queries and accurate statistical data.
Open-source reporting indicators in Australia show that such illicit guns are not only widespread,
but they are improving in both build quality and sophistication using many different designs.
The term 'homemade gun' is a term frequently used by Australian Police, forensic agencies and
media when reporting the seizure of such firearms, as in Fig.2.

Fig.2: Report of Homemade firearms seized by NSW Police.
Source https://www.facebook.com/nswpoliceforce/posts/10158488446551185

The term 'homemade gun' is not an adequate category descriptor to describe illicit manufactured
firearms. It underplays the serious nature of illicit firearm gun manufacture within the community
and is outdated in the Australian illicit firearm context. However, a suitable replacement
descriptor may require input and collaboration from Australian Government agencies.
In June 2019, Associate Professor Philip Alpers, Adjunct Associate Professor, Sydney School of
Public Health, The University of Sydney (Zillman, 2019), stated;
even obtaining that data was difficult and there was a culture of "entrenched secrecy"
when it came to Police sharing data on illicit weapons with the public...(The Police)
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would file a gun away in an evidence room as soon as the case was over and go on to
the next one rather than trying to trace where the gun came from.
Uncorroborated sources from The Sydney Morning Herald newspaper (Fitzsimmons, 2019) also
highlighted problems obtaining accurate firearms data reporting in 2019;
Reliable statistics underpin good public policy but when it comes to guns, our knowledge
is patchy and updated sporadically; instead of reliable and regular official statistics, we
get piecemeal research projects from private sources…The ACIC also put out a report on
illicit firearms in 2016 but has not done it since and a spokesman confirmed it did not
plan to do it this year.
In 2020, the ACIC launched a series of firearm trafficking investigations (Firearm Trafficking No.
2 Special Operation | Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission, 2020) to develop
comprehensive firearm trafficking intelligence stating, ’use and possession of illicit firearms is a
significant element of serious and organised crime activity in Australia. Traffickers supply illicit
firearms to organised crime networks, either by illegally obtaining them from the licit market or
by facilitating their illegal manufacture.’ Specifically, concerning firearm trafficking, the ACIC
stated that it intended to ‘use the coercive powers of the ACIC to facilitate the collection of
information and intelligence about serious and organised crime activity not available through
other information collection methods’ (Firearm Trafficking No. 2 Special Operation | Australian
Criminal Intelligence Commission, 2020).
At this time, there would be no shortage of forensic firearm crime data (including images)
available for back capture analysis within Australian Police databases in an accessible
computerised format dating back at least fifteen years. However, the ACIC and other police
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agencies have no practical method of extracting back capture forensic firearms intelligence or
verifying this data's accuracy or allowing independent researchers to do so.
A recent study researching gun violence in the United States entitled ‘Problems With Police
Reports as Data Sources: A Researchers Perspective’ (Güss et al., 2020) raises an important issue
during discussion within the paper;
Our experiences when communicating with police departments showed that they were
professional and very helpful. That leaves us to surmise that the problem with collecting
these data is systematically difficult—that there are institutional procedures in place
that keep science or scientific research or other outsiders from meddling into “the way
we do things.
This study (Güss et al.) goes further stating that ’for our research purposes, when the data that
we gathered from the source (i.e., police reports) were not sufficient, we ended up relying more
extensively on other data archives, news outlets, and media coverage’.
This deficiency in the collection of firearms intelligence continues and may be due in part to a
broad failure to address the common and well-known challenges of intelligence-led policing
(Peterson, 2005) such as;
1. lack of training
2. problems with data entry, including terminology
3. inefficient structure of intelligence units
4. a lack of understanding of the principles of intelligence-led crime reduction
5. a lack of accepted operating standards
The ACIC decommissioned the National Firearms Licensing Registration System (NFLRS), which
held state and territory firearm licensing and registration records in 2018-19. The NFLRS was
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replaced by the Australian Firearms Information Network (AFIN), which was to be a significant
upgrade of available firearm data.
In March 2021, Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (ACIC) CEO Mike Phelan reported to
the Federal Government (Barbaschow, 2021):
There's no consistency in terms of any of the systems that we run when you run states
and territories and a Commonwealth system. And that's the difficulty of trying to run
hybrid systems…the reasons for disclosure of info, and I'm not just specifically saying
firearms here, but the reasons for disclosure of information, depending on its character
vary from state to state. And whilst it might seem self-evident that what you can disclose
in Victoria, same piece of information should be disclosed in New South Wales, that is
not the case and we're running into that.
Mr Phelan also stated that the ACIC was experiencing similar problems with implementing the
National Criminal Intelligence System (NCIS). The NCIS will replace the ageing Australian criminal
intelligence database (ACID) ‘to provide federal, state and territory policing agencies with a
unified picture of criminal activity’ (Hendry, 2021).
Referring to the quality of the data, Mr Phelan said.
That itself is not an easy task to do, he said. And you can clean up the data as much as
you can -- everybody wants the data clean, so that you can make good tactical decisions
if you need to, at the operational level rather than having to look at multiple pieces of
information to make some sort of subjective judgement.
If one major Australian national issue can highlight the problems affecting the collection of
firearms intelligence data, this has been previously identified as, ’(a failure or reluctance) to
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identify when systems are not functioning effectively in order to identify routes for improvement’
(Final Report Summary - ODYSSEY 2018; Hendry, 2020; Sainty, 2020).
An international European Union study (Skerrett et al.)entitled Project Odyssey Final Report12
highlighted a similar imbalance of illicit firearm data capture processes between investigators,
forensics, and intelligence analysts attributable to differences in purpose and culture between
these groups.
The forensic officers within this EU study considered it essential to focus on producing quality
evidential information from examining seized firearms, even though this process was often
detailed and lengthy. The investigators within the same jurisdictions felt that the earlier provision
of evidential and intelligence data would improve investigative outcomes significantly. The
Project Odyssey Final Report observed and reported that,
Further review of these processes identified that the [forensic] scientists were often able
to give an opinion as to whether there were relevant links at an early stage of the
evidential process, however they had … been reluctant to voice these opinions for fear
of doubt being cast on the scientific processes at a later stage or operational and
investigative staff acting inappropriately on the information provided.
the ODYSSEY (2018) report recognised that,
The investigators and intelligence analysts, however, identified themselves as experts in
evaluating uncertainty surrounding information and that the advantages of reduced
timescales for the development of intelligence, investigative strategy and tactics far

12

Project Odyssey: a research project for the development of a secure platform for the sharing of [Intelligence] information
about gun-crime throughout the European Union Skerrett, J., Neumann, C., & Mateos-Garcia, I. (2011). A Bayesian approach for
interpreting shoemark evidence in forensic casework: Accounting for wear features. Forensic Science International, 210(1), 2630. https://doi.org/https://doi.org/10.1016/j.forsciint.2011.01.030 .
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outweighed the potential disadvantages that had been perceived by the [forensic]
scientists.
Such a described imbalance probably exists within Australian policing agencies as the shortfalls
in the collection of quality intelligence data has been stated by both the Australian Criminal
Intelligence Commission (ACIC), Australian Institute of Criminology (AIC), Australian and New
Zealand Policing Advisory Agency (ANZPAA/NIFS)/NIFS) and the National Institute of Forensic
Science directorate (ANZPAA/NIFS).
In 2019 Western Australia Police engaged a digital investigation platform – called Söze to
automate the analysis of evidence such as emails, texts, social media posts, photographs and
CCTV footage already in possession of police (Nott, 2019), ‘The time taken to search digital
evidence has also been reduced…for example officers are able to find…firearms in hundreds of
thousands of images in a few hours, compared with labouring manually over the course of a few
months.’ This digital platform could also have the ability to collect images of illicit firearms within
police databases which could be further processed to back capture data for intelligence purposes.
Western Australia Police Force Detective Inspector Tim Thomas comments in the Nott (2018)
article,
The platform will also provide another layer of protection from one of the police force’s
biggest fears: overlooking crucial evidence it already has. While that problem used to be
due to poor information management, it now comes as a result of simply too much
data…Something has to change, and that’s the point of the [Söze] platform proof of
concept, to help us find the important information we don’t realise we have.
It is also a critical consideration that flawed data collection methods (which are not mentioned)
will impact the quality of information extracted from the use of the Söze platform.
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1.4

Organisational Challenges Within Illicit Firearms Data Collection

A study of senior police managers in Quebec (Canada) (Mousseau et al., 2019) 2019 examined
their understanding of forensic science. This study concluded that police managers and leaders
have a restricted view of forensic science and its further potential.
Quebec police decision-makers also seem to associate forensic science with a discipline
specifically dedicated to the criminal investigative process. The attention given to the
added value of forensic science and to its ability to solidify an evidence (case) file, as
well as the repeated use of the term "evidence" as a central component of the
vocabulary of Police senior leaders interviewed, reveals the one-dimensional purpose
which seems to be associated with forensic science: its contribution to the criminal
justice system (Mousseau et al., 2019).
The study indicated that Quebec police managers did have an appreciation of forensic science
and a degree of technical knowledge on the subject, which includes an awareness of the potential
of the trace or clue within forensic science. However, this aspect of their forensic knowledge had
required further training. Overall, this study shows a lack of training that might develop the
usefulness of the trace beyond the investigation of a single case file and into the broader field of
volume crimes.
The advocacy of scholars regarding forensic intelligence development within forensic science has
been stated and restated for many years, beginning perhaps with the paper 'Inference structures
for crime analysis and intelligence: the example of burglary using forensic science data (Ribaux &
Margot, 1999). In 2019 an article entitled Intelligence-Led Policing in Practice: Reflections from
Intelligence Analysts (Burcher & Whelan, 2019) identified several problematic issues from
intelligence analysts' perspective within the Australian Policing community.
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1. Incomplete or missing data
2. Incorrectness (e.g., information entered incorrectly into criminal databases)
3. Insufficient information on which to base assessments
4. limited data sharing both between and within agencies restricting access to information
resulting from a series of detrimental factors.

a)

Information silos13

b)

Over-reliance on security clearance restrictions

c)

Technological interoperability issues

d)

Interagency competition/rivalry

Fig.3: Grouping of investigational linkages into classes (Ribaux & Margot, 1999).

The simple diagram shown in Fig.3 creates investigative linkages using case-specific data to
identify… 'activity that falls within the same framework' (Ribaux & Margot, 1999). This diagram
demonstrates the usefulness of breaking down data into smaller, more manageable packages
which show similar characteristics. This categorisation principle also applies to examining
firearms and their components. No specific research studies investigate or otherwise discuss
'inference data' collected by interpreting forensic firearm examination files and cases. The report,

13

An "information silo is a business division or group of employees within an organization that fails to
communicate freely or effectively with other groups, including management." Furthermore, these silos can quickly
grow "when an organization's culture does not encourage employees to share knowledge and work
collaboratively. “Agnes
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Illicit Firearms in Australia (ACIC, 2016), has commented, ’the illicit market is, by its very nature,
concealed and consequently extremely difficult to accurately measure. Inconsistent and limited
data collection has so far prevented an evidence-based assessment of the market’.
The lack of reliable data has been a reportable issue in Australia for many years (Bricknell, 2012);
the ACIC (2016) stating;
Details of firearm offences and those involved in them…is not collected in a consistent
manner and the ability to interrogate this data to produce a national view is limited.
Inconsistencies in the classification of firearms offences have hindered the
standardisation of firearm incidents reported across jurisdictions. These inconsistencies
have also prevented the cross-referencing of firearm registration and licensing records
with firearm incident and offence data (ACIC, 2016; Bricknell, 2012).
Even though Australia has teams of AFFSAB accredited forensic firearm examiners, forensic
scientists, and trained intelligence analysts whose task is to collect, interpret, disseminate, and
interpret such data relating to illicit firearms. Why is 'inconsistent and limited' illicit firearm data
the norm in a country where firearms are heavily policed and restricted by strong legislative
controls?
1.5

The Case for A Paradigm Shift in Firearm Trafficking Data and Illicit Firearm Data
Analysis

Australia has implemented tight legislative controls on firearm ownership to restrict the
widespread prevalence of firearms within the broader community. However, the definition of
what constitutes a firearm under Australian law is arguable (Adams, 2020), becoming increasingly
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difficult to quantify and has been further complicated by the rise of 3D printing technologies
impacting illicit firearms manufacturing.
The illicit firearm is a product of criminal activity and within Australia requires applying a
methodology to identify and extract searchable case data as 'forensic firearms intelligence'.
However, the limited understanding of the more significant potential of forensic science and
‘forensic firearms intelligence’ by police managers tends to hinder its implementation within
policing models (Crispino et al., 2021).
It is also imperative that the lead time for examination results is kept to an agreed minimum
timeline based on the forensic laboratory's capabilities. Investigative and prosecution results can
be compromised when initial examinations occur weeks or months after the firearm seizure. By
this time, charges are likely to have already been decided and preferred; any working
investigative process has concluded, with the firearm placed into long term exhibit storage
before the examination has even commenced. In such examples, these dated, longstanding
forensic procedures smother the retrieval of valuable 'forensic firearms intelligence' data, which
may have positively impacted the entire investigation. During the initial reporting phase, the
critical requirement of 'forensic firearms intelligence' is to identify 'significant' firearm seizures,
prioritise them accordingly, and maintain investigative momentum to benefit investigating
officers and strategic partners.
The Association of Firearm and Tool Mark Examiners (AFTE) is an international professional
organisation for Firearm and Toolmark Identification practitioners. The AFTE TECHNICAL
PROCEDURES MANUAL (AFTE, 2015) outlines the requirements for the physical examination and
classification of firearms:
The following information will be documented, when applicable:
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• Trace Evidence

• Firing Pin

• Caliber/Gauge

• Breech face

• Make/Model

• Operating condition

• Additional Markings/Importer

• Trigger pull

• Serial number

• General rifling characteristics

• Type of action

• Barrel length

• Safeties

• Overall length

• Extractor/Ejector

• Accessories and attachments

The AFTE procedures note that an examiner may use alternate methods of examination stating,
‘not all possible analyses that may be encountered in casework can be appropriately covered in
a procedures manual…(although) accredited laboratories should adhere to any procedural or
documentation requirements from their accrediting body' (AFTE, 2015).
The American Academy of Forensic Sciences (AAFS) is a multidisciplinary professional
organisation whose role is to advance forensic science and its application within the legal system.
The AAFS Standards Board (ASB)14 has produced a draft document (ASB, 2020) outlining the
physical examination requirements for firearms.
4.6.1 Describe the firearm to include the following, if known (ASB, 2020):
●Make/manufacturer
● Firearm type (shotgun, rifle, pistol, revolver, etc)

14

The AAFS Standards Board ASB. (2020). Standard Test Method for the Examination and Testing of
Firearms

American Academy of Forensic Sciences Retrieved 10/02/2020 from http://www.asbstandardsboard.org/
is an ANSI-accredited Standards Developing Organization providing, science-based consensus forensic
standards and is a wholly owned subsidiary of the American Academy of Forensic Sciences creating a
national US registry of forensic standards.
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● Model
● Caliber/gauge
● Serial number
4.6.2 Additional descriptions may include the following information (ASB, 2020):
● Serial number location(s), including any hidden location(s)
● Action type (semi-automatic, lever action, bolt action, etc)
● Country of origin
● Importer
● Finish
● Construction (e.g., polymer, metal)
● Other markings on the firearm
● Positions and class characteristics of marking surfaces (e.g., extractor and ejectors)
● Safeties and location(s)
● Type of operation (recoil, blowback, etc)
● Single action and/or double action
Both AFTE and ASB agree upon a minimum descriptive recording requirement during any physical
examination. These are,
•
•
•
•
•

Make/manufacturer
Firearm type (such as shotgun, rifle, pistol, revolver)
Model
Calibre/gauge
Serial number

Additional descriptors ‘might’ include,
•
•
•

Finish (ASB)
Construction (e.g. polymer, metal type) (ASB)
Accessories and attachments (AFTE)
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It may become evident to the reader that the recording structures are very ordered and concise
and more in keeping with licensing requirements within a firearms registry than the recording of
‘illicit firearms' within an intelligence database.
Case example – illicit firearm
Glossary Definition - Illicit Firearm: A firearm or major firearm part which cannot be traced to a
lawful point of origin or manufacture or have no known legitimate or lawful history at the time
of its seizure or recorded as stolen.

Fig.4: A shortened La Salle pump-action shotgun used by Sydney siege gunman Man Haron Monis during the Lindt
Cafe siege in Sydney, December 2014. Photograph: Department of Justice 15

A forensic firearms examiner in Fig.4 would likely have noted the shortening of the shotgun's
barrel and buttstock shape and included this observation within their report. However, these
illicit modifications would not have been recorded within a searchable database for ongoing
forensic intelligence interrogation. The modifications made to this shotgun, such as shortening
of the stock and barrel, indicate that this gun is the product of criminal activity. Any potential

15

Michael Safi, The Guardian. (2015). Sydney siege shotgun 'fired' in chilling courtroom reconstruction.
Available from: http://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2015/sep/02/sydney-siege-shotgunfired-in-chilling-courtroom-reconstruction. (Accessed: 28/3/2016).
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forensic intelligence trace data that might have existed beyond this particular case's evidential
parameters should be readily retrievable.
Case example – Illicit Firearm - Destroyed Serial Number
In another example, a simple case of an erased or destroyed serial number found upon a seized
handgun–

Fig.5: A seized handgun with destroyed serial numbers.

The destroyed serial numbers on the pistol in Fig.5 indicate that this gun is the product of criminal
activity. It cannot be identified to determine its origin and cannot be purchased, sold, licensed,
possessed, or used in any Australian State or Territory.
Has the destruction of serial numbers, as seen in Figure 5, created a firearms licensing offence,
or are these more significant 'forensic firearms intelligence' factors that relate to firearm
trafficking?
1. It cannot be traced to a lawful point of origin (manufacture). This firearm has no
legitimate history: it is "untraceable".
2. This firearm has no individually identifying serial numbers.
3. It may be stolen.
4. It may have 'workshop made' (homemade) components?
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5. It may have 'factory manufactured' parts of unknown or generic brand origin.
6. This firearm may have been used in other crimes or criminal activities nationally or
internationally of which policing agencies are not yet aware such as,
a)

illegal importation. (requiring Australian Border Force involvement)

b)

illegal manufacture (national and international).

c)

firearm trafficking networks (national and international).

7. This firearm may, by the nature of its construction and components, be unsafe
(Section 12, 1(b) Firearms Act 1973, Western Australia.
8. The firearm may be purposefully left incomplete in an attempt to avoid prosecution
(Adams, 2020).
9. Backcapture analysis may reveal the seizure by Police of other firearms having similar
design or manufacturing characteristics, located within another state or jurisdiction.
It is important to note that back capture analysis can only function accurately if the intelligence
data has been correctly extracted from the case file records and entered into the intelligence
database in a format that allows for efficient search methods to be used.
The publication 'Integrating forensic information in a crime intelligence database' (Rossy et al.,
2013) states within its introduction;
Forensic processes are traditionally conceived to support and follow the investigative
process from the crime scene to the trial on a case-by-case basis. Nevertheless, forensic
case data and the results of their analysis convey important but often underestimated
information to support the detection of crime repetitions and understand the size,
extent, and evolution of crime phenomena.
The underestimated and underutilised processes of case-based reasoning and inference data to
identify trace activity using forensic intelligence has to potential to revolutionise the collection
of illicit firearms data (Bricknell, 2012; Bruenisholz et al., 2016; Firearm Trafficking No. 2 Special
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Operation | Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission, 2020; Lum & Koper, 2015; Ribaux &
Margot, 1999; Ribaux & Talbot Wright, 2014; P. Smith, 2018). It is essential to realise that such
problematic data issues do not exist only within Australia, "Similar views are being aired
throughout policing and forensic organisations both nationally and internationally" (Yare et al.,
2020)
Therein is the warning for Australian Intelligence-Led policing to identify and address the
repeated shortfalls in firearm data collection that have created an organisational mindset within
Australian policing agencies unencumbered with knowledge of the facts both as statistical and
intelligence data.
An article entitled 'Curing Analytic Pathologies: Pathways to Improved Intelligence Analysis'
(Cooper, 2005) examined the broader US Intelligence community's practices, stating that, ‘a
pattern of repeated errors is often a signal of seriously dysfunctional methods—fundamental
and systematic failures of procedures and processes throughout an organisation’.
1.6

The Potential of Forensic Intelligence to Improve the Quality of Data

Forensic Intelligence is a beneficial process for reducing and preventing crime, and ‘the new
focus on forensic intelligence could restore pro-activity to forensic science, better quantify its
efficiency and enable it to be more involved in investigative decisions’ (Crispino et al., 2015).
The Australian and New Zealand Policing Advisory Agency16 (ANZPAA/NIFS) has supported
publications examining the benefits of forensic intelligence (Bruenisholz et al., 2016). In

16

https://www.anzpaa.org.au/forensic-science/about
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particular, it draws attention to the provision of intelligence, 'before an event, particularly in a
criminal environment with a serial component17'.
Forensic administrators have created examination procedures to allow the flow of expert
forensic opinion for the courts' benefit, often written in a technically complex format and
challenging for the layperson to understand. Current forensic processes often apply an outdated
methodology to examining and reporting illicit firearms, which provides no robust intelligence
data product to the investigator or the analyst (Bruenisholz et al., 2016).
Access to police data systems is problematic R. Smith (2018). It is often acutely restricted by
security, confidentiality, and investigative considerations, separating and excluding the academic
researcher (Zillman, 2019). Limiting access to critical data held in forensic and intelligence
databases has resulted in delays in developing a workable concept for forensic intelligence
applications in Australia. The integration of forensic firearm examination into the broad field of
forensic intelligence has also been protracted and slow to take up innovation as intelligence data
analysis and provision is not a skill set found in forensic science facilities (Bruenisholz et al., 2016).
Michelot (2019) in a thesis submission, states.
The main limitation of forensic science's contribution is that it is mainly employed for
the court rather than for crime control. Consequently, crucial information conveyed by
forensic case data (i.e. traces) that may not support court proceedings is not exploited
or even not considered at all (Michelot, 2019).

17

crime of a repetitive nature.
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This hesitancy in the take-up of forensic intelligence by Forensic Subject Matter Experts (SMEs)
is further discussed in a 2015 article published in the Australian Journal of Forensic Sciences
(Raymond & Julian, 2015);
[SMEs]…certainly give consideration to the intellectual process of analysis itself within
their chosen field, but rarely to intelligence analysis management, which, in turn, is only
a subcomponent of intelligence cycle management. The process of using multiple data
points to objectively predict past or future events is rarely undertaken in the forensic
sciences. Consequently, input into crime prevention strategies is minimal.
Forensic organisations must operate within quality and compliance requirements to enable
outcomes to withstand vigorous scrutiny within the court system. However, these exact
requirements also constrain the development and use of forensic intelligence by limiting access
to data that is not required in the courts or outside the investigative parameters of the case
(Raymond & Julian, 2015).
1.7

The Application of Forensic Firearms Intelligence as a Scientifically Valid
Human-Based Forensic Discipline

Forensic intelligence reviews of ballistics case file data incorporating inference and case-based
reasoning is a scientifically supported and justified attempt to introduce an alternative to the
production of routine forensic reports. These reports remain locked within case files and further
quarantined by distribution restrictions. The use of practical Forensic Firearms Intelligence
(Australian-National-Audit-Office) provides alternatives to conventional evidential only focus.
This thesis provides a sound basis for further research in the new field of 'forensic firearm
intelligence'.
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Forensic firearms examination has always been a human-based forensic discipline which is of a
type referred to as a '…pattern comparison or cognitive forensic discipline…' (ANZPAA/NIFS,
2016). In the field of firearms examination, a result generated by examination by an accredited
expert (ANZPAA/NIFS, 2016) and the methodology used must be scientifically supported.
However, there have been no empirical studies that assess using the methods used to gather
firearms intelligence data.
(i) to determine investigative links between cases,
(ii) determining sources of components, materials
(iii) linking design characteristics and
(iv) analysis of criminal modus operandi.
Access to police data systems is problematic as it is often acutely restricted by security,
confidentiality, and investigative considerations. Narrow legislative interpretations of ballistics
evidence and automated systems such as the Integrated Ballistic Identification System (IBIS)18
(within Australia, this is known as ABIN19) is arguably limited and cannot overcome all the barriers
to investigating organised crime. Therefore, other forensic evidence and investigative techniques
are still necessary and beneficial in organised crime cases.
The ABIN automated ballistics system can develop, compare, and identify links between exhibits
such as cartridge cases and bullets. The impact of ABIN on firearm data intelligence is described
only as 'promising' (R. G. Smith, 2018). Difficulties exist when providing helpful feedback to

18

The Integrated Ballistic Identification System (IBIS) provides a single system capable integrated and
automated imaging system which permits a technician to compare fired bullets and expended
cartridge cases found at crime scenes.

19

Australian Ballistics Information Network (ABIN) has been used in Australia since 2000 and as part of a
national system since 2014)
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investigators using bullet and cartridge pattern-matching evidence alone. These current
intelligence data interpretation and acquisition approaches are piecemeal, uncoordinated, and
hampered by data access restrictions (R. G. Smith, 2018).
Without specialised forensic firearms intelligence examination and subsequent data pattern
analysis, it is challenging to determine the methodology of firearm trafficking groups and links
between individuals. Huge statistical lists of firearm seizures by type and category that often
contain recording and terminology errors are unlikely to produce the required depth and quality
of information and intelligence. There are no forensic intelligence modules included with the
Association of Firearm and Tool Mark Examiners AFTE20 training curriculum or the AFTE Technical
Procedures Manual to direct or assist the forensic firearms examiner in disseminating valuable
case data as forensic firearms intelligence. The emphasis in training at this time is upon technical
aspects of evidential casework. Traditional forensic/technical investigation of firearm crime
includes shooting scene examination and reconstruction, autopsy attendance/gunshot wound
interpretation, laboratory examinations upon firearm-related exhibits, report writing and
providing oral testimony on expert opinions in court.
Forensic firearms examiners have no skills training to address the subtleties of intelligence data
collection when performing 'evidence only' examinations of exhibit firearms. Efforts to extract
more data than is evidentially required is often difficult to justify to administrative officers.

20

The Association of Firearm and Tool Mark Examiners AFTE, A. O. F. T. M. E. (2015). TECHNICAL
PROCEDURES MANUAL In: ASSOCIATION OF FIREARM & TOOL MARK EXAMINERS : is the international
professional organization for practitioners of Firearm and/or Toolmark Identification and has been
dedicated to the exchange of information, methods, and best practices, since its creation in 1969.
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Crispino (2021) states that significant problems also exist with the recording and distribution of
such unregulated and often restricted information,
Although traces [intelligence] are available to be used in a greater scheme of inferences
than systems are able to figure out, operational practitioners are able to deploy
abundant and imaginative schemes that may take them into account, but they are not
necessary solicited and remain under the radar of academic studies.’(Crispino et al.,
2021)
Confusion arises in understanding the difference between evidence and intelligence data.
Intelligence data is often attributed to the broader workings of a police force (White, 2010), and
as it applies to firearms, it is not thoroughly addressed. The nature of intelligence, forensic
intelligence, and the specific subset of 'forensic firearms intelligence' (which is an unknown
discipline at this time) is widely misunderstood. Civilian Intelligence analysts in the employ of
police agencies have limited access to forensic case file data. The 'evidence only' terminology
used during the forensic examination of firearms does not assist, shape, or help regulate the
intelligence data produced (Australian-National-Audit-Office) (Braga, 2016). Intelligence data
extracted at or near the first contact in a form that analysts can quickly disseminate and
understand is the most useful and can bring about significant benefits (Bruenisholz et al., 2016).
However, many factors within policing agencies that will continue to work against a holistic
application within forensics and fundamental to this are the forensic administrator's mindset
(Sherman, 2015). Cherney (2019) comments that ‘compounding this is the probability that
practitioners will not actively seek and use research evidence unless others such as leaders
reinforce and support such behaviour' (Cherney, 2019)
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The discussion relating to forensic intelligence benefits and its implementation has been ongoing
for over twenty years (Weddell, 1997) (Weyermann & Roux, 2021). Many of the articles cited
within this thesis were discussions on this subject published within the last five years. The call by
academics to adopt forensic intelligence within policing agencies has not been broadly accepted
or understood and is still a 'work in progress. The working relationships that exist at this time
between law enforcement agencies and academic researchers is a partnership that has not
worked well and needs further development (Braga, 2016).
1.8

FIREARM PRODUCIBILITY PROFILING AND DATABASE DESIGN

Many Police illicit firearm seizures have evidence of illegal workshop modifications or additions.
Such firearms can be manufactured using parts from several diverse sources, including
outsourcing to small component makers, making the operation less centralised and harder to
detect, producing firearms with few if any form of individually identifying characteristics such as
serial numbers or manufacturer markings on components.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that outlaw motorcycle gangs are targeting people who have the
skills to make firearms. A ‘producibility’ definition assists investigators to examine and compare
seizures that show similar ‘production characteristics’ and, therefore, a possible common lineage
to crime gangs.
Firearm Producibility Profiling (FPP) requires an accurate and reliable database for comparison
and back capture purposes. The number of firearms, firearms parts, accessories, and available
variants is so prolific that even an estimation of their numbers is virtually impossible.
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1.9

Firearm Producibility Profiling – The identification of major firearm components

The categorisation and recording of illicit firearms and firearm components by Australian State
and Territory Police, Federal Police and Border Protection officers are problematic. Many illegal
firearms use factory manufactured, factory generic, workshop-made components, or in any
combination of these three sources. Although intelligence data transfer between agencies is an
operational standard, the quality, depth, and reliability of data appear insufficient to sustain
robust analysis.
Sinha (Sinha, 2014) discusses the investigation of 'unusual' firearms by describing these firearms
using many non-specific terms such as;
• nonstandard
• non-branded
• unusual firearms
• illegally produced
• illegally modified
• substandard and copies of branded firearms
• homemade
• cheap, substandard
• improvised converted firearms
• country-made
The illegally manufactured firearms of unusual design elude adequate identification standards
and terminology. It would be helpful to have definitions encompassing all the different 'unusual'
firearms descriptions mentioned above (Sinha, 2014).
The Association of Firearm & Tool Mark Examiners (AFTE) Glossary 6th Edition 2013, (AFTEGlossary, 2013) does not list any definition for the terms ‘homemade' or ‘improvised'. However,
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both interchangeably used within papers published in the AFTE Journal. Indeed, there is no
scholarly definition for firearms that illicit firearm manufacturers have produced.
The use of better descriptors (Pavlovich S, 2019) can encompass and support illegal firearm types'
identification and classification criteria. Saribey (2016) describes the examination of a pair of
14.5x114mm calibre and 12.7x108 mm rifles describing them as ‘crudely manufactured’
homemade firearms produced using ‘nonstandard techniques’ (Yalçın Sarıbey & Hannam, 2016).
However, further research indicates that the development of this type of 14.5x114mm calibre,
bolt action rifle in northern Syria and Iraq, highlights standardised production processes and new
variants to the original design.
Schroeder (2018) states in his conclusion that there is a great need for the better recording of
civilian firearm accessories and that government recording of such devices is all but nonexistent
(Schroeder, 2013). The case is that Australian Police Forces do not routinely capture data relating
to accessories. However, as global civilian markets for firearm accessories has expanded
dramatically over the past several years, little has been done to record and catalogue their
adaption onto illicit firearms.
As a starting point, the Customs (Prohibited Imports) Regulations 1956 (HomeAffairs, 2020)
Regulation 4F provides comprehensive interpretations for firearms, firearm accessories, firearm
parts, firearm magazines, ammunition, components of ammunition and imitations. Any
descriptors that seek to describe or catalogue illicit firearms must use as its basis such legislation
that identifies and defines critical components that are used consistently and understood
throughout all Australian States and Territories, for example in the extract below; page 16, ‘4F
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Importation of firearms, firearm accessories, firearm parts, firearm magazines, ammunition,
components of ammunition and imitations’ (HomeAffairs, 2020);
firearm part, for a firearm, means any of the following items, whether or not
complete, damaged, temporarily, or permanently inoperable, or unfinished:
(a) a gas piston, friction ring, action bar, breech bolt or breech block,
(b) a firearm barrel,
(c) a trigger mechanism,
(d) a frame or receiver,
(e) a slide,
(f) an upper receiver,
(g) a lower receiver,
(h) a revolving cylinder,
(i) a bolt carrier,
(j) an adjustable, detachable, or folding stock,
(k) something, other than a complete firearm, that includes one or more
of the items mentioned in paragraphs (a) to (j).
Note:

The effect of the definition is that some items used in a firearm are not

treated as ‘firearm parts’ by themselves, including the following items:
(a) a firearm accessory, a firearm magazine or ammunition,
(b) a screw, spring, or other minor component, of a firearm.
These regulations (HomeAffairs, 2020) also contain firearm types and categories listed within;
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Schedule 6: Requirements for the importation of firearms, firearm accessories, firearm
parts, firearms magazines, ammunition, components of ammunition and imitations;
Part 4: Interpretation.
The complexities of a database suitable for forensic firearm intelligence data purposes must go
beyond legislative definitions intended for the import, export and licensing of firearms and the
prosecution of firearms offences within courts of law.
Within the Parliament of New South Wales, the Legislation Review Committee reported in the
Legislation Review Digest No. 11/57 – 24 March 2020 (PARLIAMENT-OF-NEW-SOUTH-WALES,
2021) upon the ‘Firearms and Weapons Legislation Amendment (Criminal Use) Bill 2020’ 21. (Long
Title: An Act to amend the Firearms Act 1996 and the Weapons Prohibition Act 1998 to create
offences of the unauthorised manufacture of firearms, firearm parts, prohibited weapons and
weapon parts and to make further provision concerning firearms prohibition orders; and for
other purposes).
The object of this Bill is to amend the Firearms Act 1996 (the principal Act) as follows—
(a) to create a new offence of knowingly taking part in the unauthorised manufacture
of firearms or firearm parts and to provide that the offence will include being in
possession of certain matter (referred to as a firearm precursor) for the purposes of
manufacturing a firearm or firearm part (Government-of-New-South-Wales, 2021).
Within this Bill a new definition of a ‘firearm precursor’ is introduced and means:

21

Source: https://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/bills/Pages/Profiles/firearms-and-weapons-legislation-amendment-criminaluse-bill-2020.aspx
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‘any object, device, substance, material or document used or capable of being used in the
process of manufacturing a firearm or firearm part (including computer software or plans). The
offence will apply regardless of whether a firearm or firearm part is actually manufactured….’
However, the inclusion of ‘any object, device, substance, material or document used or capable
of being used’ within the definition of firearm precursor is too broad and non-specific to be useful
for non-expert Police interpretation. In May 2020, the Shooters, Fishers and Farmers (SFF) Party
commented on their website22;
The definition of firearm precursor is very broad and includes any object (e.g. piece of
metal), device (e.g. screwdriver, electric drill) or any substance (e.g. lubricating or
cutting oil) found in any residential garage in NSW. The definition of firearm precursor
is open to misinterpretation by police. (Shooters-Fishers-and-Farmers-Party, 2021).
This observation and comment highlight the danger of including non-specific terminology into
legislation relating to the control of illicit firearms and their manufacture, leading to
misinterpretation of legislative specifics by police relating to the manufacture of firearms and
their components.
A report by the New South Wales Legislation Review Committee discusses the terms ‘firearm
precursor’ and ‘manufacture’;
“Taking part in manufacturing includes possessing a firearm precursor", meaning any
object or document capable of being used in the manufacturing process, including
computer software.”(PARLIAMENT-OF-NEW-SOUTH-WALES, 2021)

22

Source: https://www.shootersfishersandfarmers.org.au/key_points_firearms_and_weapons_legislation_amendment_
criminal_use_bill_2020
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The contents of any machinists workshop, garage toolbox or home computer would be
candidates for a charge of ‘possessing a firearm precursor’. Caution must be used when
reviewing any evidence with a view to possible charges.
The seizure of small and unusual components suspected of being firearm parts must be
thoroughly examined before criminal charges are preferred. For example, Greater Manchester
Police in the United Kingdom initially believed the part shown in Fig.6 to be a 3D printed trigger
component (Aron, 2013).

Fig.6: This small component was erroneously assumed to be a 3D printed firearm component.

Manchester Police initially stated that “…[they] are examining the two parts, identified as a
trigger and a clip for holding bullets, to determine whether they could be fitted together to make
a viable gun”. The item in Fig.6 was later determined to be a component belonging to a 3D printer
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owned by the accused, which indicates that forensic agencies and investigators must take great
care not to compromise their reputations by such overt and presumptive mistake-of-fact.
1.10

Thesis Aims, Objectives and Limitations

In this thesis, the explanatory examples have been prepared within this introduction to describe
and discuss the current shortfalls and lack of essential information within forensic firearms
examination and forensic intelligence techniques as they apply to data collection. This thesis
examines and addresses the critical issues related to illicit firearm data collection using a
prototypal database search and forensic firearms intelligence application. The research
component of this thesis will use open-source examples of illicit firearms whenever possible to
be read and understood in context.
The understanding of forensic intelligence as it applies to examining illicit firearms within this
thesis is 'the reconstruction of forensic information into useful, timely and accurate intelligence
data by the systematic application of observation, recording and producability technique'.
Forensic intelligence as a process is viewed as uneconomic or challenging to implement, with
uncertain gains and unknown outcomes (a potential loss to any agency). This thesis will
demonstrate the collection and analysis of illicit firearms 'as a way to avoid a loss’ (Kahneman,
2011) of critical data by accentuating the concept of loss aversion (Levy, 1996).
In order to examine all the critical parameters previously discussed, the aims of this thesis are
the development of:
(i)

a forensic firearms intelligence methodology capable of extracting case data on firearms,
whether relevant to court proceedings or not.

(ii)

a database to extract statistical data from case information in a form that is universally
accepted and understood.
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(iii)

a forensic intelligence methodology to maintain data security and confidentiality.

(iv)

an encompassing 'Glossary of Terms' defines the processes and techniques used within
this thesis.

(v)

a terminology lexicon designed for the categorisation and examination of illicit including
hybrid and workshop manufactured firearms.

(vi)

Improvements to firearm data collection and reporting as it was identified by the
Australian Institute of Criminology in 2012 (Bricknell, 2012),

(vii)

a systematic approach with "more rigour and scrutiny concerning how data [is] obtained
and recorded on police intelligence systems" (Burcher & Whelan, 2019).

(viii)

the practical application and further research considerations for novel and
unconventional firearm examination methodologies developed within this thesis such as:
a. Pattern analysis and extraction
b. Producibility profiling
c. Partonometric analysis using computer vision algorithms
d. Firearms classification using string code methodology
e. 3d printer deposition layers as critical dimension 'deposition striae'
f. The identification of 'tool mark' characteristics within a 3D printed object which
possess speculative characteristics of individual nature, which demonstrate the
possibility of a third and new category of toolmark called 'deposition striae'.

1.11

Limitations

Many aspects of the prototypal methodologies presented within this thesis lack the deeper
research perspectives that would come from better and more reliable data.
The AIC states that.
Organised crime research in Australia, as elsewhere, faces numerous challenges. Apart
from the elusiveness of organised criminal activity, definitional differences across
jurisdictions and discipline experts can limit a broader research perspective, often
needed to situate local and global manifestations of organised crime. Common
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challenges also include the currency, reliability, and validity of the available data and,
when combined with data access restrictions, serve to separate the academic research
‘outsider’ from the practitioners’ experiential knowledge and intelligence databases.
The images within this thesis have been drawn from open media sources and instances of
reported criminal activity in the absence of available Police data. In this regard, the depth of
testing of these prototypal systems is also limited because of the unavailability of Police data,
and a police agency supported pilot-scheme is necessary to properly evaluate and refine the
mechanisms used to extract useful intelligence and investigative data.
These findings illustrate the benefits of technological solutions to the investigation of
serious and organised crime and add to a growing body of evidence that shows how
technology can aid law enforcement when it is well supported and integrated into
routine practice (R. Smith, 2018).
This thesis identifies a series of critical shortfalls in data collection that have been also reported
by a variety of Australia Government agencies (Bruenisholz et al., 2016; R. Smith, 2018) over a
number of years and provides a number of workable prototypal methodologies that might
mitigate this shortfall.
The overall methodologies presented are intended to be used either singly or in conjunction with
one another as required. However, in all circumstances these systems can only be implemented
and improved in a ‘real world’ environment by researchers that,
…understand the nature of crime and disorder problems they seek to address and …
establish a knowledge base on effective police crime prevention and control practices
(Braga, 2016).
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The examination and evaluation of firearms is a well-trodden path (Greco, 1998)and focuses
almost entirely upon the examination of the fired bullet, cartridge case to determine the firearm
of origin (Morgan & Jorna, 2018). However an honest and evaluative interrogation of current
forensic firearm processes to determine other avenues of expansion and improvement of the
analysis of available data (Raymond & Julian, 2015; Ribaux & Margot, 1999; Ribaux & Margot,
2003; Turvey, 2002) can provide better use of used data or case information already held by
policing agencies.
The realisation that new technologies are making rapid inroads into firearm manufacturing
processes and are being rapidly taken up by illicit firearm manufacturers (Bar-Adon et al., 2017;
Ferguson, 2014; Giverts, 2017; Rayna & Striukova, 2016; Roderic Broadhurst, 2021; Secretariat,
2015; Sinha, 2014) are now testing the limits of forensic and firearms registry recording practices.
This thesis has examined and assessed the available literature and provides a number of
suggested avenues for improvement of these existing procedures, however only ongoing
research can extract the potential of these methodologies.
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2. FIREARM STRING CODES: A NOVEL METHODOLOGY AND FORENSIC
INTELLIGENCE FRAMEWORK FOR THE EXAMINATION OF ILLICIT
FIREARMS
2.1 Chapter Introduction
A critical consideration for policing agencies is the accurate retrieval of firearm specific data.
Such data must include identifying firearm characteristics such as make, model, calibre, serial
number, and record original or aftermarket firearm parts, accessories, workshop-made
components, and any modifications. These are also critical aspects of the illicit firearm trade.
However, the practical and accurate recording of firearm parts and accessories has been a
significant challenge for Australian law enforcement agencies attempting to combat the
distribution of illicit firearms. Seized Trafficked Gun (STG) Identification codes are intended to
easily categorise seized firearms, including their major parts and accessories, using one-line
descriptor codes.
2.2

Firearm Descriptors Currently In Use And The Need For Better Data

The recording of additional features will guide police and customs agencies attempting to trace
these firearms' origins. Unified descriptions of firearms and firearm parts of legislative
significance are essential to State, Territory and Federal Police, including the Australian Border
Force investigation. They facilitate the rapid movement of intelligence data.
1. New South Wales - Firearms Act 1996, No 4623
2. Victoria - Firearms Act 1996, No. 66 of 199624
3. Queensland - Weapons Act 199025

23

Source NSW;https://legislation.nsw.gov.au/view/whole/html/inforce/current/act-1996- 046#statusinformation

24

Source VIC; https://www.legislation.vic.gov.au/in-force/acts/firearms-act-1996/096
25
Source QLD; https://www.legislation.qld.gov.au/view/pdf/inforce/current/act-1990-071
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4. South Australia - Firearms Act 201526
5. Tasmania - Firearms Act 199627
6. Australian Capital Territory - Firearms Act 199628
7. Northern Territory - Firearms Act 199729
8. Western Australia - Firearms Act 197330
9. Australian Federal Police - Firearms and Prohibited Weapons Act 1997 (Norfolk Island)31
(The AFP provides policing services to the Australian Capital Territory and Australia's
territories, including Christmas Island, Cocos (Keeling) Islands, Norfolk Island and Jervis Bay.)
10. Australian Border Force - Customs (Prohibited Imports) Regulations 195632
a. Compilation No. 124
The Australian Border Force has the most comprehensive descriptors contained within the
Customs (Prohibited Imports) Regulations 1956:
(i) Regulation 2:
provides the meaning of firearms terminology used within these Regulations (‘unless the
contrary intention appears’)
(ii) Regulation 4F is concerned with the importation of:
firearms, firearm accessories, firearm parts, firearm magazines, ammunition, components of
ammunition and imitations.
(iii) These regulatory descriptors are expanded and discussed within Schedule 6 of the
Customs Regulations:

26

Source SA; https://www.legislation.sa.gov.au/LZ/C/A/FIREARMS%20ACT%202015/CURRENT/2015.46.AUTH.PDF
Source TAS; https://www.legislation.tas.gov.au/view/html/inforce/current/act-1996-023
28
Source ACT; https://www.legislation.act.gov.au/a/1996-74/
29
Source NT; https://legislation.nt.gov.au/en/Legislation/FIREARMS-ACT-1997
30
Source WA; https://www.legislation.wa.gov.au/legislation/statutes.nsf/main_mrtitle_339_homepage.html
31
Source NI; Firearms and Prohibited Weapons Regulations 1998
32
Source ABF; https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/F2020C00794
27
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Schedule 6 (Part 1 – 4): Requirements for the importation of firearms, firearm accessories,
firearm parts, firearms magazines, ammunition, components of ammunition and imitations.
By extracting the items of legislative significance which relate to all other Australian Police
jurisdictions from the Customs Regulations, it is possible to begin to condense the list of firearms
references necessary for inclusion within an illicit firearms database using modified extracts
from:
1)

Regulation 2: Interpretation.–

2)

Regulation 4F: Importation of firearms, firearm accessories, firearm parts, firearm
magazines, ammunition, components of ammunition and imitations.

3)

Schedule 6 (Part 1 – 4): Requirements for the importation of firearms, firearm
accessories, firearm parts, firearms magazines, ammunition, components of ammunition
and imitations.
adjustable stock means a stock that may be adjusted
calibre means the size of the cartridge that a firearm is chambered to discharge.
deactivated firearm A firearm can be deactivated to the extent that it is incapable of
being returned to its original firing condition, while keeping the appearance of a firearm.
detachable stock means a stock that:
(a) is easily removable from a firearm without the use of a tool; and
(b) does not make the firearm dangerous to operate or unreasonable to fire when
removed.
firearm means a device designed or adapted to discharge shot, bullets or other
projectiles by means of an explosive charge or a compressed gas.
firearm accessory includes any of the following devices:
(a)

a silencer, sound moderator, sound suppressor or any other device designed to

reduce, or capable of reducing, the noise of discharge of the firearm;
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(b)

a device designed to modify, or capable of converting, a firearm to give it burst

fire, semi-automatic or fully automatic operation. (c) a device designed to give, or
capable of giving, a firearm the capability of being operated in a way that mimics:
(i) burst fire; or
(ii) fully automatic operation;
Example: A bump stock or auto glove.
(c)

a firearm part to which a firearm accessory is attached or is integral.

firearm magazine means a magazine designed or intended for use with a firearm,
whether or not complete, damaged, temporarily or permanently inoperable, or
unfinished.
firearm part means any of the following items, whether or not complete, damaged,
temporarily or permanently inoperable, or unfinished:
(a) a gas piston, friction ring, action bar, breech bolt or breech block;
(b) a firearm barrel;
(c) a trigger mechanism;
(d) a frame or receiver;
(e) a slide;
(f) an upper receiver;
(g) a lower receiver;
(h) a revolving cylinder;
(i) a bolt carrier;
(j) an adjustable, detachable or folding stock;
folding stock means a stock that is designed to be, or capable of being, folded in any
way to reduce the length of a firearm.
handgun means a firearm that must be:
(a) reasonably capable of being raised and fired with one hand; and
(b) reasonably capable of being carried or concealed on the body of a person; and
imitation means an article, of any material or colour that:
(i) is a copy or reproduction of a firearm; or
(ii) has the appearance of a firearm; and
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(b) that is not capable of discharging shot, bullets or other projectiles by means of an
explosive charge or a compressed gas; and
(c) that could reasonably be taken to be a firearm; and
(d) that is not a blank-fire firearm.
Schedule 6 (Part2) also lists the range of full range of firearm categories and major components
relevant to Australian State and Territory legislation which include:
(a)

fully automatic firearms

(b)

extended capacity magazines

(c)

fully automatic conversion parts

(d)

Collectable firearms/parts

The practical and accurate recording of firearm parts and accessories has been a significant
challenge for Australian law enforcement agencies attempting to combat illicit firearms
distribution. However, for database entry of illicit firearms, it is necessary to compress and
abbreviate categories and descriptions into small ‘packets’ of alphanumeric information code
that can be linked together in several combinations, enabling various ‘wild card’ Excel databases
searches. This categorisation effectively 'breaks' the firearm into identifiable parts within a
searchable database, which will enable retrieval of firearm component data and detailed
searches to a depth that has not been possible before.
Illicit firearms are produced in various formats, as discussed in Section 1.3: The Requirement for
Better Illicit Firearms Data Collection.
Specifically;
•

illegally manufactured firearms,

•

illicit ‘hybrid’ firearms, or

firearms built up from components sourced from,
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(i) Workshops (illicit manufacture)
(ii) Workshop/Factory
(iii) Factory/Generic
(iv) Workshop/Generic or;
(v) Generic parts (aftermarket or third-party manufacture)
The first consideration for any illicit firearms database is to identify and define the possible
variant types in order of significance –
1.

original factory parts: firearm parts originating from a commercially licensed

Original Equipment Manufacturer33.
2.

non-factory generic parts: firearm parts originating from a commercially licensed

manufacturer compatible and intended for use within firearms made by an
unconnected Original Equipment Manufacturer.
3.

non-commercial (workshop) parts: firearm parts originating from an ‘illicit

firearms workshop’.
4.

non-commercial (workshop) modification: an unauthorised adaption of parts

produced by an OEM, aftermarket (generic) or workshop manufacturer.
The categorisation of parts is based on open-source data and descriptions of major firearm parts
within Australian firearms legislation (in force).
1. Frame or receiver

3. Lower receiver

2. Upper receiver

4. Slide

33

Original Equipment Manufacturer OEM means the parts (including replacement or upgraded components) are made by the
same company that makes the original firearm.
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5. Barrel

10.

Magazine

6. Barrel shortened

11.

Extended Magazine

7. Barrel threaded

12.

Revolving cylinder

8.

Trigger mechanism (includes hammer) 13.

Bolt carrier

9.

Breech block or breech bolt

Stock shortened

14.

Features such as shortened or threaded barrels, shortened stocks and extended magazines are
features of illicit firearms and are prohibited legislative modifications.
2.3

The Recording Of Illicit Firearm Modification And Accessories As An Essential Part Of
Forensic Firearm Intelligence Data

Small Arms Survey34, Research Notes 26:February 2013 concludes that;
The increasing sophistication of accessories and the large civilian and military markets
for them has important policy implications...As noted above, many accessories
significantly augment the utility and lethality of the weapons to which they are
attached…Despite their importance, government reporting on international transfers of
accessories is minimal or non-existent, and there is little systematic analysis of the illicit
acquisition and use of accessories by armed groups, criminals, and other unauthorized
end users. (Schroeder, 2013).
Within Australia, evidence-based assessment of the illicit firearm market has not been possible
due to ‘inconsistent and limited data collection’ (ACIC, 2016) .
2.4

Firearms Classification using String Code Methodology as Mixed Methods Data

34

The Small Arms Survey is a project of the Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies in
Geneva, Switzerland, providing research and expert opinion on small arms and armed violence.
http://www.smallarmssurvey.org/
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Firearm string codes are applied using a sequential series of nine identification code tables
(Table 1) which will identify the condition, components, modifications, calibre and accessories of
any seized firearm. Qualitative data include non-numerical information such as words and
images in documents, and quantitative data is information based on numbers producing
statistical information. Qualitative and quantitative research must deal with large amounts of
data and are in a similar position of being overwhelmed by the data as described by Meyer
(2009);
However, they are often interested in precisely the connections and nuances that are
frequently lost when filtering and synthesizing. [Qualitative] Researchers need some way
of saying that this event over here has some relationship to that event over there. Like
quantitative researchers, our ability to do that unaided is quite limited. (Meyer & Avery,
2009).
Raw firearm data obtained at the time of seizure and often contains unreliable firearm
descriptions, classifications and interpretations by persons not thoroughly trained in firearm
identification. When combined with other data access restrictions between agencies, including
restrictions to the access of forensic firearms examination case files, this factor prohibits the
development of robust intelligence data. Police data systems record firearms using only basic
descriptors such as make, model, serial number, category and calibre, and further information
only at the firearms examiner's discretion. Recording only simple firearm data suitable only for
firearm licensing and registration purposes is a critical flaw in forensic and intelligence analysis.
Seized Trafficked Gun (STG) String codes will enable easy categorisation of seized firearms,
including major parts and accessories, using one-line descriptor codes.
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START
Table1 Factory/Workshop Codes:

Table 5 Category:

FT1 - original factory parts
FT2 - non-factory generic parts
FT3 - non-commercial (workshop) parts
FT4 - non-commercial (workshop) modification

PTL - Pistol single shot
PTS - Pistol self-loading
PTR- Revolver
RFP - Rifle pump
RFS - Rifle self-loading
RFB - Rifle bolt
RFL - Rifle lever
SHG - Shotgun
SHD - Shotgun double barrel
SHP - Shotgun pump
SHS - Shotgun self-loading
SHL - Shotgun lever
MAC - Machine gun
BLA - Imitation

Table 2 Parts:
1P
2P
3P
4P.
5P
5PS
5PT
6P
7P
8P
9P
10P
11P.
12PS

Frame or receiver
Upper receiver
Lower receiver
Slide
Barrel
Barrel shortened
Barrel threaded
Trigger mechanism (includes hammer)
Breech block or breech bolt
Magazine
Extended Magazine
Revolving cylinder
Bolt carrier
Stock shortened

Table 6 [Additional]
DEA REA COL COM -

Deactivated
Reactivated
Collector grade
Composite/polymer (workshop)
Manufactured
INC - Incomplete

Table 3 Accessory Codes:
CN1 - has factory original
accessories fitted.
CN2 - has non-factory/generic
accessories fitted.
CN3 - has non-commercial
(workshop) accessories
fitted
Table 4 Accessories:
1A
2A
3A
4A
5A
6A
7A
8A
9A
10AL
10AR
11A
12A

Silencer/sound suppressor
Select fire, burst or full auto device
Folding shoulder stock
Collapsible shoulder stock
Detachable shoulder stock
Pistol Grip
Vertical grip
Stock
Optical sight
Laser sight
Red Dot (reflex) sight
Bipod
Flash suppressor/compensator

Table 1: String code Identifier flowchart draft
Seized Trafficked Gun (STG) String codes will
enable easy categorisation of seized firearms,
including major parts and accessories, using
one-line descriptor codes.

Calibre size range
(mm, inches):
2 mm (.079+)
3 mm (.118+)
4 mm (.157+)
5 mm (.197+)
6 mm (.236+)
7 mm (.276+)
8 mm (.315+)
9 mm (.354+)
10 mm (.394+)
11 mm (.433+)
12 mm (.472+)
13 mm (.511+)

Table 7 Common origin of manufacture:
+4 of common manufacture
+3 high probability of common
manufacture
+2 probability of common manufacture
+1 indications (evidence to suggest)
common manufacture
00 inconclusive
-1 indications of no common
manufacture

Bore size range
.410 bore (.410”)
28 gauge (.550”)
16 gauge (.617”)
12 gauge (.725”)
10 gauge (.775”)

-2 probably of no common manufacture
-3 high probability of no common
manufacture
-4 not of common manufacture
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This methodology will allow forensic firearm data retrieval using alpha-numeric identification to
easily categorise seized firearms, including their major parts and accessories. The use of one-line
alpha-numeric descriptor codes can achieve a complete picture of trafficked firearms seized. An
advantage of identification codes is compatibility with federal, state and Border Force firearm
legislation related to firearm types, major components, and accessories.
The increasing frequency of homemade firearms (Giverts, 2017) in both variety and number has
made existing classification systems not fit for purpose. Research indicates that current
classification systems for firearms require urgent revision and updating. The article (Giverts,
2017) first appeared in 2017, posted as an open-source ResearchGate35 article in 2018, indicating
that the current methodology in homemade firearm classification systems is, to this date,
inefficient. The use of a system such as shown in the firearm string codes flow charts (Table 1)
enables accurate recording of a much greater variety of firearm design, encompassing parts and
accessories.
As previously discussed, AFTE and ASB have a minimum descriptive requirement to be recorded
during any physical examination, these are;
• Trace Evidence
• Caliber/Gauge
• Make/Model
• Additional Markings/Importer
• Serial number
• Type of action
• Safeties
• Extractor/Ejector

• Firing Pin
• Breech face
• Operating condition
• Trigger pull
• General rifling characteristics
• Barrel length
• Overall length
• Accessories and attachments

However, in the case of ‘unusual firearms’ (Sinha, 2014), any illicit, non-standard, ‘hybrid’ firearms may
be difficult to distinguish from original factory production (Giverts, 2017). They may require additional

35

ResearchGate is a European commercial social networking site for scientists and researchers
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examination of internal components to accurately examine and classify evidential firearms (Sofer et
al., 2019) to provide better forensic firearms intelligence.
Case example

Fig.7: An image containing two handguns seized by Police taken from an online site 2014 entitled ‘Man hid drugs, guns in
the wine cellar, cash in washing machine. News Corp Australia.
Source:
https://www.perthnow.com.au/news/wa/man-hid-drugs-guns-in-wine-cellar-cash-in-washing-machine-ng470af07d109ab613b3a739375fb9ff4f.

Fig.8: The firearm indicated in Fig.7 is described as ‘a self-loading pistol with generic slide, barrel, magazine and trigger
group, a workshop made frame fitted with a factory pistol grip. has been built up using a collection of available parts from
original Model 1911 self-loading pistols and other generic parts.’
Source: Photograph by S. Pavlovich.

The firearms seized in 2014 (Fig.7) had no manufacturers markings on the barrel or slide. With no serial
numbers or markings on any component, these firearms are unclassifiable in police databases, and
intelligence data is non-existent. In intelligence databases ‘free text’ input and ‘string search’ facilities
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by staff using non-standard interpretation may not accurately describe such firearms or components
which do not have manufacturer markings. Using the AFTE and ASB descriptive requirements for
examinations as a guide produces only a small amount of information considered suitable for Forensic
Firearms Intelligence data collection (Australian-National-Audit-Office) (see Fig.9).

• Trace Evidence
• Caliber/Gauge
• Make
• Model
• Additional Markings
Importer
• Serial number
• Type of action
• Safeties
• Extractor/Ejector
• Firing Pin
• Breech face
• Operating condition

Forensic Intelligence Data

• Trigger pull

•
•
•
•
•
•

• General rifling characteristics
• Barrel length
• Overall length
• Accessories and attachments
(Optional)

calibre
self-loading pistol
make unknown
model unknown
serial number nil
additional markings nil

Fig.9: This diagram shows that forensic intelligence data using conventional reporting is either,
1.

not present

,

2.

unsuitable as Forensic Firearms Intelligence or

3.

unlikely to be recorded

,

.

Using selected alpha-numeric string code identifiers can significantly increase and improve the volume
of firearms intelligence data available to intelligence analysts and investigators (Fig.10).
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1. FACTORY
FT1 factory original parts
FT2 non-factory generic parts
FT3 non-commercial (workshop) parts
FT4 non-commercial (workshop) modification
2. PARTS:
1P. Frame or receiver
2P. Upper receiver
3P. Lower receiver
4P. Slide
5P. Barrel
5PS. Barrel shortened
5PT. Barrel threaded
6P. Trigger mechanism (includes hammer)
7P. Breech block or breech bolt
8P. Magazine
9P. Extended Magazine
10P. Revolving cylinder
11P. Bolt carrier
12PS. Stock shortened
3. CONDITION
CN1 has factory original accessories fitted.
CN2 has non-factory/generic accessories fitted.
CN3 has non-commercial (workshop) accessories fitted
4. ACCESSORIES:
1A. Silencer/sound suppressor
2A. Select fire, burst or full auto device
3A. Folding shoulder stock
4A. Collapsible shoulder stock
5A. Detachable shoulder stock
6A. Pistol Grip
7A. Vertical grip
8A. Stock
9A. Optical sight
10AL. Laser sight
10AR. Red Dot (reflex) sight
11A. Bipod
12A. Flash suppressor/compensator
5. CATEGORY
PTL- Pistol single shot
PTS-Pistol self-loading
PTR-Revolver
RFP-Rifle pump
RFS-Rifle self-loading
RFL-Rifle lever
RFB-Rifle bolt
SHG-Shotgun
SHD-Shotgun double barrel
SHP-Shotgun pump
SHS-Shotgun self-loading
SHL-Shotgun lever
MAC-Machine gun
6. (ADDITIONAL)
DEA - Deactivated
REA - Reactivated
COL - Collector grade
COM - Composite/Polymer 3D (Workshop) manufactured
INC - Incomplete
BLA - Imitation

String code Identifier
FT2 4P 5P 6P 8P FT3 1P CN2 6A PTS (11 mm (433+)) (+4)

Forensic Intelligence Data•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Self-loading pistol
generic magazine,
generic slide,
generic barrel
calibre
generic trigger group,
workshop made frame
generic pistol grip.
complete firearm
+4 of common manufacture

Fig.10: String Code Identifier Construct Method
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Fig.11: The diagram above indicates the progressive sequential nature of the string code construct. This logical method
will assist in maintaining uniformity and consistency when assigning firearm string code identifiers.

2.5

Firearm String Code Construct Methodology

STG string codes allow unambiguous forensic categorisation of this firearm (Fig.53) in its entirety,
demonstrating that complex variations, which may include generic (aftermarket) parts and accessories,
are formatted for efficient intelligence data retrieval. Simple or incomplete recordings of firearm data
produce flawed statistical interpretations of firearm trafficking and gun crime (Hales et al., 2006). The
precise recording of specific firearm data has always been challenging to achieve. Hales (2006)
comments on one of the most important recommendations for further research,
this research challenges simplistic interpretations of recorded gun crime statistics by
underlining the need for a detailed understanding of crime recording practices and other
compounding variables. In doing so it highlights the contribution of qualitative research to
contextualising quantitative data. (Hales et al., 2006).
At the top of the research list is the collection of data that may assist in determining the origin of
workshop manufactured firearms and the recording of associated intelligence data.
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1. FACTORY:
FT1 factory original parts
FT2 non-factory generic parts
FT3 non-commercial (workshop) parts
FT4 non-commercial (workshop) parts modification
2. PARTS:
1P. Frame or receiver
2P. Upper receiver
3P. Lower receiver
4P. Slide
5P. Barrel
5PS. Barrel shortened
5PT. Barrel threaded
6P. Trigger mechanism (includes hammer)
7P. Breech block or breech bolt
8P. Magazine
9P. Extended Magazine
10P. Revolving cylinder
Firearm String Code Construct
11P. Bolt carrier
12PS. Stock shortened
Factory >
3. CONDITION
CN1 factory original accessories fitted.
CN2 non-factory/generic accessories fitted.
• FT1 factory original parts > NIL > END
CN3 non-commercial (workshop) accessories fitted
• FT2 non-factory generic parts > FT2 4P(Slide) 5P(Barrel) 6P (Trigger
4. ACCESSORIES:
mechanism) 8P (Magazine) > END
1A. Silencer/sound suppressor
• FT3 non-commercial (workshop) parts > FT3 1P(Frame) > END
2A. Select fire, burst or fully auto device
• FT4 non-commercial (workshop) modification > NIL > END
3A. Folding shoulder stock
4A. Collapsible shoulder stock
Condition >
5A. Detachable shoulder stock
6A. Pistol Grip
• CN1 factory original accessories fitted > NIL > END
7A. Vertical grip
• CN2 non-factory/generic accessories fitted > CN2 6A (Pistol Grip) > END
8A. Stock
9A. Optical sight
• CN3 non-commercial (workshop) accessories fitted > NIL > END
10AL. Laser sight
10AR. Red Dot (reflex) sight
Category >
11A. Bipod
12A. Flash suppressor/compensator
• PTS (Pistol self-loading) > END
5. CATEGORY
PTL- Pistol single shot
(Additional) > NIL > END
PTS-Pistol self-loading
PTR-Revolver
Calibre size range >
RFP-Rifle pump
RFS-Rifle self-loading
RFL-Rifle lever
• (11 mm (.433+)) > END
RFB-Rifle bolt
SHG-Shotgun
Bore size range > NIL > END
SHD-Shotgun double barrel
SHP-Shotgun pump
Common origin of manufacture >
SHS-Shotgun self-loading
• (+4) (of common manufacture) > END
SHL-Shotgun lever
MAC-Machine gun
6. (ADDITIONAL)
String code Identifier
DEA - Deactivated
REA - Reactivated
FT2 4P 5P 6P 8P FT3 1P CN2 6A PTS (11 mm (433+)) (+4)
COL - Collector grade
COM - Composite/Polymer 3D (Workshop) manufactured
INC - Incomplete
Fig.12: Firearm String Code Construct
BLA - Imitation
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Firearm String Codes were applied to images of illegal firearms (Fig.13).
The SKS semi-automatic carbine is a Soviet-era rifle that was extremely popular in Australia and New
Zealand pre-ban (Chinese SKS versions were also available). Australian Police regularly seize whole
firearms, parts, and accessories of this weapon type.

Fig.13: ‘Guns and ammunition seized: Police find concealed compartment in Greystanes home’.
Source:(DAOUD, 2019)

The SKS rifle in Fig.13 (with integral magazine) and variant SKK rifle (with detachable magazine Fig.56)
can be fitted with a variety of aftermarket accessories. Recording firearms (whole and incomplete) with
fitted parts and accessories (factory, generic or illicit firearms workshop) is an essential feature of
firearm string code Identifiers.
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Fig.14: SKS semi-automatic rifle in unmodified form

Firearm String Code Construct =
Factory >
•
•
•
•

FT1 factory original parts > FT1 > END
FT2 non-factory generic parts > NIL > END
FT3 non-commercial (workshop) parts > NIL > END
FT4 non-commercial (workshop) modification > NIL > END

Condition >
•
•
•

CN1 factory original accessories fitted > NIL > END
CN2 non-factory/generic accessories fitted > NIL > END
CN3 non-commercial (workshop) accessories fitted > NIL > END

Category >
• RFS (Rifle self-loading) > END
(Additional) > NIL > END
Calibre size range > (7 mm (.276+)) > END
Bore size range > NIL > END
Common origin of manufacture >
• NIL > END

String code Identifier

FT1 RFS (7mm (.276+))

NOTE: There are no identified modifications or accessories…The selfloading rifle is factory standard.
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Fig.15: SKK semi-automatic rifle with extended capacity AK47 detachable magazine

Firearm String Code ConstructFactory >
•
•
•
•

FT1 factory original parts > FT1 > END
FT2 non-factory generic parts > FT2 9P > END
FT3 non-commercial (workshop) parts > NIL > END
FT4 non-commercial (workshop) modification > NIL > END

Condition >
•
•
•

CN1 factory original accessories fitted > NIL > END
CN2 non-factory/generic accessories fitted > NIL > END
CN3 non-commercial (workshop) accessories fitted > NIL > END

Category >
• RFS (Rifle self-loading) > END
(Additional) > NIL > END
Calibre size range > (7 mm (.276+)) > END
Bore size range > NIL > END
Common origin of manufacture > NIL > END

String code Identifier

FT1 FT2 9P RFS (7mm (.276+))

NOTE: The self-loading rifle is factory standard fitted with a factory generic
extended capacity magazine.

Fig.14 and Fig.15 indicates that subtle differences in firearm fit-out can accurately recorded using
firearm string code Identifiers. The recording of firearms (whole and incomplete), parts and accessories
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(factory and generic) is an essential feature of string code Identifiers; the following seven examples
demonstrate this system's ability to adapt to SKS/SKK self-loading rifle parts and variants.

1.
String code Identifier

FT1 1P 5P RFS INC (7 mm (.276+))

DESCRIPTION (free text): Incomplete Upper receiver and barrel assembly, selfloading SKS/SKK rifle.

2.
String code Identifier

FT2 9P RFS INC (7mm (.276+))

DESCRIPTION (free text): aftermarket extended capacity magazines to allow modification of SKS
rifle to SKK (detachable magazine)

3.
String code Identifier

FT2 9P RFS INC

DESCRIPTION (free text): Trigger group SKK rifle
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4.
String code Identifier

FT1 FT2 9P CN2 3A RFS (7mm (.276+))

DESCRIPTION (free text): SKK rifle fitted with full folding stock (aftermarket)

5.
String code Identifier

FT1 FT2 9P CN2 7A 8A 10AR 11A RFS (7mm (.276+))

DESCRIPTION (free text): SKK rifle fitted with aftermarket bull-pup conversion stock and other
accessories.

6.
String code Identifier

CN2 3A 4A 8A RFS IC

DESCRIPTION (free text): Aftermarket SKK folding and
collapsible synthetic stock
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7.
String code Identifier

FT1 7P 11P RFS IC

DESCRIPTION (free text): Factory original SKS bolt and carrier
assembly

2.6

Notes on Calibre Size, Bore Size And Common Origin Of Manufacture:

Calibre size range (mm, inches):
2 mm (.079+)
3 mm (.118+)
4 mm (.157+)
5 mm (.197+)
6 mm (.236+)
7 mm (.276+)
8 mm (.315+)
9 mm (.354+)

Table 2: Calibre size range & Bore size range
Calibre
A term used to designate the specific cartridge for
which a firearm is chambered.
1. In firearms, calibre is the approximate diameter of
the circle formed by the tops of the lands of a rifled
barrel, typically expressed in hundredths of an inch (38
calibre) or millimetres (9mm calibre).
2. In ammunition, calibre is a numerical term, without
the decimal point, included in a cartridge name to
indicate the nominal bullet diameter.’ (AFTE-Glossary,
2013)

10 mm (.394+)
11 mm (.433+)
12 mm (.472+)
13 mm (.511+)
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Bore size range
.410 bore (.410”)
28 gauge (.550”)
16 gauge (.617”)
12 gauge (.725”)

Bore Diameter
1. In rifled barrels, the distance across the centre of the barrel from the
top of one land to the top of the opposite land.
2. In shotguns…it is the distance across the centre of the barrel forward
of the chamber (before any restrictive choke or expanded muzzle).
(AFTE-Glossary, 2013)

10 gauge (.775”)

Standard Rifle calibres number around 16036 and handgun calibres number around 270 37 and accurate
determination of the calibre size of a firearm, especially a modified or workshop made rifle or handgun,
can be confusing. The NFID Cartridge-chambering list contains 1245 different ammunition calibre and
gauge notations used within the National Firearms Identification Database (NFID) produced by the ACIC
and provides police with,
a reference tool that helps Australian police identify and record firearms in a consistent way.
The database enables police to identify and characterise a firearm, using details such as make,
model, calibre and capacity (ACIC, 2021).
Western Australian Police have experienced extensive data entry errors resulting from incorrect
selections using weak input controls, which struggle to provide adequate firearms licensing and
registry records, as noted by the Western Australian Auditor General’s Report, May 2019. These
extensive and unregulated lists are also wholly unsuitable for Forensic Firearms Intelligence,
Weak data input controls and missing information Data in the L&R system can be entered as
free text in key fields such as firearm model, property locality, address, and owner. Without
controls on key fields, there is an increased risk of inaccurate, duplicate, and incomplete

36
37

Source; https://aussiehunter.org/shooting/calibres/list-of-rifle-calibres/
Source; https://blog.gunassociation.org/complete-list-handgun-calibers/
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information which may then compromise its integrity, and can impact regulatory decisions
and actions’. (Spencer, 2019)
The use of precise identification of firearm calibre size is arguably unnecessary within Forensic Firearms
Intelligence (Australian-National-Audit-Office) since this identification role is contained within the
scope of the Australian Ballistics Information Network (ABIN), using the Integrated Ballistics
Identification System (IBIS) which carries out an automated comparison against previous crimes
nationally. The primary concern of forensic firearms intelligence working outside of IBIS hubs is the
accumulation of broader forms of statistical firearms data fields, criminal information, and the
augmentation of intelligence holdings by the efficient back-capture of information, data collation, and
dissemination.
Simple data issues may occur, such as the 5.56 x 45mm (.223 cal) centre fire cartridge and the .22 long
Rifle cal rimfire cartridge, both recorded as 5 mm (.197+), but are quickly resolved by the designations
5mm and 5mmr indicating centrefire and rimfire calibres respectively. The ability of firearm string code
methodology to adapt to changing data requirements is a significant advantage of this system.

Table 3: Common origin of manufacture:
+4
+3
+2
+1
00
-1
-2
-3
-4

of common manufacture
high probability of common manufacture
probability of common manufacture
indications (evidence to suggest) common manufacture
inconclusive
indications of no common manufacture
probably of no common manufacture
high probability of no common manufacture
not of common manufacture

Table 3: Common origin of manufacture
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2.7

Forensic Firearms Intelligence – An Australian back capture case example

Interstate Firearms Trafficking (with Organised Crime links):
• +3 high probability of common manufacture

Unmarked generic ‘Caspian’ brand slide

Generic
Barrel?

distinctive accessory slot
workshop manufactured frame

distinctive ‘squared’ trigger guard
of irregular proportion

generic grips

NSW June 2020

WA February 2014
Fig.16: Two illicit workshop made firearms seized by Australian Police several years and 4000 kilometres apart.
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FACTORY
FT1 factory original parts
FT2 non-factory generic parts
Fig.17: Firearm String Code Construct
FT3 non-commercial (workshop) parts
FT4 non-commercial (workshop) modification
2. PARTS:
Western Australian Police February 2014.
1P. Frame or receiver
2P. Upper receiver
FT2 4P 5P 6P FT3 1P CN2 6A PTS [11 mm (433+)] [+3]
3P. Lower receiver
4P. Slide
5P. Barrel
5PS. Barrel shortened
5PT. Barrel threaded
6P. Trigger mechanism (includes hammer)
7P. Breech block or breech bolt
8P. Magazine
9P. Extended Magazine
10P. Revolving cylinder
11P. Bolt carrier
Unmarked generic ‘Caspian’ brand slide
12PS. Stock shortened
Generic
Barrel?
3. CONDITION
CN1 has factory original accessories fitted.
CN2 has non-factory/generic accessories fitted.
distinctive accessory slot
CN3 has non-commercial (workshop) accessories fitted
workshop manufactured frame
4. ACCESSORIES:
1A. Silencer/sound suppressor
distinctive ‘squared’ trigger guard
of irregular proportion
2A. Select fire, burst or fully auto device
3A. Folding shoulder stock
generic grips
4A. Collapsible shoulder stock
5A. Detachable shoulder stock
6A. Pistol Grip
7A. Vertical grip
8A. Stock
String code Identifier construct: NSW Police Force 26 June 2020
9A. Optical sight
10AL. Laser sight
FT2 4P 5P 6P FT3 1P CN2 6A PTS [11 mm (433+)] [+3]
10AR. Red Dot (reflex) sight
11A. Bipod
12A. Flash suppressor/compensator
5. CATEGORY
PTL- Pistol single shot
Calibre size range
PTS-Pistol self-loading
(mm, inches):
PTR-Revolver
7. Common origin of illicit manufacture
2 mm (.079+)
RFP-Rifle pump
3 mm (.118+)
RFS-Rifle self-loading
+4
of common manufacture
4 mm (.157+)
RFL-Rifle lever
+3
high probability of common
5 mm (.197+)
RFB-Rifle bolt
manufacture
6 mm (.236+)
SHG-Shotgun
+2
probability of common manufacture
7 mm (.276+)
SHD-Shotgun double barrel
+1
indications (evidence to suggest)
8 mm (.315+)
SHP-Shotgun pump
common manufacture
9 mm (.354+)
SHS-Shotgun self-loading
00
inconclusive
10 mm (.394+)
SHL-Shotgun lever
-1
indications of no common
11 mm (.433+)
MAC-Machine gun
manufacture
6. [ADDITIONAL]
12 mm (.472+)
-2
probably of not common
DEA - Deactivated
13 mm (.511+)
manufacture
REA - Reactivated
-3
high probability of no common
COL - Collector grade
manufacture
COM - Composite/Polymer 3D (Workshop) manufactured
-4
not of common manufacture
INC - Incomplete
BLA - Imitation
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A. String code Identifier construct: NSW Police Force June 2020
FT2 4P 5P 6P FT3 1P CN2 6A PTS [11 mm (433+)] [+3]

intelligence link:
+3: high probability of common manufacture

B. String code Identifier construct: WA Police February 2014
FT2 4P 5P 6P FT3 1P CN2 6A PTS [11 mm (433+)] [+3]

Fig.59: Firearm String Code construct
intelligence linkages

Case observations.
•

The [+3] (Common origin of illicit manufacture)
designation on the 2020 pistol seizure in NSW
indicates that this pistol has a high probability of

NEW Forensic Firearm Intelligence Data• Self-loading pistol
• generic slide,
• generic barrel
• calibre
• generic trigger group,
• workshop made frame
• generic pistol grip.
• complete firearm
• +3 high probability of common
manufacture (NSW 2020 – WA 2014)

common manufacture and may be linked to the 2014 seizure in WA.
•

The large [11 mm (433+)] calibre designation is unusual for this type of pistol seizure.

•

The self-loading pistol frame is an illicit workshop produced variant of the standard Colt 1911
model pistol.

•

Each pistol is fitted with what is observed to be a generic ‘Caspian’ brand ‘slide (without
manufacturer marking).

•

The squared-off trigger guard is also a characteristic of this unique design.
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Australian Police agencies may not be aware of the +3-high probability of common manufacture link
between these firearms (Fig. 17) because of inefficient back capture analysis techniques and weak data
input controls when recording such (illicit) workshop manufactured firearms.
Rickards (2015), a Senior Policy Officer for the NSW Police Force Drug and Alcohol Coordination states,
The ability to collect information and intelligence is enormous, but the ability to effectively
collate it is extremely challenging. Many law enforcement agencies face a broad range of
technological challenges. For example, the legacy of outdated information and
communications technology makes the storage, retrieval and sharing of intelligence
difficult. These problems often occur within an agency as well as across jurisdictions.
(Rickards, 2015).
No connective intelligence data trail is likely to have existed that would have linked a firearm seized in
2014 in Western Australia and another seized in 2020 in New South Wales. Systems such as the
Australian Ballistic Information Network (ABIN) would assist in identifying the same firearm across
Australia electronically, however it cannot provide a link between two firearms that may have the same
or similar design origins.

A more complete user guide to Firearm String Code constructs and methodology, incorporating an
experimental data base is detailed within Appendix C.
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3. FORENSIC FIREARMS INTELLIGENCE:
AN INTRODUCTION TO PARTONOMIC METHODOLOGY

3.1

Chapter Introduction

By developing a deeper understanding of how illicit firearms are manufactured, the types of workshop,
factory or generic firearm components used, accessories, notes, documentation, or ammunition
seized, the patterns and preferences of the firearm trafficker can be studied and identified. This
valuable information can then be relayed to investigators in the field.
3.2

Pattern Analysis and Data Extraction Methodology

Firearms traffickers are creatures of habit that establish and maintain specific patterns in their
activities, changing only when necessary,
Patterns provide focus to the investigation. Inquiries now can begin at each end of the
pattern–in the recovery area and in the source area. Other sources of information, especially
confidential informants, may verify emerging patterns. In turn, patterns can corroborate
information provided by informants (Greco, 1998).
One of the most apparent characteristics of any 'trafficable firearm' is that it must be a readily saleable
commodity. It must at the very least function as intended and convey some sense of reliability even if
achieved by its outward appearance only. Any firearm intended for personal use, rudimentary or
primitive in construction and operation, can be described as an improvised firearm, commonly known
as a homemade gun. It is not by definition a traffickable firearm because it is not a readily saleable
commodity and can be eliminated from trafficked firearm investigations.
Greco (1998) describes firearms traffickers as 'creatures of habit'. Often, illicit workshop manufactured
firearms seized as a group exhibit very similar design and manufacture characteristics as in Fig.18. An
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understanding of similarity can provide an advantage for the police investigator and forensic firearms
analyst alike.

Fig.18: A of a group of five machine guns of illicit manufacture seized by New South Wales Police in 2018, together with AU
2.75 million dollars in cash. Source; The Epoch Times, ed. Australia: Epoch Media Group, 2018.

These illicit firearms (Fig.18) display similarities that appear as 'producibility characteristics'. These
characteristics are recorded as having a measure of similar observable characteristics and design
features indicating the use of production templates and a set format enabling economic fabrication to
reduce production time and minimise assembly costs using existing or available technology (Pavlovich
S, 2019).
3.3

The Producibility Profiling of Firearms

The logical extension of the 'producibility' definition and concept is the possibility of practical
applications when examining illicit firearms or, perhaps more specifically (Illicit) workshop
manufactured firearms to exploit any similarities in design and production methods.
The comparison of firearm images by cropping and scaling images was demonstrated as a proof of
concept during the examination of ‘Workshop-manufactured Zagros 12.7x108mm calibre and Zagros
Şer 14.5x114mm calibre rifles’(Pavlovich S, 2019)
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Fig.19: Workshop manufactured Zagros Şer 14.5x114mm calibre rifle38 with detail of lower receiver design.

The series of images in Fig.20 show lower
receiver groups from the workshop
manufactured Zagros 12.7 x 108mm and
Zagros Şer 14.5 x 114mm rifles. The series

of

images are enlargements taken from
internet images. Allowing for parallax
errors, the similarities of design and
production characteristics are visible,
indicating a common group source.

Fig.20: Various receivers, Zagros rifle 12.7 x 108mm and 14.5 x 114mm calibre.

38

Source: https://www.ypgrojava.org/category/Press-Releases
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This technique can be effective when using Firearm Producibility Profiling to visually compare
manufacturing design and dimensionality using significant point, critical point, and critical dimension.
The term 'profiling' and its use in policing represents the potential of 'solving real crime through an
honest understanding of the nature and behaviour of criminals' (Turvey, 2002). The examination of
firearms they use by applying 'producibility' is a form of 'deductive profiling' in which criminal profiling
(using forensic firearms intelligence) is an investigative process (Turvey, 2002).
Firearm Producibility Profiling: The recording and analysis of illicit firearm design and production
characteristics using partonometric analysis (Hempelmann et al., 2017), pattern recognition and
investigative inference techniques to assess or predict criminal distribution networks and assist in the
identification of involved persons or a point of origin or manufacture 1.

Partonomy: a central organizing principle of most ontologies defining of which parts an object

is composed. Meronymic relations (A meronym is a constituent part) allow the identification of parts
and locations that are essential to the functioning of a firearm (trigger, barrel) from parts that are not
essential (accessories) (Hempelmann et al., 2017; Nikolay Sirakov, 2015).
2.

Producibility: A measure of similar observable characteristics and design features between

firearms indicating the use of production templates and a set format enabling economic fabrication,
reduced production time, and minimised assembly costs using existing or available technology.
(Pavlovich S, 2019).
3.

Inference data: A investigative conclusion or investigative path determined by the experience

and reasoning of a forensic investigator. (Ribaux & Margot, 1999).

Images that are correctly scaled and photographed, can be readily compared using these techniques.
Clear images with good resolution and even lighting are essential factors in the overall process. It may
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be the case that some images (open source) will not be suitable for comparison because of issues with
resolution and image distortion. The use of geometric firearm features linked to functionality and
significant aspects of the design allows a search of similar features and characteristics in other database
firearms.

Fig.21: A image overlay comparison using images of machine guns seized by NSW Police (Fig. 6)

In Fig.21, the image 'A-B overlay' shows the result of a comparison exhibiting the meronymic
relationship of one complete firearm to another. In this example, similarity refers to a generalised
geometric similarity and 'on such a notion of similarity, similarity is also a matter of proportion, rather
than a matter of having some specific feature in common' (Sterrett, 2009). Thus we can conclude visual
similarity using the image A-B overlay.
The analysis of firearms using partonometric39 principles (geometric or point features) related to
firearms can be instrumental when examining workshop manufactured firearms because of the

39

Partonomy; (part-of) A realization of mereology that specifies in a subsumption hierarchy the relationship of parts to the whole.
https://www.igi-global.com/dictionary/ontology/34683 19/08/2020
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difficulties of categorising these types of firearms (Wen & Yao, 2005). The 2005 study (Wen & Yao,
2005) demonstrated the use of "image features" to build pistol image databases. Utilising
similar observable characteristics and design features between noncommercial firearms may indicate
the use of production templates and a set format that enables economical fabrication, using existing
or available technology.
A significant advantage of the partonometric analysis of firearms (Nikolay Sirakov, 2015) is that useful
intelligence data can be developed readily and quickly from any image source. Results are extracted as
Spatial Pattern Comparison (SPC)40 (Long & Robertson, 2018). Absolutes and certainty are unnecessary
in a field (intelligence data) where probabilities and best or partial fit within datasets (Fang et al.,
2018)(Fang et al., 2018)(Fang et al., 2018)(Fang et al., 2018)(Fang, Cheng, Cong, Mamoulis, & Li, 2018)
are pragmatic intelligence solutions. 'It is also interesting (useful) to find sets of objects that are
partially matched with the query pattern, if there is no match for the pattern in the database' (Fang et
al., 2018).
3.4

The Further Development of Observable Characteristics And Design Features.

It is possible to demonstrate the techniques to identify and quantify 'visual similarity by looking closely
at each firearm's design and identifying essential design features (Geradts & Bijhold, 2002). These can
be grouped into three functional spatial data features suitable for firearms examination, represented
by points, lines, polygons (areas), 'these are the core spatial data types available in a Geographic
Information System (GIS), and there exists relatively few other ways to represent spatial phenomenon
in a GIS (Long & Robertson, 2018).

40

Spatial Pattern Comparison (SPC) - a numerical assessment of the (dis)similarity between two (or more) mapped
Datasets (a fundamental task in geography and quantitative spatial modelling).
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A

A

Fig.22: Firearm A showing selected critical point, significant point and critical dimension locations.

A

B

Fig.23: In both images Firearm A and Firearm B visual similarity comparison using Spatial Pattern Comparison (SPC) are
partial; however, it shows an interesting correlation with the prospect of significant forensic intelligence outcomes.

The examples of visual similarity (critical dimension, critical point and significant point) seen in Fig.22
and Fig.23 are incomplete and partial. However, they remain as 'producibility' indicators of 'traffickable
firearms' requiring firearm producibility profiling to determine design and manufacturing similarity.
The supposition, in this case, is that the illicit production of the five examples seized by New South
Wales Police as the dimensional similarity indicates producability characteristics which may link to
other seized firearms in NSW or other states and territiories. It is critical to determine the similarities
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or differences within this group of firearms which may indicate that more than one illegal manufacturer
has been involved in their design and construction. An examination of these firearms with better
preprocessing and image scaling of firearm images would allow better and precise feature extraction
and spatial pattern comparison results and conclusions of similar or dissimilar design (Cichy et al.,
2019). The possibility to assign grades of similarity in images (Combined-Firearms-Council-of-Victoria)
has excellent potential to be further developed as a source of forensic firearms intelligence.
However for ease of processing, all firearm images should be correctly scaled and aligned during
comparison using information such as Critical point, Significant point and Critical dimension features
(See Appendix B). Image processing is a requirement in these processes; however, in instances where
seized firearms are examined routinely in forensic laboratories, standardised images suitable for backcapture and analysis would be available.
3.5

Pre-Processing and Processing Steps for Image Comparison
1. The image is cropped within a minimum bounding box rectangle, with the image parallel (or
as close as possible) to the x and y axis which has minimally enclosed the firearm image.
2. Initial image size in Kilobytes (KB) is inconsequential but should show clear physical details.
3. The size of the critical/significant point circles must be large enough to counter any minor
image distortion issues between images. However it is critical that the critica/significant point
cilcles are the same diameter within each image. The number of points should be no less than
ten (10) distributed as evenly as possible between critical and significant points.
4. The images for comparison are both resized using Microsoft Paint 3D to an image height of 300
pixels and annotated with critical and significant points of 30pixel (px) diameter, producing an
image of sufficient detail for direct visual comparison. The identification and comparison of
critical and significant points from open source images ( which usually contain a degree of
image distortion) is set at 30pixel (px) diameter, although better quality images with little or
no distortion could have a much smaller diameter (15px diameter).
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5. Critical dimensions can also be placed on the image (using a minimum bounding box) at this
time using Microsoft Paint 3D.
6.

The two images can then be aligned and overlayed for comparison (Microsoft WORD – Format
Picture) using the bottom left corner of each image as the overlay registration point (Fig.11).

7. For ease of viewing any longer image is placed at the bottom of the overlay and may be colour
enhanced or converted to greyscale using Microsoft WORD – Format Picture to facilitate
subject edge definition (optional).
8. The upper image is applied with a transparency setting of approximately 20-40 so that both
images can be viewed similtaneously.
9. The correlation between critical and significant point locations can now be calculated. This can
be written as a ratio a: b. Where a is the number of intersecting points and b is the total number
possible using both critical points then significant points.
10. Critical dimension locations are very useful as an overall indication of design similarity when
correlating critical and significant point locations when some locations may overlap by chance.
The critical dimensions can be used as a guide to achieve the best possible fit prior to CP and
SP ratio counts.
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3.6

CASE 1: Firearms Trafficking New South Wales: A of a group of five machine guns of
illicit manufacture seized by New South Wales Police in 2018.

Fig.24: Close detail images of two of the five machine guns seized by New South Wales Police in 2018. The two selected
images have both been cropped using the minimum bounding box technique.

The

firearms

in

Fig.24

all

exhibit

similar

sophisticated

design

and

production

characteristics. Partonometric analysis provides a way to classify and compare each firearm, recording
information suitable for comparison using pattern recognition (Nikolay Sirakov, 2015).
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Critical dimension

Critical point 15px

Significant point 15px
h 33

wwww
3.

1.
2.

Critical dimension
Significant point 30px
Critical point 30px
4.
Critical point 30px, Significant point 30px5.
Overlay registration point
6.
Fig.25: Three selected images have been prepared using critical dimension, critical point and significant point locations.

When the underlying images are removed the comparison between images can be clearly visualised
as in Fig.26.
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Primary Image

Second Image

Second-Primary overlay- CP 4:5, SP 7:9.

Third Image

Third-Primary overlay- CP 3:5, SP 11:11.

Fig.26: The similarity in the design between these three firearms is clearly evident.

Once the critical dimension best fit is achieved the number of correlating critical and significant
points are counted and expressed as a percentage. In Fig.26 the correlation is 100% with good visual
agreement between critical dimensions.
In this analysis of open-source firearm images it was possible to overcome (to some extent) the
negative effects of image distortion and perspective issues using critical point and significant point
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features, resulting in a useful firearm producibility profiling comparison to determine design and
manufacturing similarity.
The excellent correlation using critical and significant points indicates a strong design interconnection
between distinctive features (Hempelmann et al., 2017).
Generally it is not advisable to use significantly distorted images for similarity comparisons however in
this case example the images were because it was they were the only ones available.
The extraction of spatial pattern data to compare similarity using partonometric and 'producibility'
analysis can categorise data relating to illegally manufactured or modified firearms previously thought
unclassifiable. In this example the correlation between identified significant and critical points on each
firearm which nominate designated locations integral to the firearms functioning or a distinctive
feature location associated with the firearm design has been good even when the only available images
have noticeable perspective distortion. Although no definitive conclusions can be drawn from this data,
however, this analysis has established a ‘probability of common manufacture’ through the examination
of producibility.
3.7

CASE 2: Firearms manufacturing in New South Wales and Queensland 2016-2018

Workshop manufactured firearms with no generic or factory parts, as seen in Fig.16, can show distinct
visual differences between the designs that suggest that the production methods are substantially
different and are the work of separate individuals or groups. Partonometric and 'producibility' analysis
aims to distil these differences to a point where they can be categorised, recorded and compared
objectively and efficiently.
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Fig.27: Two images of workshop manufactured machine guns seized by New South Wales in 2018 (image left) and
Queensland Police in 2016.

Both firearms (Fig.27) exhibit sophisticated design and production characteristics but are visually very
different from the other. Partonometric analysis provides a way to classify each firearm and record
information suitable for heuristic comparison using pattern recognition techniques.
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Critical dimension

Critical point

Significant point

7.
9.

8.

Fig.28: Shows both images after image preprocessing and scaling are applied, including identifying critical point and critical
dimension data.

The result of the image overlay seen in Fig.29, demonstrates the visual effectiveness of partonometric
analysis by showing that no visual correlation exists between these two images when comparing the
design dimensionallity and critical/significant point locations.
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Coincidental critical/significant point
contacts

Fig.29: Overlay comparison showing no correlation between critical dimensions and only
coincidental contact between citical and significant points.

The critical dimension comparision indicates a significant design mismatch that cannot be explained by
any possible image distortions and therfore any critical point overlay correlation is very likely to be
coincidental and can be discounted.
Correlation:

critical points 1:12,

significant points 2:13.

The critical dimensions plotted in Fig.25 will always be represented as a quadrilateral area measured
to encompass visible firearm design features such as pistol grip, upper receiver, lower reciever,
magazine port or trigger guard. This critical dimension and critical point overlay of images use the
bottom left corner of each image as the overlay registration point. As the quadrilaterals plotted are of
different dimensions, care should be taken to frame each image correctly before making any visual
correlation estimates.
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3.8

CASE 3: Firearms manufacturing in New South Wales and Queensland 2016-2018

The following example (Fig.30) introduces another firearm seized by Queensland Police in 2016

Fig.30: A workshop manufacture machine gun seized by Queensland Police in 2016 (right image).

Fig.31: Seized by NSW Police 2018

Australian Police seized firearms with similar design characteristics in 2016 and 2018, which can be
compared using partonymic principles after image preprocessing and comparable scaling.
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Fig.32: Seized by Queensland Police 2016

Fig.33: Overlay Fig.31 / Fig.32. Correlation: critical points 5:5, significant points 13:13,

Fig.33 shows critical dimension and critical point data overlay processing using a minimum bounding
box crop and compares two images of firearms seized by Police from different Australian States over a
two year period. (2016-2018). When the critical dimension comparision of the upper image is moved
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so that all critical dimensions are aligned as closely as possible the critical and significant point
correlation result in Fig.33 is 100%.
Correlation:

critical points 5:5,

significant points 13:13, demonstrating that this

partonometric examination shows clear visible design similarity between these two firearms.The
analysis of workshop manufactured firearms in particular using geometric feature methods can be very
useful when categorising illicit firearms of non standard, non commercial design. Using similar
observable characteristics and design feature comparison between (illicit) firearms may indicate
production templates and a set format indicating illegal production.
The results of these three cases shows the value of visual similarity correlations between the design
features of workshop manufactured firearms seized by Police in New South Wales and Queensland
Police indicating the likelyhood of common manufacture in two distinctly differing designs (case 1 and
case 3) and therefore a clear possibility of common manufacture by two separtate individuals or groups
regarding Case 2.
3.9

Open source Image capture and Analysis

Open-source media images provide a rich collection of potential data; however, great care must be
taken during selection and image preprocessing. These news media images were never intended for
scientific analysis.
The selected query image as seen in Fig.34 is cropped within a minimum bounding box (Fig.35) and
further marked with critical dimensions, critical points and significant points (Fig.36)
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Fig.34: This image shows a machine gun seized by NSW Police 2018 (MOURAD, 2018 #64)

Fig.35: Query image within minimum bounding box

Once the image has been cropped within the minimum bounding box, further preprocessing can
continue.
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In Fig.36 the visible critical point locations are marked using black circles and the visible significant
points using red circles. The critical dimensions observed and marked are the pistol grip, upper receiver
and ejection port..

Critical dimension (CD)
Critical point (CP)
Significant point (SP)

Fig.36: The query image has been processed to an image height of 300px, and marked with CD, CP and SP’s. The image has
been enhanced by the use of the ‘Glow edges’ filter (Transparency 50%, Smoothness 0.)

Critical point (CP)

Fig.37: Query image (Left) and preprocessed image (right).

Significant point (SP)

The enhanced image (Fig.37, Right) has eliminated the distracting background using the Microsoft Paint
3D (Magic Select tool) and WORD (Artistic effects paint brush) applied to further enhance the image
colours and contrast.
Cautious preprocessing of images is necessary when images are distorted or have distracting
backrounds. When complete the image can then be compared to a experimental test group that has
been prepared using the same processes (Fig.38).
The images (Fig.38) selected for comparison show an outward degree of visual similarity. However,
they also display a range of image processing difficulties associated with open-source data, such as
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image foreshortening and barrel distortion (image), background clutter and poor image quality, all
requiring a degree of image pre-processing.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Fig.38: An experimental database of nine images of similar overall appearance taken from open source media.
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1.
Database
image

Correlation:

critical points 0:7,

Query image

significant points 0:8.

2.

Correlation: critical points 5:5, significant points 6:8.

3.

Correlation: critical points 3:5, significant points 5:10.
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4.

Correlation: critical points 2:5, significant points 2:8.

5.

Correlation: critical points 1:5, significant points 3:8.

6.

Correlation: critical points 5:5, significant points 5:8.
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7.

Correlation: critical points 0:5, significant points 3:11.

8.

Correlation: critical points 3:5, significant points 6:9.

9.

Correlation: critical points 2:5, significant points 1:8.
The correlations have been determined by grading the ratio of critical points in agreement and the
ratio of significant points in agreement.
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= Query image

Correlation 1:
critical points 5:5
significant points 6:8

Correlation 2:
critical points 5:5
significant points 5:8

Correlation 3:
critical points 3:5
significant points 6:9

Correlation 4:
critical points 3:5
significant points 5:10

Correlation 5:
critical points 2:5
significant points 2:8

Correlation 6:
critical points 2:5
significant points 1:8

Correlation 7:
critical points 1:5
significant points 3:8

Correlation 8:
critical points 0:5
significant points 3:11

Correlation 9:
critical points 0:7
significant points 0:8

Fig.39: Experimental database rated 1 (similar) – 9 (dissimilar).
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3.10

DISCUSSION

The producibility concept theorises that a measure of similar observable characteristics and design
features should exist between firearms that may share the same origins. Firearm Producibility Profiling
could be further developed and utilised to examine the illicit firearm design and production
characteristics using partonometric analysis to identify involved persons or a point of common origin
or manufacture involving multiple firearms.

= Query image

Correlation 1:
critical points 5,
significant points 6.

Correlation 2:
critical points 5,
significant points 5.

Correlation 3:
critical points 3,
significant points 6.

Fig.40: Three images of best match
As seen in Fig.40 the correlations with the query image for the first three selections show a significant
degree of similarity between these images. The open-source availability of images of illicit workshop
manufactured firearms that fit the preprocessing and image quality parameters required for
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comparison is extremely low and are difficult to locate. However, this small collection of ‘real world’
examples does give some idea of the types of comparisons and inferences that might be feasible using
this methodology (Fig.41).

Inference
Data

Producibility

Partonomy

Firearm
Producibility
Profiling

Fig.41: The recording and analysis of illicit firearm design and production characteristics using partonometric analysis and
pattern recognition techniques to assess distribution patterns associated with firearms trafficking or assist in identifying
involved persons or a point of origin or manufacture.

Table 3: Common origin of manufacture:
+4
+3
+2
+1
00
-1
-2
-3
-4

of common manufacture
high probability of common manufacture
probability of common manufacture
indications (evidence to suggest) common manufacture
inconclusive
indications of no common manufacture
probably of no common manufacture
high probability of no common manufacture
not of common manufacture
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The examples that exhibit high correlation ratios between different illicit firearms using critical and
significant point locations also show a high degree of visual similarity which could be graded as
intelligence data. (Table3)
In the case of Fig.40, correlation 1, the ‘Common origin of manufacture’ score is;
+2 probability of common manufacture, indicating good agreements between CD, CP and SP.
•

The result could possibly be extracted as a probability prediction, as absolutes and
certainty are unnecessary in a field where probabilities and best fit are pragmatic
solutions.

•

Further research is needed to allow improved interpretation of correlation and
producibility between firearms as forensic firearms intelligence. A significant advantage
of using visual features and similarity in firearms using partonymic principles is that
valuable intelligence data can be developed readily from any image source.

3.11

The implications of good correlation between illicit firearms

The image correlation ratios in Fig.40 indicate a varying possibility of design interconnection and
ranking (highest similarity to lowest similarity) based upon critical point and significant point
agreement. Further research is required to establish a workable ‘Threshold of Similar Origin’ definition
that may assist in identifying if any two firearms have a realistic possibility of a similar origin. Highly
unusual and distinctive characteristics may indicate that the same hand may be at work.
If the physical examination and comparison of seized firearms is impractical for reasons of evidential
security and distance, then it would be possible using this method to draw conclusions based upon the
‘producibility’ characteristics of this design from the case file images.
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3.11.1 Example: Queensland Police 2020 Murder Investigation of Shane Bowden

42A

42B

Fig.42: A 2021 online media release shows two firearms (29A, 29B) of a type believed to have been involved in a 2020
Queensland murder. Source: https://mypolice.qld.gov.au/news/2021/06/17/reward-announcement-and-appeal-forinformation-into-the-murder-of-shane-bowden/

Images of the type of firearm believed to be associated with the Oct 2020 murder of Shane Bowden
were publicly released in June 2021.

Fig.43: A 2021 online media release shows a firearm of a type believed to have been involved in a 2020 Queensland
murder.
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Fig.44: Part of a group of five machine guns of illicit manufacture seized by New South Wales Police in 2018. The image
selected for comparison is indicated by a minimum bounding box.

Fig.45: NSW 2018, preprocessed images (300px image height, CP 30 px dia and SP 30px dia).
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Fig.46: Queensland 2021 preprocessed images (300px image height, CP 30 px dia and SP 30px dia)

Critical dimension

10.
Significant point
Critical point
11.
12.

critical points 5:8, significant points 14:14
Fig.47: Final overlay comparison shows good correlation between critical dimensions and critical points, significant point
data.

The final overlay seen in Fig.47 is recorded as a correlation ratio of: critical points 5:8, significant points
14:14 with good critical dimension correlation after a final image size adjustment due to image
distortion issues.
These close similarities indicate to the investigator that the firearm of interest as part of a 2020
Queensland murder investigation has a design which has previously come to police attention in NSW
as part of another investigation two years previously.
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2021

2018

Fig.48. Although no definitive conclusions can be drawn from this data, CP, SP and CD analysis has established a ‘+3 high
probability of common manufacture’.

This case highlights the value of interrogating data to extract forensic firearms intelligence using
producability showing that the 2021 firearm linked to the QLD murder investigation is likely to have
been trafficked from NSW at some time earlier.
The analysis of firearms using geometric and point features can be instrumental when examining
workshop manufactured firearms because important text data may be excluded because of the
difficulties categorising and describing these types of firearms. The identification and categorisation of
common origin in Table 3 is a critical and necessary component of back capture analysis, assisting the
development of Firearm Producibility Profiling (FPP) techniques. The potential of this prototypal
method is at this time restricted by the absence of larger test groups and the variations that might be
found within actual police images. That is, the ‘Threshold of Similar Origin’ or the point at which the
probability of two firearms having a similar origin becomes a realistic possibility’ has yet to be
determined and at this time relies upon the knowledge and experience of the firearms examiner.
However the collection and examination of much larger data groups over time will provide a better
understanding of the usefulness of this method as a comparison of similarity.
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4.0 UNDERSTANDING DEPENDENCIES IN FIREARM DESIGN AND HOW
PARTONOMY AND FIREARM STRING CODE IDENTIFIERS CAN
ESTABLISH CRIME CASE LINKAGE
4.1

Introduction

An example of the ‘producibility concept and its application to the development of hybrid 3D printed
firearms is demonstrated by examining a firearm design known as the ‘Shuty’ initially developed by a
3D printer and firearms enthusiast (derwoodvw, 2019b). In 2015, after several initial variants had failed
during testing, the first practical demonstration model utilised a mix of 3D printed and factory-made
components, which produced a workable, functional 3D printed hybrid firearm, known as the SHUTY
V2 model. In the following years, this design underwent a series of alterations and improvements.
Using several collaborating OC group designers, an online 3D print website member (Unknown, 2016)
posted 3D print files for the Shuty MP 1 pistol (derwoodvw, 2019a), stating, ‘Note, I did not make this,
this is all Derwood, Shadowfall, Warfairy, and Duces work (there are probably a bunch more, but those
guys are the public face of the project).’
This group of online amateur 3D print and firearm enthusiasts involved with producing the ‘Shuty’
pistol and its variants on several OCs do not appear to have any organizational structure. However,
they promote a high level of knowledge, innovation and collaboration between individuals producing
and further developing this 3D printed firearm design concept. A ‘Shuty’ variant (Gunsmith, 2019) has
been developed by a group calling themselves ‘Deterrence Dispensed’41 , which modified the materials

41

‘Deterrence Dispensed’; a decentralized OC group that develops digital files of firearm for 3D print applications
https://ivanthetroll.keybase.pub
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required for construction so that the pistol can be produced even where commercial barrels and
magazines cannot be easily obtained.

Fig.49: FGC-9 AR15 fire control group (Unknown, 2019) with
inset image (Ribaux & Talbot Wright) showing commercially
manufactured components 42 and location of trigger pins within
the lower receiver.

4.2

3D Printed Hybrid Self-Loading Pistol Development Timeline
Version 1;
The
initial
prototype design was based on an
AR15 3D printed lower receiver
with an AR15 trigger group
allowing semi-automatic fire. The
magazine well was adapted to
receive a 3D printed ‘straight’
single stack 9mm magazine and
utilised a workshop made bolt and
a commercially made pistol barrel.

May 2015 SHUTY V2 PISTOL (derwoodvw, 2019b)

42

Recoil Magazine; The Ultimate Firearms Destination for the Gun Lifestyle; https://www.recoilweb.com/ar15triggerguide-1 8/11/2019
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Feb 2016 SHUTY MP1 PISTOL (derwoodvw, 2019b)

Version 2;
This
next
prototype
variant
was
a
considerable rethink of the initial
design-build although remaining
true to the initial concept. A
sleeker look with a relocated bolt
handle and redesigned magazine
release catch, although the 3D
printed straight magazine has been
retained. The new cylindrical shape
of the upper receiver and the lack
of a recoil buffer tube indicates the
use of a more substantial bolt
assembly.

Version 3;
Identified
as
‘experimental’ the reappearance
of the recoil buffer tube with
elongated bolt assembly and
redesigned lower receiver which
now incorporates a factory
produced Glock magazine with a
redesigned magazine release catch
indicates
another
significant
departure from previous designs.

Apr 2017 EXPERIMENTAL WTF-9 PISTOL (derwoodvw, 2019b)

A true 3D printed hybrid pistol
using commercially available
firearm components.

Version 4;
This
design
incorporates the best features of
the
previous
‘experimental
prototype’.
The
use
of
commercially
manufactured
components such as;
•
•
•
•
•
•
Apr 2017 GLUTY AP-9 pistol (derwoodvw, 2019b)

AR 15 trigger group
AR15 springs
Magazine
barrels
Sight optics
Pistol grip

has produced a serviceable semiautomatic firearm.
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Version 5;
A further subtle
design alteration is the inclusion
downloadable 3D print plans for a
buffer tube
to suit an m4
adjustable shoulder stock.

Aug 19, 2018, SHUTY AP-9-9MM V1.3, 2019 (IDY26, 2019)

Version 6;
This
design
variant incorporates 3D printed
components such as the shoulder
stock
and
barrel
retainer
(incorporating mounting rails),
sloping foregrip and an oversize
bolt handle. This firearm displays a
commercially manufactured 30
cartridge capacity magazine fitted.

Sep 3, 2018, SHUTY AP9 QUADRAIL (Matt19888, 2018)

Version 7;
Almost a year
later, there has been a return to
less complicated design with
fewer attached accessories. The
older style of barrel retainer block
has been redesigned for a flush fit
to the lower receiver.
The shoulder stock also appears
to be a 3D printed design
although the extended capacity
magazine seems to be of generic
(Glock
compatible)
factory
manufacture.
Aug13, 2019 FGC-9 (Unknown, 2019)
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Version 8;
The only part of
this new variant that has been
commercially manufactured is the
AR15 trigger group and the pistol
grip.
The extended magazine and
barrel are 3D printed, and
workshop made respectively.

Aug 30, 2019 FGC9 (Gunsmith, 2019)

The origins of the component
springs in the recoil tube and
magazine are not known.

Version 9;
Carbine variant
utilising longer workshop made
barrel and 3D printed magazine
and using a factory AR15 trigger
group assembly.

July 2020 FGC-9 carbine (Jones, 2020)

Version 10;
Variant utilising
3D printable AR15 type AR15
trigger group assembly.

Jan 2021 FGC-9 (IVANTHETROLL, 2021)
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Version 11;
Variant utilising
new positioning of charging
handle and factory AR15 trigger
group assembly.

May 2021 FGC-9 MKII (Repeat, 2021)

Version 12 ?

The ongoing development of this workshop made 3D printed design has been continuous since its first
appearance in 2015 in the United States. The proliferation of this and other designs that can be
manufactured using inexpensive 3D printers has been confirmed by the first reports of the prosecution
of the 3D printing of firearm parts as criminal activity (Fig.50).

Fig.50. ‘Spanish police officers revealed details of the country’s first bust on a workshop that used 3D printers to create gun
receivers. Court documents released on April 18, 2021, describe details of the investigation that led to the arrest of a 55year-old man using 3D printing to create homemade firearms.’
Source; https://3dprint.com/281031/spanish-police-seize-covert-3d-printed-gun-workshop-with-possible-nazi-leanings/
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Fig.51: Canadian man charged for 3D-printing gun parts in the first of its kind case.
Source; National News posted Sep8, 2020 @ 06:30 pm by Dylan McCullough.
https://www.kelownanow.com/news/news/National_News/Canadian_man_charged_for_3D_printing_gun_parts_in_first
_of_its_kind_case/#fs_99197

Fig.52. ‘Seized: Deadly guns made out of plastic with a 3D printer. Two handguns made with a 3D printer have been seized
by Adelaide detectives – along with dozens of other firearms including a machine gun found in a suburban park.’
Source; https://www.adelaidenow.com.au/29/05/2021 The Advertiser.
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The completed firearm seen in Fig.52 is one of the most recent Australian seizures to date of a 3D
printed firearm. This sophisticated firearm incorporates a factory AR15 trigger group assembly and 3D
printed magazine. The access to prohibited AR15 semiautomatic components could indicate that the
barrel is a commercially made pistol component adapted for use within the FGC943 (Version 8).
SCI Construct; FGC9 (Version 8) FT4 [ FT2 5P 6P ] FT3 [ 2P 3P 8P PC 3D ] PTS [ 9m (.433) ] [+4]
Read as: 9mm calibre pistol of common manufacture with workshop made 3D polymer composite
printed upper and lower receivers and magazine, workshop modified factory generic trigger group
assembly (metal) and unmodified factory generic barrel.
It is imperative to consistently record design and manufacturing characteristics that may indicate
producability and generate further inference data useful for Firearm Producability Profiling processes.
Only days later, NSW Police seize similar designs of 3D printed firearms (Fig.53).

Fig.53: ‘Two 3D-printed submachine guns…have been seized and two men arrested in raids targeting the manufacture and
supply of prohibited firearms.’
Source; https://www.9news.com.au/national/3d-guns-cars-watches-jewellery-cash-seized-by-police-in-raids/74b37fde58b8-42e8-8f4f-e49a6437c3fa.
43

The gun's name is an acronym for "Fuck Gun Control", with the "9" referencing its 9mm cartridge.
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/FGC-9
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One of the firearms (pictured Fig.54) incorporates a rifled barrel [3], generic brand ambidextrous safety
selector [2] and rifled factory barrel [1].

1

2

3

Fig.54: a 3D-printed firearm.

SCI Construct; FGC9 (Version 10) –
FT4 [ FT2 5P ] FT3 [ 2P 3P 6P 9P PC 3D ] CN3 [ 8A PC 3D ] PTS [ 9m (.433) ] [+4]
Read as: 9mm calibre pistol of common manufacture, with workshop made 3D polymer composite
printed stock, 3D polymer composite printed upper and lower receivers, extended capacity magazine
and trigger mechanism. Generic barrel fitted using non-commercial workshop modifications.
The generic brand ambidextrous safety selector [2] seen in Fig.54 has been identified as factory generic
in this case. However, the pale colouring of the trigger itself is identified as workshop 3D printed major
trigger group component (Fig.54) is given SCI construct code priority in this instance.
The similarities and differences between the two FGC firearm designs (Version 8; Fig.52 and Version
10; Fig.53 and Fig.54) can be easily compared and analysed using one-line SCI constructs.
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Fig.55: This 3D printed firearm was recovered during a raid on a property in West Auckland, New Zealand.
Source: https://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/police-find-3d-printed-gun-in-auckland-raid/GLPDO6ZRCWXIFP3MKEHHFIAWRU

This 3d printed firearm was seized in New Zealand on 29 May 2021 at the Head Hunters Motorcycle
Club house in Te Atatū. Organised crime police from the Waitematā CIB have stated that this is the
first such 3D printed firearm they have located. Although this firearm has the appearance of a toy, it
can discharge commercially available nine-millimetre ammunition, which can be seen in the image
(Fig.55). In this example, the colour of the trigger implies that it is also 3D printed. However, the
internal trigger mechanism and retaining pins and springs have likely commercially produced origins.
SCI Construct; FGC9 (Version 8) FT4 [ FT2 5P] FT3 [ 2P 3P 6P 9P PC 3D] PTS [ 9m (.433) ] [+3]
Read as: 9mm calibre pistol with a high probability of common manufacture having workshop made
3D polymer composite printed upper and lower receivers, extended magazine and trigger group
assembly with generic barrel fitted using workshop modifications
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FGC9 (Version 8) - FT4 [ FT2 5P 6P ] FT3 [ 2P 3P 8P PC 3D ] PTS [ 9m (.433) ] [+4]
FGC9 (Version 10)- FT4 [ FT2 5P ] FT3 [ 2P 3P 6P 9P PC 3D ] CN3 [ 8A PC 3D ] PTS [ 9m (.433) ] [+4]
FGC9 (Version 8) - FT4 [ FT2 5P] FT3 [ 2P 3P 6P 9P PC 3D ] PTS [ 9m (.433) ] [+3]
These SCI constructs categorise and describe three 3D printed firearms that appear similar, giving full
searchable descriptors in each case. A record of variations to basic designs and accessories, generic or
factory sourced firearm parts can provide critical intelligence data that may provide valuable
investigative leads for policing agencies. The documented upsurge in 3D printed firearms has been
particularly apparent in countries such as Australia that have prohibited possession of semi-automatic
firearms with large-capacity magazines. Understanding the manufacturing trends and designs used to
produce 3D printed firearms can provide a wealth of data that can assist significantly in the
development of appropriate legislation where appropriate.
4.3

Understanding Dependencies In Firearm Design And Crime Linkage

By carefully examining seized firearms, their construction methods, and similarities between them, it
might be possible to link similar firearms seized at different times or within different police jurisdictions
to this series of (Illicit) workshop manufactured firearm designs. Such subtle indicators may help
investigators determine if the person involved in these guns' manufacture may have produced an
earlier series based on this same design and construction method. The inference data that can be
drawn from this example is;
1. No other open-source images of comparable design can be found amongst police seizures of
illicit workshop manufactured machine guns; therefore, no other firearms in this series have
been produced (Inductive reasoning).
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2. Because the firearms and firearm parts show design, manufacture, and other similarities, any
other firearms made within this workshop having this basic design will also show such
similarities (Abductive reasoning).
Techniques using inference reasoning can be used upon all (illicit) workshop manufactured firearms
seized by police agencies nationally to accurately determine the number of such illicit workshops in the
community. By such a grouping of specific design and manufacturing characteristics, new intelligence
data is developed.
Investigative Premise; The design, modifications, parts and accessories of illicit firearms provide critical
intelligence data which can back-capture and link suspects, locations and manufacturing methodology .
Criminal linkage analysis within this thesis means grouping data extracted during forensic firearm
examinations to identify a common source, origin, group, or offender;
'In the absence of … (physical) evidence, it may still be possible to establish, with a high level
of confidence, the crimes that were perpetrated by the same individual based on an analysis
of the decisions and behaviors of the offender (which relate to the design and manufacture of
firearms)(Porter, 2016).
The theory of crime linkage is dependent upon three suppositions (Bennell & Jones, 2005; Goodwill &
Alison, 2006; Grubin et al., 2001; Woodhams, Bull, et al., 2007):
a) Criminals act consistently.
b) Offenders exhibit distinctive offending behaviours (methods).
c) Important aspects of criminal behaviours (actions) can be observed, measured, and accurately
recorded (Bennell et al., 2012).
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Slight variations in a criminal's behaviour such as 'current goals, situational characteristics, and past
learning influence each outcome' (Woodhams, Hollin, et al., 2007). However, there is sufficient
consistency to support linkage analysis as viable (Bouhana et al., 2016).
The underlying premise of Firearm Producibility Profiling (FPP) is supported by numerous criminal
linkage analysis studies, which by logical extrapolation indicate that:
The recording and analysis of (illicit manufactured) firearm design and production characteristics using
partonometric analysis and subsequent pattern recognition techniques could be considered an
intelligence link to criminal offending behaviours. These can be 'observed, measured, and accurately
recorded' to assist in identifying involved persons or a point of origin or manufacture.
Within this broad area of crime linkage and forensic firearm intelligence analysis, a valuable set of
conclusion definitions can be used to indicate the probability that a linkage exists.
The categories in dot-point below represent the empirical observations and experience of the expert
examiner as to the common origin of manufacture between questioned firearms;
•

+4 of common manufacture

•

+3 high probability of common manufacture

•

+2 probability of common manufacture

•

+1 indications (evidence to suggest) common manufacture

•

0 inconclusive

•

-1 indications of no common manufacture

•

-2 probably of no common manufacture

•

-3 high probability not of common manufacture

•

-4 not of common manufacture

Critical Point, Significant Point, and Critical Dimension methodology can determine producability
characteristics for analysis on any firearm. Any considerations of producability must include several
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critical categories identified within a 1991 paper

‘An empirical methodology for measuring

producibility early in product development (Priest & Sanchez, 1991);
•

selection and availability of materials used.

•

commonality, simplification, and standardization.

•

manufacturing process selection.

•

features and tolerances.

•

quality, and tooling requirements.

•

assembly and systems considerations.

The identification of producibility characteristics may help identify firearms manufactured for illicit
distribution, especially when only single examples of a firearm may be available for examination.
4.4

CASE EXAMPLE USING PRODUCABILITY: NSW Police Seize OMCG Machine Gun In 2014 And
Machine Gun Surrendered To NSW Police During The National Firearms Amnesty 2017

3
2
1
8
7
6
4
5

Fig.56: In 2014, NSW Police located this submachine gun, ammunition, and Outlaw Motorcycle Gang (OMCG)
paraphernalia during robbery investigations. This firearm has several observable features 1-8 that are described as
producibility characteristics.
(Source; Facebook.com.2014. NSWPoliceForce. (online)Available at: https://www.facebook.com/nswpoliceforce/
photos/pcb.10152165787761185/10152165786971185/?type=3&theater>) (Accessed 19 October 2020).

The producability characteristics of the firearm in Fig.56 are:
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1. Threaded barrel (for suppressor attachment)
2. Fitted upper and lower receivers
3. Clean and neatly cut ejection port
4. Angled grip (magazine well) indicating the possible use of commercially available pistol
magazines
5. Magazine release lever.
6. Oversized trigger guard
7. Shaped backstrap
8. Welded components (e.g., pistol grip to lower receiver)
The firearm design seen in Fig.56 is based upon the popular Cobray M11 9mm calibre. The firearm
build does look rough and somewhat ‘improvised’; however, further research has located an intriguing
image posted to a police media site in 2017 (Fig.57) shows a collection of firearms handed into NSW
police during the 2017 national firearms amnesty.

Fig.57: Photos of firearms and prohibited weapons surrendered to NSW police during the National Firearms Amnesty 2017.
Of particular interest is the workshop made machine gun seen in red outline. Source: Watts, E., 2017. Port In Top 20 Firearm
Amnesty
Results:
Police
|
Photos.
(online)
Port
Stephens
Examiner.
Available
at:
<https://www.portstephensexaminer.com.au/story/5001994/port-in-top-20-firearm-amnesty-results-police-photos/>
(Accessed 20 October 2020). NSW Police Force
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2014 seized (prototype) firearm

2017 Firearms Amnesty

Identify and map Critical Dimensions, Critical points, and Significant Points

Image overlay 2017 firearm vs critical dimension: critical points 2014 seized firearm

Correlation: critical points 7:7, significant points 10:10. (300px image height, CP 30 px dia and SP 30px dia).
Fig.58: Critical dimension, critical point, and significant points overlay indicates a strong design similarity between firearms.
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The indicated (outlined) firearm has producability characteristics in its construction that indicate links
to a firearm seized by police in 2014 although of much higher build quality, for example:
1. the three pins visible on the lower receiver are held in place by spring circlips and
2. the round cocking handle on top of the upper receiver knurled to improve grip
3. the threaded portion of the barrel visible near the muzzle (for suppressor attachment)
4. original Cobray M11 bolt with extractor groove and firing pin retainer pin.
Furthermore, all indicate the use of factory manufactured parts and such valuable data should be
recorded. The development of any successful firearm design produces variants, and variants may have
datable production timelines which can further assist the police investigator and intelligence analyst.
The forensic firearms examiner must endevour to determine if a firearm is a new design or a variant of
an existing design.
In the case of this firearm (Fig.57) reported as handed in during the 2017 National Firearm Amnesty, it
is unlikely it was forensically examined. Thereby eliminating the possibility of determining any link to
the similar firearm seized in 2014 reported online (K, 2014b) as a homemade 'UZI' that may have been
a prototype manufactured by a Hells Angel ‘Prospect’ in NSW. The Spatial Pattern Comparison (SPC)
analysis of these two firearms (Fig.58) indicates that there exists a:
•

+3 high probability of common manufacture between these two firearms (See Fig.58 overlay).

The overall evaluation of these two firearms in this case has indicated a +3-high probability of common
manufacture. Although these two firearms were seized by NSW police three years apart, it appears
that the build quality in this design has improved significantly, indicating that illicit production may be
continuing and the design evolving. Due to the three-year gap in the time of seizure, police agencies
and their intelligence sections are likely to be unaware of this vital link. This presumption is difficult to
demonstrate as the ‘blue curtain of secrecy’ (Ullrich, 2019) within Australian policing agencies is a
difficult barrier for any researcher to overcome ‘as the predominant attitude towards research is
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reserved if not hostile’ (Ullrich, 2019), which has been my experience also. Police intelligence data is
often compromised by incomplete or incorrect information (Burcher & Whelan, 2019). Many issues
raised by analysts working within police agencies relate to insufficient ‘rigour and scrutiny’ of
intelligence data recorded on police systems and complex searches involving ‘big data’(Burcher &
Whelan, 2019).
A 2018 case study conducted in the United Kingdom as part of the EU Odyssey Project (Final Report
Summary - ODYSSEY 2018) identified that ‘criminal armourers44’ play a significant role in the supply
and production of firearms used by organised criminal gangs. It is reported that criminal armourers
operating illicit firearm factories also produce traffickable firearms for distribution within Australia
(Knowles, 2018; SSAA, 2020).
4.5

CASE EXAMPLE USING PRODUCABILITY: Firearms Trafficking Between New South Wales and
Queensland 2013-2018

In cases where an illicit firearms workshop had manufactured multiple firearms, it is critical to maintain
a record of all workshop firearms seized to enable analysis using Firearm Producibility Profiling. This
Forensic Firearms Intelligence data can determine:
•

if the origin of such firearms can link to other states (firearm trafficking)

•

if the firearm is of an unknown design (indicating a new manufacturer is producing illicit
firearms)

•

identification of design features specific to a single firearm type which can enable accurate
estimates of the numbers of illicit manufacturers within Australia

•

the types of designs and components favoured by these individuals or groups

44

Criminal armourers; individuals or groups working in home workshops or in sophisticated illicit factories that assemble,
manufacture, copy or fabricate original firearm designs which are of semi-professional quality Kiener-Manu, K. (2019).
Firearms Module 4 Key Issues: Sources of illicit firearms (University Module Series; Firearms, Issue.
https://www.unodc.org/e4j/en/firearms/module-4/key-issues/sources-of-illicit-firearms.html.
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•

whether such firearm components originated illegally within Australia or imported.

In 2013 an investigation by New South Wales Police determined that up to one hundred workshop
manufactured machine guns of high quality were manufactured illegally and distributed to organised
crime groups. Firearm Producibility Profiling can link firearm designs (Fig.59) that have appeared in
incidents associated with organised crime groups (see Fig.60 and Fig.61).

Fig.59: “A jewellery maker produced [up to 100] sub-machine guns in his suburban home, selling them through an organised
crime syndicate for $15,000 each.” Source; The Sunday Telegraph45, November 16, 2013

…as part of an investigation into the supply of weapons by members of outlaw motorcycle
gangs (OMCG) detectives from Task Force Maxima, State Crime Command, and members of
the Australian Border Force executed a search warrant at a Clear Mountain residence. The
search…located an ‘Uzi’ type sub-machine gun... The Sunday Telegraph, November 16, 2013

45

https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/jeweller-angelos-koots-admits-to-making-submachine-guns-at-his-seven-hillshome-and-supplying-them-to-bikie-groups/news-story/e67da40de031be70cae7cd08ab560cd4
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“Huge haul of weapons and drugs
uncovered after raid on a Sydney home
– including a machine gun used by
deadly street gangs in Los Angeles.
Strike Force Hughson raided a property
in April and seized multiple weapons.
Almost 100-thousand dollars cash, guns
and a 1kg block of cocaine was seized.
The bust was described as a major
success by Deputy Commissioner Jeff
Loy.”
Fig.60: Brisbane Times46: QPS and Australian Border Force joint operation, Clear Mountain. PS Media on Oct 19, 2015

Fig.61: Police seize machine guns in a major drug operation in Randwick; A major weapons cache including
a machine gun favoured by LA street gangs was found along with one-kilogram block of cocaine and a
hydraulic pill press, as part of a raid on an alleged Sydney drug ring, police have said.
Daily Mail Australia: Published: July 25, 2018

46

https://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/national/queensland/uzi-sub-machine-gun-and-drugs-seized-in-clear-mountainbikie-raids-20151019-gkcs3r.html
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Image 3
Eleven critical point and significant points
locations demonstrate a correlation with the
original design (image 1) of 100%.

Image 2
The same eleven significant point and critical
point locations have been marked on this firearm
also. The correlation with the original design
(image 1) is 100%.

Image 1
Eleven significant point and critical point
locations have been marked on this original
firearm design and are indicated as .

Fig.62: These three images show selected significant point, critical point, and critical dimension comparisons.

Fig.62 demonstrates another method distinct from the overlay method previously used and more
suited to the comparison of multiple image, ie three or more. Essentially the same pre processing steps
are used.
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4.6

Pre-Processing and Processing Steps for Image Comparison
1. The image is cropped within a minimum bounding box rectangle, with the image parallel (or as
close as possible) to the x and y axis which has minimally enclosed the firearm image.
2. Image size in Kilobytes (KB) is inconsequential.
3. The size of the critical/significant point circles used must be large enough to counter any minor
image distortion issues between images. The number of points should ideally be no less than
ten (10) distributed as evenly as possible between critical and significant points.
4. The images for comparison are both resized using Microsoft Paint 3D to an image height of 300
pixels and annotated with critical and significant points of 15 - 30pixel (px) diameter, producing
an image of sufficient detail for direct visual comparison. The identification and comparison of
critical and significant points from open source images ( which usually contain a degree of image
distortion) is set at 30pixel (px) diameter, although better quality images with little or no
distortion could have a much smaller diameter (15px diameter).
5. Critical dimensions can also be placed on the image (using a minimum bounding box) at this
time using Microsoft Paint 3D.
6.

The two images can then be aligned vertically for comparison (Microsoft WORD – Format
Picture) using the bottom left corner of each image as the overlay registration point.

7. For ease of viewing any image may be colour enhanced or converted to greyscale using
Microsoft WORD – Format Picture to facilitate subject edge definition (optional).
8. The correlation between critical and significant point locations can now be calculated. This can
be written as a ratio image a: image b: image c. and so on. The number of intersecting points in
each image is counted using both critical points then significant points.
9. Critical dimension locations are very useful as an alignment tool and gives an overall indication
of design similarity when correlating critical and significant point locations when some locations
may overlap by chance. The critical dimensions can be used as a guide to achieve the best
possible fit prior to CP and SP ratio counts.
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Additionally, the inclusion of critical dimension overlays can test the comparison between these
firearms further. In Fig.63 (column left) below, critical dimensions have also been plotted on each
image.

In Fig.63 (column right), the schematic can be seen without the background image's

distractions, and as can be observed, the correlation between these three images is excellent.

Image 3
The correlation with the original
design (image 1) is 100%.
CP and SP points : 11
(Schematic image right)

Image 2
The correlation with the original
design (image 1) is 100%.
CP and SP points : 11

(Schematic image right)

Image 1
Eleven significant point and critical
point locations and three critical
dimensions have been marked on
this original firearm design image.
CP and SP points : 11
(Schematic image right)

Fig.63: The schematic representations (right) show an excellent correlation between all three firearms, 11: 11: 11.
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4.7

The Investigative Premise of Producability

The design, modifications, parts, and accessories of illicit firearms provide critical intelligence data
which can back-capture and link suspects, locations and manufacturing methodology would be upheld
in this instance. It is possible to observe and record design similarities throughout the production run
of this illicit machine gun design. It would be possible to identify other firearms directly linked to this
investigation even if they were in other Police jurisdictions. However, there must be a universal system
by which such records and comparisons can be made and communicated effectively.
The examination of illicit firearms using ‘producibility’ can develop presumptive determinations of
design features that are likely to indicate that a firearm has been designed for illicit distribution, even
if only one example of this particular firearm type has been located.
4.8

CASE EXAMPLE USING PRODUCABILITY: Workshop Produced Machine Guns Seized by New
South Wales Police in 2009 and 2014

The two images seen in Fig.64 show two images of the same firearm seized by NSW Police in 2009. The
firearm appears to be well made.

Fig.64: NSW Police seized this workshop produced machine gun in 2009.
Source: https://www.thefirearmblog.com/blog/2014/04/04/australian-motorcycle-gang-diy-firearms-surface/.
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Fig.65: Machine guns allegedly made with DIY parts from Bunnings Hardware 2014.
Source: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5096951/Sydney-man-sub-machine-guns-reducedsentence.html#ixzz5HXQqOB61

Fig.65 shows two firearms of similar appearance seized by NSW Police in 2014, and both have visual
characteristics resembling the firearm shown in Fig.64. For comparison purposes, the three firearm
images must be scaled and aligned so that Critical point, Significant point, and Critical dimension
features can be plotted.
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Image 1
Six significant point location are
indicated as .

Image 2
The same six significant point
locations have been marked on
this firearm also. Two significant
point correlations are identified
as

.

Image 3
As above the same six significant
point locations have been
marked on this firearm also. six
significant point correlations are
identified as

.

Fig.66: Once the images are scaled, six significant point locations are identified for each firearm.

Image processing is a requirement in this example; however, in instances where seized firearms are
examined routinely in forensic laboratories, standardised images suitable for back-capture and analysis
use with little or no image processing requirements would be available.
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In Fig.66, a comparison of significant point locations indicates a 100% correlation between image: one
and image: three and a lessor and incomplete correlation of with image: two. Other observable
producability features separate image:2 from the other firearms (Fig.67).

Oversize bolt cocking
handle slot

Spot welds
in different
locations to
images 1 & 3

Threaded
muzzle
Narrow
magazine well

Open trigger
guard

Fig.67: Significant individual characteristics are observed in this image.

In this example, producability characteristics are evident in firearm images 1 and 3 and indicate a high
probability of common manufacture. Firearm image two shows a probability of no common
manufacture as there are significant variations in design features and dimensionality characteristics.
Conclusions based on Producability and Firearm Producibility Profiling methodology:
1. Firearm (image one, seized in 2014) and firearm (image three, seized in 2009) indicate a
(+3) high probability of common manufacture.
2. Firearm (image two, seized in 2014) does not share a common origin with the other firearms,
(-4) not of common manufacture
3. This intelligence data indicates that the accused person in the 2014 firearm seizure by NSW
Police (Image 1 and Image 2) is unlikely to have manufactured the firearms seen in image one.
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4.9

Discussion Based on Producability and Firearm Producibility Profiling Methodology:

4.4 CASE EXAMPLE USING PRODUCABILITY: NSW Police Seize OMCG Machine Gun In 2014 And
Machine Gun Surrendered To NSW Police During The National Firearms Amnesty 2017
1.

The firearm seized in 2014 reported as a homemade 'UZI' may have been a prototype
manufactured by a Hells Angel ‘Prospect’ in NSW.

2.

Although these two firearms were seized by NSW police three years apart, it appears that the
build quality in this design had improved significantly, indicating that illicit production may be
continuing and the design still evolving.

3.

The overall evaluation of these two firearms in case three has indicated a (+3): high probability
of common manufacture.

4.5 CASE EXAMPLE USING PRODUCABILITY: Firearms Trafficking Between New South Wales and
Queensland 2013-2018
1. The firearm seized by Queensland Police in 2015 and the firearm seized by New South Wales
Police in 2018 show a (+3) high probability of common manufacture.
2. These 2015 and 2018 firearm seizures indicate a (+3) high probability of common manufacture
with an earlier 2013 firearm seizure in New South Wales and,
3. Distribution by interstate firearms trafficking.
4. A physical examination of the firearms may allow the (+3) high probability of common
manufacture conclusion to be further developed into a; (+4) of common manufacture
determination.
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4.7 CASE EXAMPLE USING PRODUCABILITY: Workshop Produced Machine Guns Seized by New
South Wales Police in 2009 and 2014

1. Firearm (image one, seized in 2014) and firearm (image three, seized in 2009) indicate a (+3):
high probability of common manufacture.
2. The second machine gun seized in 2014 does not share a common origin with the other
firearms, and the FPP score is (-4): not of common manufacture.
3. This determination creates an anomaly that indicates that the accused person in the 2014
firearm seizure by NSW Police is not likely to have manufactured both firearms.

Producability and Firearm Producibility Profiling have linked and excluded firearms in several case
examples as having originated from a single source by producing new data not available from any other
source.
With access to complete information, and better images that are held within police data records, it
may be possible to group illicit workshop manufactured firearms using ‘Firearm Producibility Profiling’
and ‘producibility’ methodology to determine the probable number of illicit firearm manufacturers in
NSW.
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5. PARTONOMETRIC ANALYSIS AND SIMILARITY USING COMPUTER
VISION ALGORITHMS

5.1 Chapter Introduction
The careful and thorough analysis and cataloguing of trafficked firearms and components will assist
police investigators and federal agencies stop the development and spread of firearm trafficking
networks by identifying trends relating to the type and quantity of illegal firearms, firearm
components, and accessories in circulation. They will introduce a workable and effective system where
none now exists. Spatial data gathered during firearm examinations and visual similarity algorithms
(based upon partonymic principles) and ‘producibility, can categorise and search of illegally
manufactured or modified firearm data. The design, modifications, parts, and accessories of illicit
firearms previously thought unclassifiable could provide critical intelligence data used to back-capture
and link suspects, locations, and manufacturing methodology.
5.2

The Case for Partonometric Analysis

Workshop manufactured firearms having no generic or factory parts or components, as seen in Fig.102,
would both receive an SCI code of [ FT3 MT ] 2P 3P 5P 5PT 6P 7P 9P MAC 9mm. However, the
distinct visual differences between these two designs suggest that the production methods are
different and likely to be the work of two unconnected individuals or groups.
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Fig.68: Two images showing illicit workshop manufactured machine guns seized by NSW Police in 201847 (left image) and
Queensland Police 201948 (right image). Both are visually similar but have differing critical point, significant point, and
critical dimension variances, which give significant weight to unconnected and independent workshop origins.

Both firearms (Fig.68) exhibit sophisticated design and production characteristics but are visually
quite different from the other, and these workshops manufactured machine guns (having no generic
or factory parts or components) would both receive an SCI code of:
[ FT3 MT ] 2P 3P 5P 5PT 6P 7P 9P MAC 9mm,
however, the differences between the designs, such as the position of the cocking lever, shape of the
trigger guard, backstrap and lower receiver shape, suggest that the production methods are different.

Fig.69: Two images showing illicit workshop manufactured machine guns seized by Queensland Police in 201649 (left
image) and NSW Police 201850 (right image).

47

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5991431/Weapons-drugs-seized-Sydney-property.html
https://mypolice.qld.gov.au/news/2019/05/27/drug-and-weapons-arrest-currumbin-waters/
49
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-11-23/queensland-police-find-sophisticated-gun-manufacting-workshop/8051244
50
https://twitter.com/7NewsSydney/status/1002312197266030592
48
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The four examples of workshop manufactured fully automatic firearm design seen in Fig.68 and Fig.69,
which have no generic or factory parts, would all receive an SCI code of:
[ FT3 MT ] 2P 3P 5P 5PT 6P 7P 9P MAC 9mm, (read as workshop manufactured 9mm calibre fully
automatic firearm with machine-made metal parts and components and extended capacity workshop
made magazine).
Since all four designs have observed critical point, significant point and critical dimension variances
indicating independent workshop origins, the inclusion of partonometric analysis within FFI methods
provides a way to classify each of these firearms and record information suitable for comparison.
Pattern recognition algorithms may assist in the Firearm Producibility Profiling (FPP) analysis of illicit
firearms using design and production characteristics to assess or predict distribution patterns and
identify involved persons or a point of origin or manufacture.
Algorithms are used for facial recognition, pattern, and object recognition to extract similar features
to compare them with a database to find the best match, variations of these MATLAB©51 algorithms
can be adapted to compare and match images of firearms for a similar purpose.

The use of MATLAB® provides an environment
allowing image processing, prototyping and
algorithm development.

Fig.70: ‘MATLAB (matrix laboratory) is an interactive environment for numerical computation, visualization, and
programming52.

51
52

https://au.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html
https://www.tutorialspoint.com/matlab/matlab_overview.htm
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Partonometric analysis using pattern recognition algorithms provides a way to classify firearms and
record information suitable for comparison. When comparing and categorising two firearms based on
partonomy, both images must be scaled and aligned to plot features and dimensional data. Image
processing is necessary. However, in instances where seized firearms are examined routinely in
forensic laboratories, standardised images suitable for back-capture and analysis use with little or no
image processing requirements would be available.
Clear images with good resolution and even lighting are essential factors in the overall process. It may
be the case images will be unsuitable for inclusion because of issues with resolution and image
distortion. The construction of a coded image test database is, therefore, a critical aspect of this
project.
Open-source media images provide a rich collection of potential data; however, care must be taken
during selection and image preprocessing as these news media images were not intended for scientific
analysis.
5.3

Extract Histogram of Oriented Gradients (Hog) Features

Within MatLab, the command extractHOGFeatures returns extracted HOG features from a true
colour53 or grayscale54 input image. The features are returned in a 1-by-N vector, where N is the HOG
feature length. The returned features encode local shape information (structure) from regions within
an image. This information is used for classification and comparison.

53

A truecolor image is an image in which each pixel has a colour specified by three values. Graphics file formats store
truecolor images as 24-bit images, where three colour channels are 8 bits each.
Source https://au.mathworks.com/help/images/image-types-in-the-toolbox.html
54
A grayscale image is a data matrix whose values represent intensities of one image pixel.
Source https://au.mathworks.com/help/images/image-types-in-the-toolbox.html
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a. Extract and display Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) Features for a single firearm

Fig.71: The image ‘2.jpg’ has had the
extractHOGFeatures function applied.

MatLab code55:
img = imread(‘2.jpg’);
[featureVector,hogVisualization] = extractHOGFeatures(img);
figure;
imshow(img);
hold on;
plot(hogVisualization);
The application of the HOG features function identified details within structural components of the
pistol such as trigger, trigger guard, grip, extractor, pins and other features which have been recorded
as critical point, significant point and critical dimension locations.
b. Creation of a Firearm/Database Gallery ‘working DB’.
The database ‘working DB’ (11x2) comprises eleven folders of a different firearm make and model.
Each folder contains two similar images of the same firearm model in a square 400x400 pixel format
suitable for feature extraction.

55

https://au.mathworks.com/videos/face-recognition-with-matlab-98076.html
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Fig.72: Database ‘working DB’ comprised of eleven folders, each containing two similar images
400x400 pixel size. All firearms are orientated in the same direction.

The MatLab code used (Nehemiah, 2021) is a modified face recognition algorithm adapted for
categorising firearms; in the following examples, the algorithm is applied to the database ‘working DB’
shown in Fig.72. The process is demonstrated below in its entirety.

Example 1; MatLab function – extractHOGFeatures
clear all;
close all;
clc;
%% Load image information from pistol database
pistolDatabase = imageSet(‘working DB’,’recursive’);
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%% Display montage of first pistol model in the database
figure;
montage(pistolDatabase(2).ImageLocation);
title(‘Images of pistol model’);

Fig.73: ‘Images of Single pistol.’
%% Display Query Firearm and Database side-side
pistolToQuery = 1;
databaseImage = read(pistolDatabase(pistolToQuery),2);
figure;
for i=1:size(pistolDatabase,2)
imageList(i) = pistolDatabase(i).ImageLocation(com);
end
subplot(1,2,1);imshow(databaseImage);
subplot(1,2,2);montage(imageList);
diff = zeros(1,2);
title(‘Image of Single pistol and Database’);

Fig.74: ‘Image of Single pistol and Database’
%%
[training,test] = partition(pistolDatabase,[0.7 0.3]);
%% Extract and display Histogram of Oriented Gradient Features for firearm
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pistol = (com);
[hogFeature, visualization]= ...
extractHOGFeatures(read(training(pistol),1));
figure;
subplot(2,1,1);imshow(read(training(pistol),1));title(‘Input Pistol’);
subplot(2,1,2);plot(visualization);title(‘HoG Feature’);

Fig.75: Firearm with HOG features representation
%% Extract HOG Features for the training set
trainingFeatures = zeros(size(training,2)*training(com).Count,86436);
featureCount = 1;
for i=1:size(training,2)
for j = 1:training(i).Count
trainingFeatures(featureCount,:) = extractHOGFeatures(read(training
(i),j));
trainingLabel{featureCount} = training(i).Description;
featureCount = featureCount + 1;
end
firearmIndex{i} = training(i).Description;
end
%% Create class classifier using fitcecoc
firearmClassifier = fitcecoc(trainingFeatures,trainingLabel);
%% Query firearm image from an outside database
queryImage = imread(‘1 (2).png’);
figure
imshow(queryImage)
title(‘images of pistol model query’);
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Fig.76: Query Firearm
%% Query firearm image to Database
queryFeatures = extractHOGFeatures(queryImage);
fLabel = predict(firearmClassifier,queryFeatures);
% Map back to the training set to find identity
booleanIndex = strcmp(fLabel, fIndex);
integerIndex = find(booleanIndex);
subplot(1,2,1);imshow(queryImage);title(‘Query Firearm’);
subplot(1,2,2);imshow(read(training(integerIndex),1));title(‘Matched Firearm’);

Fig.77: The query image has been correctly matched to a ‘structurally’ similar image.
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Query image
feature extraction

classification

selected folder

Database

Query image
selected image

Fig.78: A visualisation of the workflow process where the query image is matched to the selected image.

Of significance in this example is that none of the searched database images contains an image of the
query firearm. The matched firearm only presents as similar in appearance to the query firearm. The
database is very small but serves as an example of the algorithm process used to extract ‘firearm
similarity’. Similarity’ is a critical part of the ‘Firearm Producibility Profiling’ process available to the
forensic investigator. Illicit firearms are produced in many variations limited only by the type of
components that the manufacturer can source in a process previously defined as ‘Producability’. Once
firearm similarity or lack of is determined between firearms, Table 3 Common origin of manufacture
can quantify the firearm similarity.
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Identifying similar images using the MatLab HOGFeatures function has been demonstrated; however,
the vagaries of illicitly manufactured
firearms

require

approach

a

fuzzy logic

using

multiple

methodologies.
‘In

contrast

to

classical

methodology, a fuzzy approach to

Table 3 Common origin of manufacture:

+4

of common manufacture

+3

high probability of common manufacture

+2

probability of common manufacture

+1

indications (evidence to suggest) common
manufacture

modelling begins with a practical
interpretation of concepts, and then
generates intuitive logical relations
between concepts and constructs a
model.’ (Li et al., 2002)

00

inconclusive

-1

indications of no common manufacture

-2

probably of no common manufacture

-3

high probability of no common manufacture

-4

not of common manufacture

The MatLab HOGFeatures function endeavours to produce as accurate a correlation as possible
between a query firearm and a matched firearm; however, as demonstrated earlier, the use of
different materials and unseen internal components is beyond the scope of these image-based
algorithms. In these cases, near enough is good enough. Once the identification of ‘close’ similarity
between firearms is recorded, further examinations can be conducted on the manufacturing
techniques and components used.
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5.4

EXTRACT BAG-OF-(COLOUR)FEATURES

Example; Database ‘New folder (5)’
This database example of self-loading pistols known as ‘New folder (5)’ contains 45 black & white and
colour images of pistols having a left to right orientation.
In this example, 45 pistol images have been grouped within a database according to a subjective visual
similarity resulting in nine groups of 5 images. A similar image search using a Content-Based Image
Retrieval (CBIR) algorithm bag-of-Features56 (customized to extract colour features) workflow was then
conducted. The ability to correlate similarity between objects provides valuable intelligence data
quickly without the requirement for lengthy text-based searches.
Example 1; MatLab function - bag-of-Features

clear;
close all;
clc;
% Location of the compressed data set
imageFolder = fullfile('New folder 5(a)');
pistolImageSet =
imageDatastore(imageFolder,'LabelSource','foldernames','IncludeSubfolders',true);
% Total number of images in the data set
numel(pistolImageSet.Files)
% ans = 45
montage(pistolImageSet);
title('images of pistol model');

56

https://au.mathworks.com/help/vision/ug/image-category-classification-using-bag-of-features.html
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Fig.79: Pistol database
% Display a one of the pistol images
figure
I = imread(pistolImageSet.Files{4});
imshow(I);
exampleBagOfFeaturesColorExtractor.m
%Pick a random subset of the pistol images
trainingSet = splitEachLabel(pistolImageSet, 0.6, 'randomized');
% Create a custom bag of features using the 'CustomExtractor' option
colorBag = bagOfFeatures(trainingSet, ...

'CustomExtractor', @exampleBagOfFeaturesColorExtractor, ...
'VocabularySize', 5000);
% Create a search index
pistolImageIndex =
indexImages(pistolImageSet,colorBag,'SaveFeatureLocations',false);
% Define a query image
queryImage = imread('1 (2).png');
figure
imshow(queryImage)
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Fig.80: Pistol (query image)
% Search for the top 10 images with similar colour content
[imageIDs, scores] = retrieveImages(queryImage, pistolImageIndex,'NumResults',10);
retrieveImages returns the image IDs and the scores of each result. The scores are
sorted from best to worst.
scores
scores = 10×1
0.2507
0.2447
0.2003
0.1888
0.1429
0.1410
0.1386
0.1365
0.1334
0.1180
% Display results using montage.
figure
montage(pistolImageSet.Files(imageIDs));
% Display results using montage.
figure
montage(pistolImageSet.Files(imageIDs));
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Fig.81 Results: pistol montage

Query firearm Similarity: 1.0

Similarity: 0.2447

Similarity: 0.1888

Similarity: 0.1410

Fig.82 Similarity score comparison to firearms having a known association

There must also be a degree of caution using this algorithm as the colour of the images or background
will influence the outcomes; therefore, for the following example, a query image was selected having
a strong colour upon a white background.,
% Define a query image
queryImage = imread('16.jpg');
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figure
imshow(queryImage)

Fig.83: Pistol (query image)

montage(pistolImageSet);
title('images of pistol model');

Fig.84: Pistol database
% Display results using montage.
figure
montage(pistolImageSet.Files(imageIDs));
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queryImage
Fig.85: Results: pistol montage

As was anticipated, the result returned a selection of pistols having or incorporating a similar colour.
This search algorithm using bag-of-features customized to extract colour features should be used only
when the object's colour is believed significant. The results returned are more concerned with the
colour of the image than the structure shape.
5.5

DETECT SURF FEATURES FOR FEATURE EXTRACTION, DESCRIPTION, AND MATCHING

Example; Database ‘New folder (4)’
This database example of self-loading pistols known as ‘New folder (4)’ contains 29 black & white and
colour images of pistols having the same left to right orientation.
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A detectSURFFeatures57 algorithm (using Speeded-Up Robust Features SURF), incorporating feature
extraction, feature description, and feature matching, was applied to query image search that uses
accepting an 8-bit RGB58 or an 8-bit grayscale59 image as the input. The example below, Fig.86, shows
twenty (20) of the most robust SURF features within the image ‘1Untitled.jpg’.
clear;
close all;
clc;
RGB = imread('1Untitled.jpg');
I = rgb2gray(RGB)
figure
imshow(I)
points = detectSURFFeatures(I);
imshow(I); hold on;
plot(points.selectStrongest(20));

Fig.86: Twenty (20) robust SURF features mapped within the
pistol image.

In this example, the SURF algorithm has identified several significant points and critical points, so the
feature identification is acceptable.
Example 1; MatLab function - Search Image Set Using detectSURFFeatures Query Image
filename = ('New folder (3) - Copy');
Display the data set.
pistolDatabase = imageSet('New folder (3) - Copy','recursive');
figure;
montage(pistolDatabase.ImageLocation);

57

https://au.mathworks.com/help/vision/ref/detectsurffeatures.html
An 8bit RGB (colour) file therefore allows 256 different levels on the Red axis, 256 on the Green and 256 on the blue
axis, since 2 to the power of 8 is 256.
Source: https://photo.stackexchange.com/questions/90171/what-is-difference-between-8bit-rgb-and-16bit-rgb
59
a grayscale image contains shades of gray (256 levels of luminance/pixel) and no colour.
Source https://techterms.com/category/technical
58
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title('Database');

Fig.87: Pistol database
Index the image set.
imageIndex = indexImages(pistolDatabase);
queryImage = imread('Untitled.jpg');
figure
imshow(queryImage)

Fig.88: Pistol (query image)

imageIDs = retrieveImages(queryImage,imageIndex);
Show the query image and its best match, side-by-side.
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bestMatch = imageIDs(com);
bestImage = imread(imageIndex.ImageLocation{bestMatch});
figure
imshowpair(queryImage,bestImage,'montage')

queryImage
bestImage

Fig.89: Results: Pistol montage

The queryImage, bestImage montage seen above (Fig.89), is a good result as an exercise in Firearm
Producability Profiling. The pistol slide is longer and has a laser sight attached to the frame and was
selected from a database containing images of visually similar firearms.
Another query image was selected having an unusual orientation and configuration to exploring this
algorithm further.

Fig.90: Pistol (query image) view from oblique angle with slide racked and locked

The unusual viewpoint is an experiment in similarity for the algorithm used.
bestMatch = (imageIDs(1));
bestImage = imread(imageIndex.ImageLocation{bestMatch});
figure
imshowpair(queryImage,bestImage,'montage');
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The results returned (Fig.91) shows that the two best matches have endeavoured to incorporate the
foreshortening effect of perspective and the angle of vision seen in the queryImage.

queryImage

queryImage

bestMatch = (imageIDs(1));

bestMatch = (imageIDs(2));

Fig.91: Results: Pistol montage

The bestMatch images, imageID1 and imageID2, reflect the perspective distortion seen in the
queryImage, and the results returned have produced a sufficient similarity.
A final queryImage was selected:

Fig.92: Pistol (query image

Showing the query image and its best match, side-by-side.
bestMatch = (imageIDs(1));
bestImage = imread(imageIndex.ImageLocation{bestMatch});
figure
imshowpair(queryImage,bestImage,'montage');
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queryImage

bestMatch = (imageIDs(1));

queryImage

bestMatch = (imageIDs(2));

Fig.93: Results: Pistol montage

The bestMatch, imageID1 and imageID2 within this example Fig.93, produce a similarity with two
similar design models within the database. Identifying these two firearms returns a +3-high probability
of common manufacture result, giving a strong indication of the potential of Firearm Producability
Profiling using this and similar algorithms. Firearm Producability Profiling will assist in identifying
firearms for the recording and analysis of illicit firearm design and production characteristics for
Forensic Firearms Intelligence (Australian-National-Audit-Office). If shape and colour methodologies
are used together, the results are usually more robust than if applied separately (Farooq, 2016).
All image data pre-processing within the MATLAB system is an essential component of efficient and
accurate data extraction.
Critical considerations are:
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•

Standardise all database images

•

Standardise all query inputs

•

Use of smaller image sizes (e.g., min pixel size 400x400)

•

Conversion of all images to 8bit RGB or grayscale for faster processing speeds.

•

Consistent image orientation

•

Avoid data duplication

•

Use of white background

•

Use of the correct algorithm/s for task

•

The adaption and use of available or recovered images from investigations.

These practices will allow the best results using machine learning algorithms. Forensic Firearms
Intelligence and Firearms Producability Profiling use many methods (based upon previous knowledge
and experience) to produce viable intelligence data.
5.6 Discussion
The analysis of firearms using partonometric principles (geometric or point features) related to
firearms can be instrumental during the examination of workshop manufactured firearms because of
the difficulties of categorising these types of firearms. Syntactic pattern recognition can be highly
effective if image pre-processing is used to assist feature extraction and pattern recognition techniques
that have been used in forensic application studies for many decades. The analysis of firearms
identification based on bullet and cartridge case examination has been studied rigorously by both
computing students and scholars. In these cases, pattern recognition techniques have been used
extensively. The determination of matching characteristics of bullet and cartridge cases is of such
critical concern to the legal and scientific community that virtually all studies and research have been
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directed toward advancing these techniques. Very little progress has been made in analysing the design
and manufacture of firearms originating from illicit sources to enable the extraction of intelligence data
that may also be useful to the criminal investigator. The possibility of using existing application
prototyping platforms such as to search and quantify matching points would seem to be achievable
using a similar minutiae point matching system to that used with fingerprints.
A significant advantage of using partonymic principles to examine visual features and similarities in
firearms is that valuable intelligence data can be developed readily from any pre-processed image
source. The result can also be extracted as a useful network probability prediction in 10.4 EXTRACT
BAG-OF-(COLOUR)FEATURES.
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6.0 FURTHER OPPORTUNITIES FOR FIREARM DESIGN/CRIME LINKAGE: 3D
PRINTER DEPOSITION LAYERS AS CRITICAL DIMENSION 'DEPOSITION
STRIAE'
6.1

Chapter Introduction

In the short to medium term, a meld of 3D printing and traditional production techniques are the most
popular and practical design option for illicit firearms. This upcoming technology will not be lost upon
the firearm traffickers and illicit firearm manufacturers who will strive to use any new knowledge to
their best advantage to avoid detection and prosecution. 3D printing is on the cusp of a renaissance
that will impact our lives in positive ways. However, it should not be unexpected that criminal or illegal
applications of this technology might be advancing undetected at similar rates in the shadows of the
internet. However, there has been much discussion and conjecture about 3D print technologies on
open web forums. Little tangible academic research investigates its use for the production of illicit
firearms. New 3D printers using polymers and metals may quickly become viable and practical options
for firearm traffickers and illicit firearm manufacturers. This study analyses the current and potential
criminal use of 3D print applications to produce illicit firearms, components, and accessories.
6.2

TRACING AND IDENTIFICATION OF 3D PRINTED FIREARMS AND COMPONENTS

Firearm regulations do not constrain the use of 3D printing technology to produce or contribute to the
design and construction of illicit firearms and firearm components. Illicit firearm manufacturers do not
consider the longevity or build quality of the items they produce in the same sense that commercial
manufacturers do by combining and exploiting the existing technologies of 3D printing in ways that
may be difficult for police agencies to trace. Using the information shared in firearm and 3D printing
blogs, e-journals, and businesses promoting the use of 3D printing. Heemsbergen states (Heemsbergen
et al., 2016), “It [3D printing] is an innovative and interactive social practice of learning, sharing, and
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economy”. The prolific sharing of information designs and data files relating to the 3D printing of
firearm components and accessories occurs on firearm blog sites. Barton (Barton, 2019) states that as
mainstream social media platforms, such as Reddit, Twitter and YouTube ban or restrict the sharing of
plans for 3D-printed guns; new websites and chat servers (which can be potentially encrypted) are
created to continue the distribution and development of 3D firearm design files.
The term ‘rapid prototyping is intended to describe one of the primary uses of 3D Printing technology
(Bak, 2003) in industrial applications; however, this has developed into a term with a much broader
meaning. Thierry Rayna et al. (Rayna & Striukova, 2016) comments, “Bringing rapid prototyping to the
‘masses’ will most likely have a large effect on creativity, innovation and competition (as it enables
would-be entrepreneurs to test their ideas)”. In most cases, when dealing with illicit firearms, this
means trafficking, trade, or sale for criminal purposes.
Additive Manufacturing (AM) as 3D printing forms a three-dimensional object by process of layering
extruded material, most commonly polymer filament materials (Astm, 2015; Dizon et al., 2018)
Measurable critical dimensions within the fused deposition layers known as Fused Deposition
Modelling (FDM) or Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF) of the 3D printer additive process may present
opportunities for Spatial Pattern Comparison (SPC) analysis of illicit 3D printed firearms.
DAY et al. states that a combination of new and novel techniques may assist in the identification and
matching of 3D printed items to source printers;
Forensic techniques and research need to be applied to the analysis and comparison of
different 3D printers' engineering features, printing materials and the identification of any 3Dprinter intrinsic (variations of printer hardware imperfections) and extrinsic (variations added
in the print process) signatures passed on to the printed object. The successful identification
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of intrinsic and extrinsic signatures of 3D printers is critical in their identification during a
forensic investigation. (Day & Speers, 2019)
Li et al. postulates,
We argue that 3D printers possess unique fingerprints, which arise from hardware
imperfections during the manufacturing process, causing discrepancies in the line formation
of printed physical objects. These variations appear repeatedly and result in unique textures
that can serve as a viable fingerprint on associated 3D printed products. (Li et al., 2018)
Toolmarks have been traditionally described as features imparted on an object by contact and force
exerted from a tool's working surface and are of two types, impressed or striated. However, can other
factors within 3D print technology influence the creation of 'tool marks' upon an object with class,
subclass, and individual characteristics, creating a third and new category of toolmark called
'deposition striae' (See Fig.94).
No two objects can be identical (Vlasáková, 2021). All machine tools are created incorporating
manufacturing tolerances which have the possibility of imprinting characteristics upon manufactured
objects which can be examined to provide a ‘Threshold of Similar Origin’: The point at which the
probability of two firearms having a similar origin becomes a realistic possibility.

Example: Workshop Made 3D Printed Firearms
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Fig.94: An image taken from an online site, top left image, (Source https://twitter.com/menendez3d?lang=en) shows
two workshop made firearms. Image comparison of these two firearms along a similar axis shows a remarkable alignment
of 'deposition striae' with strong similarity: +3 high probability of common manufacture.

It must be stated that Forensic Firearms Intelligence (Australian-National-Audit-Office) is best
conducted using inference structures that use inductive reasoning and abductive reasoning (Mellers et
al., 2015) primarily. It is a continually developing process that does not require the time-consuming
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development of absolute conclusions and error rates within reports, which '…may not be required to
satisfy the lesser rigour of "intelligence' (Oatley et al., 2020).
INDUCTIVE REASONING; involves a rule being established based on repeated experiences or
observations and making a generalisation that may be probable.
Fig.94 Inductive reasoning example;
1. Two 3D printed firearms which are likely to have been produced on the same 3D printer exhibit
very similar 'deposition striae' patterns using Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM)
Generalisation: Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) produce deposition striae suitable for comparison
to determine if the same 3D FDM printer was used.
ABDUCTIVE REASONING; involves forming a conclusion from the information that is known.
Fig.93 Abductive reasoning example;
1. Two 3D printed firearms which are likely to have been produced on the same 3D printer exhibit
very similar 'deposition striae' patterns using Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM)
2. All 3D print 'Deposition striae' have 'deposition striae' suitable for comparison.
Conclusion: There exists a +3 high probability that the two firearms are of common manufacture.
Individual identification of a mark or pattern originating from a single object is known as
individualisation (Koehler & Saks, 2009). However, for intelligence data, within its loose parameters,
the ‘retrodictive analysis of repetitive patterns’ (Weyermann & Roux, 2021) shows there is 'sufficient
evidence to demonstrate that they originate from the identical source' (Kaye, 2009). Therefore,
examining the 3D printed pistols seen in Fig.94 provides sufficient inference data (by the abductive
reasoning process). The Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) process has produced deposition striae
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suitable for comparison. By making this comparison, it can be shown that the same 3D FDM printer
was used in this case.
From the forensic firearms intelligence perspective, the generalisation obtained by inductive reasoning
suggests that Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) produces deposition striae visible on firearms
produced by this process and is suitable for comparison determining if the same 3D FDM printer was
used. The elementary reasoning steps used in this example have been referred to as primitive (forensic)
inferences (Ribaux et al., 2006), which form the basic framework for forensic intelligence to detect
relevant serial crime case linkages to forensic firearms intelligence.
In the future, further forensic research in the field of Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) may produce
calculations of likelihood ratios exploring similarity and typicality within 'deposition striae' using a
Bayesian probability approach used in other aspects of forensic casework (Skerrett et al., 2011)
(Weyermann & Roux, 2021).
6.3

Deposition Layers as Critical Dimension 'Deposition Striae'

The development of illicit 3D printed hybrid firearms has been assisted by design inclusions of factory
manufactured materials. Metal pipes and springs from hardware stores significantly improve the
reliability and ability to fire cartridges of different calibres .22 LR rimfire to .380 Auto calibre. This 3D
hybrid pistol type (Fig.95) can also utilise commercially purchased rifled barrel stock or workshop
manufactured barrels; this barrel can be pressed/glued into a 3D printed sleeve.
This simple prototyping innovation has avoided the earlier ‘Liberator’ design (Honsberger, 2018). This
new and favored design feature inclusion offers a base for developing the 3D printed ‘hybrid’ firearm
type. Centrefire ammunition in larger pistol calibres can now also be reliably adapted to discharge
within printed firearm components.
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Example; 3D Printed Firearms Seized By New South Wales Police August 2020

Fig.95: A cache of 3D printed firearms 60 seized by New South Wales Police August 2020. The sleeved barrels are seen next
to the pistols.

60

Source: https://twitter.com/nswpolice/status/1293041086634418181/photo/4
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Fig.96: A closeup of the pistols shows the sleeved barrel in a firing position within the firearm.

Barrel-A to Barrel-B overlay comparison

Barrel-A

Barrel-B

Fig.97: Closeup of the sleeved pistol barrels labelled Barrel A and Barrel B showing a comparison of deposition
striae.
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Fig.98: A closeup of the overlay of Barrel-A upon

Barrel-

Barrel-A

B in Fig. shows a correlation (AFTE-Glossary, 2013)

in

pattern and combination of patterns of surface

contours ( marked as

) between

deposition striae between Barrel-A and Barrel-B.

The correlation identified in Fig.98 could
classify as Class Characteristics;
‘Measurable features of a specimen which
indicate a restricted group source. They
result from design factors, and are
therefore

determined

prior

to

manufacture’ (AFTE-Glossary, 2013).
or Individual Characteristics;
‘Marks

produced

by

the

random

Barrel-B

imperfections or irregularities of tool
surfaces. These random imperfections or
irregularities are produced incidental to
manufacture and/or caused by use, corrosion, or damage. They are unique to that tool to the practical
exclusion of all other tools.’(AFTE-Glossary, 2013).
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In the case of 3D printers, the definition of individual and class characteristics as seen in the
Association of Firearm and Tool Mark Examiners (AFTE) would require modification:
The imperfections or irregularities of 3D printer mechanisms and tool surfaces create deposition
striae.
1. “These random imperfections or irregularities are produced incidental to manufacture and/or
caused by use, corrosion, or damage. They are unique to that tool to the practical exclusion of
all other tools”.(AFTE-Glossary, 2013).
2. “Class Characteristics: Measurable features of a specimen which indicate a restricted group
source. They result from [mechanism] design factors, and are therefore determined prior to
manufacture”. (AFTE-Glossary, 2013).
3. Deposition striae are produced by the cumulative effects of;
(i) computer-aided design software
(ii) 3D printer engineering features
(iii)3D printer hardware imperfections
(iv)3D printing materials used
(v) 3D print orientation (Applianceinator, 2021)
6.4

Example; 3d Printed Hybrid Firearm Belonging To The 2019 Halle Attacker, Stephan Balliet

One of several workshop made firearms used during the recent shooting in Halle, Germany, on 9
October 201961 incorporates the primary ‘Luty’ design (Luty, 1998) that has been used as a basis for
many similar illicit firearm designs found in Australia for many years.

61

BBC News: German Halle gunman admits far-right synagogue attack, https://www.bbc.com/news/world-europe-50011898
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Fig.99: One of the firearms 62 belonging to the Halle attacker, Stephan Balliet63.

The firearm build shown in Fig.99 is unusual. It incorporates a 3D FDM printed lower receiver attached
to a conventional workshop manufactured upper receiver fabricated using a pre-manufactured square
metal tube and other hardware store parts.
It would be critical to this or any other similar investigation if the 3D printed components of an illicit
firearm are identified as manufactured on the 3D printer (Day & Speers, 2019) belonging to the suspect
(Balliet). Supposing the firearm resulted from the illicit trafficking of 3D printed components or hybrid

62
63

The Firearm Blog; https://www.thefirearmblog.com/blog/2019/10/16/homemade-firearms-used-in-halle-attack/ 28/10/2019
Wikipedia; https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2019_Halle_synagogue_shooting 28/10/2019
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firearms confirmed as not manufactured on the suspect 3D printer. In this case, such knowledge would
impact the scope of the investigation,
indicating that there may be other
individuals or groups involved.
It cannot be conclusively determined
that deposition striae correlations in
these

3D

printed

examples

are

attributable to subclass, class or
Individual

characteristics

(AFTE-

Glossary, 2013) or some combination
of these. However, the uniqueness of
the deposition striae within the
examples given are sufficient to pique
the

interest

of

the

forensic

researcher(Li et al., 2018; Peng et al.,
2019).
6.5 Discussion
Berger (2019) correctly theorises that

Fig.100: Overlay comparison of deposition striae as
seen on three magazines in Fig.98.

the rate of evolving 3D technology
suggests that 3D printed weapons [of all types] pose a significant threat to countries [such as
Australia] that have significantly restricted access to firearms (Berger, 2019). Within Australia, the
exceptionally high rate of firearm theft and the increasing proportion of illicit workshop firearms
being seized by policing agencies indicate a substantial appetite for firearms trafficking and black197

market firearms of all types (Commission, 2016-2017);(Ralston, 2016);(Blog, 2014);(Spencer,
2019);(ACIC, 2019);(AFP, 2019; K, 2014a; Thompson, 2018).
The tracing of 3D printed firearms, components and accessories will become an inevitable part of
investigating firearm trafficking and firearm-related crime by policing agencies worldwide to identify a
single point of origin (3D printer) for a particular case.
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7.0 THESIS CONCLUSIONS

7.1 Thesis Overview and Conclusions
The main objectives of this thesis were;
(i) to develop an experimental model of methodology with testing and validation of proposed
concepts.
(ii) make a significant and original contribution towards the understanding of forensic firearm
examination by combining ‘forensic intelligence’ and ‘illicit firearms’ analysis.
(iii) provide further guidelines for the development of the experimental model and,
(iv) provide suggested directions for new research within the developing field of Forensic Firearms
Intelligence
Demonstrations using these foundational prototyping processes show that it can develop new and
innovative intelligence products by analysing images and the use of partonometric examination.
This study suggests that analysis of illicit firearm data will improve Forensic Firearms Intelligence data
quality within Australian policing agencies by providing consistent and reliable data regarding the
current state of organised crime activity in Australia. It applies equally to the diversion, distribution,
and manufacture of illicit firearms. Illicit firearms have often presented in variant formats not
previously recorded. As part of the development of these recording processes, it was necessary to
create a glossary of new definitions specifically developed for use within this thesis to clarify Forensic
Firearms Intelligence data collection and analysis processes.
The development of Firearm Producability Profiling using Firearm String Codes and partonometric
analysis provides for the accurate retrieval of vital firearm specific data known to be critical aspects of
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the illicit firearm trade. This thesis has demonstrated that identifying and recording legislatively
significant firearm parts, modifications, and accessories using

methodologies including Firearm

Producability Profiling has contributed to successfully tracing illicit firearms to enable investigative
linkages between firearms of interest.
Firearm string codes were applied using one-line descriptor codes with a sequential series of nine
identification code tables to identify the condition, components, modifications, calibre, and seized
firearms accessories. The use of Microsoft® Excel® for Microsoft 365 has produced a foundation for a
prototyping database with attached images, multiple-choice data entry and ‘wild card’ alpha/numeric
search functions allowing consistent and reliable coding. These string codes can also categorise firearm
parts and accessories, enabling inclusion within a searchable database and adapting to upcoming 3D
print technology when required.
The designs associated with some workshop made illicit firearms have presented categorisation
problems for policing agencies. The SCI database categorises using SCI processes to examine images to
determine observed design similarities and differences as required. Creating several definitions such as
critical dimension, critical point, and significant point, identified methods of comparison that returned
results indicating the technique's robustness even when applied to lessor [quality] open-source image
images. Intelligence links are hypothesised, but without a dedicated re-examination of these police
firearm exhibits, correlations cannot be confirmed. However, these SCI processes are robust and
provide useful intelligence data if correctly applied.
Data retrieval using alpha-numeric identification enables the categorisation of seized firearms,
including major parts and accessories. String Code Identifiers (SCI) can achieve a complete picture of
seized trafficked firearms with the advantage of compatibility with federal, state and Border Force
firearm legislation related to firearm types, major firearm components, and accessories.
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The analysis of firearms using partonometric principles (geometric or point features) related to firearms
can be instrumental when examining workshop manufactured firearms because of the inherent
difficulties of categorising these types of firearms. Syntactic pattern recognition can be highly effective
when image preprocessing assists feature extraction and pattern recognition techniques used in
forensic application studies for decades. The analysis of firearms identification based on bullet and
cartridge case examination has detailed rigorously by both computing students and scholars, and
pattern recognition techniques used extensively. Matching the pattern characteristics of bullet and
cartridge cases is of such critical concern to the legal and forensic community that all studies and
research are directed toward advancing this technique. Subsequently, there has been little progress in
analysing the design and manufacture of firearms originating from illicit sources to enable the
extraction of intelligence data that may also be useful to the criminal investigator. These absent
modules within Forensic Firearms Examination are,
•

Forensic Firearms Intelligence (Australian-National-Audit-Office) and

•

Firearm Producibility Profiling (FPP)

Computer learning algorithms can also assist with pattern recognition to extract and compare similar
features to a database to find the best match or a similarity. In this thesis, variations of MATLAB64
algorithms have been adapted to compare similar firearm images from a prepared database for
comparative analysis. The results indicate the application of useful algorithms such as,
1. Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG features),
2. Bag-of-Features (customized to extract colour feature data) and
3. SURF features (Speeded-Up Robust Features)

64

https://au.mathworks.com/products/matlab.html
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can effectively assist feature extraction, feature description, and feature matching within firearm image
data. Any of these algorithms can return an acceptable accuracy when confined to small database
numbers (≤ 20 – 50 images). Extrapolating these feature selections into more extensive databases is
likely to degrade effective similarity searches as the number of imprecise features identified by the
algorithms increase. A possible solution for enabling a much more extensive and effective database is
developing algorithms with a precise user selection of critical dimension, critical point and significant
point areas and locations rather than relying upon machine learning algorithms to make such
selections.
Such precise user-selected input data and the pre-processing of images can provide better output data
and allow computer learning algorithms adapted to interpret such comparison data. These
developments are likely to produce highly accurate results for Firearm Producability Profiling. Image
size and framing are essential considerations when comparing images. The 400 x 400-pixel size image
seems to be a workable adaption allowing sufficient detail for the plotting of correlation.
String Code Identifier (SCI) methodology produces efficient coding which is easy to understand and can
be better interpreted by intelligence analysts or other persons who are not firearm trained. An
adaptable system can code both parts and complete firearms, enabling thorough searches of data and
extracting information using several different string combinations as desired, which can be further
interrogated if the resulting subgroup is too large.
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Critical dimension

significant point

Critical point

15.

14.

13.

overlay
overlay registration point

16.

Fig.101: Showing the resulting image overlay post image pre-processing, including identifying critical point, significant
point, critical dimension data and overlay registration point.

FPP score:
17.

-4 not of common manufacture.
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In this way, as seen in Fig.101 and Fig.102, FPP comparison and correlation will produce good results
especially when using verified and accurate can be involved data (McClean, 2007).

Critical

significant

critical

dimension

point

point

18.

overlay registration point

19.

overlay
20.

Fig.102: Showing the resulting image overlay post image pre-processing, including identifying critical point, significant
point, critical dimension data and overlay registration point.

21.

The FPP analysis of critical dimension, critical points, and significant points (Fig.102: critical point,
significant point): +3 high probability of common manufacture. In this particular example the overall
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number of critical and significant points marked has been intentionally keep low in order to facilitate
this visual concept.
Additionally, the inclusion of critical dimension overlays can test the comparison between these
firearms further. In Fig.102 critical dimensions have been plotted on each image. In Fig.102 the overlay
schematic can be seen without the background image's distractions, and as can be observed, the
correlation between these two images is excellent.
The test databases used within this thesis have been too small to draw unambiguous conclusions.
However, several vital observations can be made.
•

Firearm Producability Profiling can analyse illicit firearm design and production characteristics

using partonometric and pattern recognition techniques to assess distribution patterns associated with
firearms trafficking and identify involved persons or groups linked to origin or manufacture.
•

Firearm String Codes and individual String Code Identifiers (SCI) are an intelligence-gathering

coding methodology that can capture data that is currently not recorded or, because of its nature,
incompatible with current firearm databases. The strength of this system is its ability to extract
information not available from any other source.
•

Significant point, critical point and critical dimension classifications and comparisons can extend

intelligence data into new areas useful for investigating firearm trafficking and the illegal manufacture
of firearms.
•

The processes of pattern and object recognition algorithms have been widely discussed and

researched using prototyping software such as MatLab. Powerful image pre-processing algorithms can
be further developed to include firearm images and adaptable to allow a visual similarity classification
prediction based upon preprocessed images. A convolutional neural network to classify images
requires a specified image size, which can be standardised and adapted using prototyping software.
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•

The development of 3D printing technologies and the analysis of deposition striae based upon

the mechanical variation of 3D printers is a new field that demands forensic researchers' attention.
New filament materials can be used to construct illicit firearm components with strength and longevity
and will require the identification of 3D printers used in their manufacture. These processes can provide
new investigative pathways for the forensic investigator.
•

The methodologies detailed in this thesis are not intended as a stand-alone technique for

analysing illicit firearms. A combination of these techniques within a dedicated database is the best and
recommended option from which ‘A PROTOTYPAL FORENSIC INTELLIGENCE FRAMEWORK FOR THE
EXAMINATION OF ILLICIT FIREARMS’ can be developed.
7.2

Recommendations and Future Research Directions

The development of a firearm data system capable of exceeding the current and future requirements
of Australian Government agencies for the collection of forensic firearms intelligence data will quickly
enter the realm of big data analytics. The further development of the themes and systems discussed
within this thesis can produce a viable model suitable for acceptance testing within an operational
environment with the support of Australian Policing jurisdictions. Test and trial applications in
environments where the depth and scope of available data are improved will provide greater scope for
producing clean data suitable for tactical investigative decisions at the operational level.
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APPENDIX B
User Guide
Examples of:
•

Minimum Bounding Box

•

Critical Dimensions

•

Significant Points

•

Critical Points

-in a selection of firearm types.
Example 1; Self-loading Pistol

Minimum Bounding Box

Critical Dimensions

Critical Points

Significant Points
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Example 2: Revolver
Critical Dimensions

Minimum Bounding Box

Critical Dimensions

Significant Points

Critical Points

Significant Points

Example 3: Revolver

Minimum Bounding Box

Critical Points
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Critical Dimensions

Significant Points

Example 4: Self-loading Pistol

Minimum Bounding Box

Critical Dimensions

Critical Points

Significant Points
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Example 5: Self-loading Pistol with 3D printed Polymer frame

Minimum Bounding Box

Critical Points

Critical Dimensions

Significant Points
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APPENDIX C
User Guide - String Code Identifier Methodology Using Microsoft Excel
as a Searchable Firearms Database
Introduction
The prototyping analysis of the String Code Identifier constructs in this chapter used Excel Office 365
(Microsoft Excel 2016, Microsoft Corporation, One Microsoft Way, Redmond, WA 98052 USA). The
Excel system database does have limitations within Police agencies, however for the purpose of
demonstration in the absence of a purpose-built law enforcement intelligence database that meets
capture and management criteria, it is able to illustrate use of String Code Identifier constructs.
The String code Identifier construct distils textual information into a de-identified format suitable for
‘thematic analysis’65 (Bree & Gallagher, 2016), adding significant amounts of structured information
for better illicit firearms data management (Duquet & Van Alstein, 2016).
The Excel format layout provides several critical features necessary for the String Code Identifier
construct, such as,
1. multiple choice Deductive Coding66 selections from a drop-down list67
2. the ability to attach images
3. ‘wild card’ alpha/numeric search function
4. statistical search functions
5. Manual coding of qualitative forensic data may be influenced by the coder’s cognitive
biases(Cooper, 2019), which can influence the coding process; therefore, coding guidelines and
training are necessary to keep coding consistent and reliable (Fig.60).

65

Thematic analysis - the method of identifying, analysing, and reporting patterns (or themes) within data.
Deductive coding - assigns a predefined set of codes, to new qualitative data.
Source - https://getthematic.com/insights/coding-qualitative-data/
67
'Code by Sumit Bansal from https://trumpexcel.com
66
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FFI Examination

Seized forensic
firearms exhibit

String code Identifier

Reference image

Qualitative data
as free text

FT2 4P 5P 6P 8P FT3 1P CN2 6A PTS (11 mm (433+)) (+4)

Fig.103: Data entry format (de-identified) in Excel for security, confidentiality, and investigative considerations
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Fig.104: The string code identifier (including calibre designation) can be created using the dropdown menus at E2 and E3
containing the information seen in the String Code Identifier flowchart (Table 1).

The Excel database can be built up successively in this fashion, as in Fig.104 and Fig.105.

Fig.105: Further entries can be added easily. Note the incomplete firearm listed as item 4; the ability to record parts and
components can significantly contribute to ‘the investigative process, assigning it the role of guiding investigations and
identifying perpetrators of crimes committed.’ (Mousseau et al., 2019)

As shown in this paper, previous examples have been comprehensively worked through to explain the
logic behind the methodology better. Efficient codes which are easy to understand can be better
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interpreted by intelligence analysts who are not firearm experts and may have only limited firearm
training.
The Addition of New Methods and Materials Within The Database
The master list can be updated periodically (with input from all prospective stakeholders) without any
effect upon past entries and searches.
Example: polymer/composite 3D print manufactured frame (Fig.106).

barrel

.22 LR calibre ammunition

Firing pin (nail)

Fig.106: This .22 LR calibre 3D printed ‘Liberator’ pistol was located by Queensland Police during a drug seizure in 2015.
Major components such as the barrel, improvised firing pin and .22 LR calibre rimfire ammunition are shown.
Source; https://www.popularmechanics.com/military/weapons/news/a18645/australian-cops-find-3d-printed-gun-indrug-bust/

Fig.106 shows a firearm having polymer components produced using a 3D printer. The string code
identifiers within the master list can be updated (see table below) to include these new materials and
manufacturing methods,
3D manufactured
PC Composite/Polymer
MC Metal-composite
MT Metal
The string code identifier for Fig.105 isFT3 3D PC PTL 5mm
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Read as: A complete firearm, FT3 - workshop manufactured, 3D - 3D print manufactured - PC polymer, PTL - single-shot pistol, in 5mm calibre.

The use of conventionally manufactured polymer components in both factory and generic firearm
components is widespread within the commercial firearms industry (see Fig.108). Their availability
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within Commercial Australian firearm manufacturers is tightly controlled; however, identifying any 3D
printed parts seized by police requires detailed but brief descriptions allowing quick and efficient
searches to determine manufacturing trends and techniques used by illicit firearms manufacturers.

Fig.107: A group of factory commercially manufactured polymer frames and two different firearms having workshop
manufactured 3D printed components. The string code identifier in each instance has highlighted differences and
similarities between these items.

This post describes the image as;
•

3D printed Freeman’s/Bob the Builder Glock 19 frame,

•

P80 lower milled out and rails installed,

•

an OEM Glock 19 frame

Fig.108: This image is sourced from an online network of articles relating to the manufacture of firearms known as ghost
guns. ‘3 Tiers of Glock Ghosts’68. ‘Ghost gun’ is an American expression used to describe non-serialised firearms built up
from purchased kits or 3D printed parts.
68

Ghost guns – workshop assembled firearms—which can be built from purchased kits or 3D printed—are referred to as
ghost guns because they do not come with a serial number and are untraceable.
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The requirement to record critical differences between firearm parts that may outwardly look similar,
as in Fig.108, is often overlooked and adversely affects back capture searches.

SCI - FT2 [ PC 1P ] PTS INC
Fig.109: “Multiple firearm parts had been hot-glued to the outside a toy motorcycle. Three men have been charged for their
alleged roles in attempts to import a large number of firearms parts into Australia through the postal system.” Source https://www.afp.gov.au/news-media/media-releases/three-charged-importing-gun-parts-toy-motorcycles. 29 January
2019, AFP.

The comparison between the pistol frames seized by the Australian Federal Police in Fig.109 and an
inspection of the collection of pistol frames in Fig.110 might conclude that they are all similar items.
However, although they are outwardly similar, each pistol frame is in a subcategory of its own.

Source: https://giffords.org/lawcenter/gun-laws/policy-areas/hardware-ammunition/ghost-guns/
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Fig.110: The use of string code identifiers has enabled a group of five visually similar firearm components to be
individually categorised using a systematic ‘thematic analysis’ approach to identify, analyse, and interpret patterns of
meaning within qualitative data. (Bree & Gallagher, 2016).

In Australia, on 6 June 2019, the New South Wales Police Force seized several illegal handguns69
connected to an Outlaw Motorcycle Gang (OMCG) (See Fig.111, Fig.112). One of these handguns' SCI
reveals an SCI characteristic FT2 [ PC 1P ], which reads ‘generic polymer frame’. The square brackets [
] in the coding sequence indicates a specific and significant relationship between those three SCI codes.

SCI - FT1 4P 5P 6P FT2 [ PC 1P ] 8P PTS 9mm
Fig.111: Polymer 80 branded illegal frame build with factory Glock slide and generic brand magazine.

69

NSW Police Force, Facebook.
https://www.facebook.com/nswpoliceforce/posts/10156839802201185?comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22O%22%7D
8/11/2019
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Fig.112: Another police seizure of illicit Glock pistol clones with Polymer80 brand frames (NSW Police, 31 July 201970).
SCI - FT1 4P 5P 6P FT2 [ PC 1P ] 8P PTS 9mm

Database Search Procedure
Identify commonality between firearms of interest such as,
1. method of manufacture
2. salient parts or components used
3. unusual or significant accessories
4. common calibre/gauge

70

NSW Police; https://www.facebook.com/nswpoliceforce/posts/police-have-seized-almost-a-dozen-firearms-more-than-400000cash-and-1-million-w/10156982252416185/ 31 July 2019
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Use of Excel wildcard character — asterisk (*) — will assist in search criteria.

Use the asterisk mark (*) to find any single character or any number of characters; for example,
*_PT* finds all items having ‘PTL’ Pistol single shot, ‘PTS‘ Pistol self-loading and ‘PTR’ Revolver codes.
Important note: In the search criteria ‘*_PT*’, the _ symbol indicates a space and should be written
* PT*. If the search criteria were written as *PT* with no spaces was used, then the result - 5PT Barrel
threaded - would also appear within the search results.
Search example; Identify commonality in three Polymer 80 71 (Polymer80, 2021) pistol frames.

SCI - FT2 [ PC 1P ] PTS INC …………………………………………………. *FT2*PC*1P*PTS*

SCI - FT1 4P 5P 6P FT2 [ PC 1P ] 8P PTS 9mm ……….……. *FT2*PC*1P*PTS*

SCI - FT1 4P 5P 6P FT2 [ PC 1P ] 8P PTS 9mm ………….…. *FT2*PC*1P*PTS*
Search all entries: *FT2*PC*1P*PTS*
read as: search for database items having generic parts with a polymer pistol frame.

71

“Polymer80, Inc. [is a United States company that] designs and develops innovative firearms and after-market accessories that
provide ways for our customer to participate in the build process, while expressing their right to bear arms. This provides a fun learning
experience and a greater sense of pride in their completed firearm, strengthening our brand loyalty. We summarize this with our motto
of Engage Your Freedom”. Source: https://www.polymer80.com/about-us
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A

B

C

D

Fig.113: Tables A, B, C, D shows the Excel database search process for ‘search all entries: *FT2*PC*1P*PTS*’. Also shown
are a pistol frame and completed 3D print pistol build (items 5 and 9) that fit the search inquiry parameters.

The search result can be interrogated as often as is necessary if the resulting subgroup is still too large.
In the example seen as Fig.114E, the search result has been transferred to ‘Sheet 2’ of the database
and the SCI - *FT2*4P*5P* applied.
Search all entries: *FT2*4P*5P*
read as: search for sub-database items having a generic brand slide and barrel.
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E
F

G

Fig.114: Tables E, F, G, shows the Excel database search process for ‘search all entries: *FT2*4P*5P*’.

This shortlist has returned only one result,
read as: database items having ‘generic parts with a polymer pistol frame’ + ‘generic brand slide and
barrel’.
The SCI search can be conducted in several ways yielding the same desired result,
1.

Search all entries: *PC 1P*

read as: search for database items having a ‘polymer frame’.
2.

Search all sub-database entries: *FT2*4P*5P*

read as: search sub-database items having a ‘generic brand slide and barrel’.
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Fig.115: The search result reads as database items having a ‘polymer frame and generic brand slide and barrel.’

Identifying and categorising illicit firearms as SCI’s is not limited to recording complete firearms capable
of being fired; they also include firearm parts and firearm accessories seized separately or in
conjunction with complete firearms.
Further Examples of SCI ability to describe variants of manufacture
Recording the details of a firearm may seem straightforward. However, the intelligence data that may
be overlooked using inefficient database descriptor methods could be significant and critical to ongoing
investigations between police jurisdictions and other agencies.

Fig 116: Six men have been charged after prohibited drugs worth $12 million, three firearms and $1.2 million cash were
seized, following the resolution of a joint investigation between the Southern Region Enforcement Squad and the Raptor
Squad. NSW Police Force 29 April 2021, Source; https://www.facebook.com/nswpoliceforce/posts/10158809600381185

Upon examination, the firearm in Fig.116 could present several possible variants, some of which are
presented as Variant 1 – Variant 5. Each variant is given an SCI code, and each variant SCI is described
as text.
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Variant 1.

SCI:

FT1 CN2 6A PTL 11mm

Description: A factory manufactured self-loading pistol fitted with generic brand pistol grips.
Variant 2.

SCI:

FT1 1P 6P FT2 4P 5P 8P CN2 6A PTL 11mm

Description: A self-loading pistol with factory manufactured frame and trigger assembly, generic brand slide, barrel,
magazine, and pistol grips.
Variant 3.

SCI:

FT1 [ FT4 1P ] 5P 6P 8P FT2 4P CN2 6A PTL 11mm

Description: Self-loading pistol with factory manufactured frame, which has been further workshop modified (noncommercial). Generic brand slide with the factory-made barrel, trigger mechanism and magazine
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Variant 4.

SCI:

FT1 [ FT4 1P ] 5P [ COL ] 6P FT2 4P CN2 6A PTL 11mm

Description: A self-loading pistol fitted with workshop modified factory manufactured frame. The factory-made barrel is
collector-grade, indicating it may have been recovered from a much older firearm. The trigger mechanism is
factory-made. Generic brand slide and pistol grips fitted.
Variant 5.

SCI:

FT1 4P 5P FT3 [ FT4 3D PC 1P ] CN2 6A PTL 11mm

Description: A self-loading pistol with a factory manufactured slide and barrel. The frame is a polymer 3D printed noncommercial workshop manufactured part that has been further workshop modified. Generic brand pistol
grips fitted.

Special Note: SCI sequence interpretation for bracketed [ ] SCI codes,
1. e.g., FT1 [ FT4 1P ] indicates a close relationship between the bracketed codes [FT4 1P]
and the leading SCI, i.e., FT1. This bracketed SCI coding is interpreted as a right to left
sequence.
FT1 [ FT4 1P ]: A frame - 1P, workshop modified - FT4, from a factory manufactured part - FT1.
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2. e.g., FT3 [ FT4 3D PC 1P ]: A frame – 1P, Polymer/composite – PC, 3D printed – 3D, with
non-commercial workshop modifications – FT4, originally manufactured within a noncommercial workshop – FT3.
String Code Identifiers (SCI) allow forensic categorisation of firearms, including hybrid firearm
variants that use generic (aftermarket) parts and accessories for intelligence data retrieval. Preprocessing data into quantifiable properties known as categorical explanatory variables is a
critical part of this retrieval system, allowing for efficient data mining that extracts patterns
relating to new knowledge.
The alphanumeric descriptor strings can efficiently describe the firearm and all its components
and accessories in a way that can fulfil and surpass current forensic intelligence data
requirements. These identification code strings describe seized firearms which would otherwise
be extremely difficult to categorise and search using commonly used forensic firearm database
descriptors. Firearm identification string codes achieve a complete picture of illicit firearms by
including condition and accessory codes that can more accurately describe a broader range of
standard parts and accessories.
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